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Resumen

La generación de energía eléctrica en el mundo utilizando aerogeneradores ha

ganado terreno en los últimos años dentro del área de las fuentes de energía
renovables. Además, la tendencia en los sistemas de generación eólica de gran

capacidad consiste en operarlos a velocidad variable y a frecuencia constante. El

generador de inducción de rotor devanado acoplado con una turbina de viento

representa una alternativa atractiva, debido a que la potencia generada fluye
hacia la red a través del devanado del estator, y el control se establece en el

devanado del rotor a baja capacidad y baja frecuencia.

En esta Tesis, se han diseñado dos familias de controladores robustos no-

lineales aplicando técnicas de modos deslizantes para maximizar la energía del

viento capturada por la turbina en aerogeneradores de velocidad variable. Estos

esquemas de control son diseñados para el generador de inducción de rotor

devanado conectado a un bus infinito-

l) Para la primera familia de controladores, las señales para el control de

seguimiento son el par electromagnético y la potencia reactiva del estator.

2) Para la segunda familia, la velocidad angular del rotor y la potencia reactiva

del estator son las señales del control de seguimiento.

Todos los controladores maximizan la captura de la energía del viento por parte
de la turbina y mantienen el factor de potencia en un valor preestablecido.

Las técnicas de control aplicadas se basan en la teoría de modos deslizantes. En

el controlador de par electromagnético se usaron modos deslizantes de primer

orden, modos deslizantes integrales y modos deslizantes de segundo orden con el

algoritmo super-twisting. En el controlador de velocidad se utilizaron las

técnicas de control por linealización entrada salida y control por linealización a

bloques, ambas técnicas combinadas con modos deslizantes de segundo orden

aplicando el método super-twisting.

Se ha construido un prototipo de prueba para emular la operación del

aerogenerador. El prototipo esta formado por un motor de corriente directa

acoplado mecánicamente a un generador de inducción de rotor devanado. El

control de par electromagnético aplicando el método de super-twisting es

implementado en tiempo real.



Abstract

The generation of electrical energy in the World using Wind Power Systems has

gained land in the last years within the área of the renewable power plants. In

addition, the tendencies in the wind power systems of great capacity consist in

opérate them with variable-velocity and constant-frequency. The use of a wound
rotor induction generator coupled with a wind turbine represents an attractive

altemative of renewable power plants, due to the generated power flows freely

by the stator winding, and the control is established by the rotor circuit at a low

power level and low sliding frequency.

In this Thesis, two families of the robust nonlinear controllers applying sliding
mode (SM) techniques for maximizing the wind energy capture by turbine in the
wind power systems with bounded variable velocity are designed. These control

schemes are designed for the wound rotor induction generator connected to an

infinity bus:

l) For the first family of controllers, the output variables to be tracked are the

electromagnetic torque and stator reactive power.

2) For the second one, the angular rotor velocity and stator reactive power are
the signáis to be tracked.

All designed controllers maximize the capture of the wind energy at the turbine

and hold the stator power factor in a previously given valué.

The applied control techniques involve sliding modes theory. In the

electromagnetic torque controller, first order SM, integral SM, and second order

SM-supertwisting algorithm are used. On the other hand, in the velocity
controller, the input-output linearization and block linearization control both

using the super-twisting algorithm are applied.

A test prototype for emulating the wind system performance is constructed. This

prototype is formed by a DC motor which is coupled mechanically with a WR

induction generator. The electromagnetic torque controller using the super-

twisting method is implemented in real time.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This Chapter provides a review of general concepts related with the opera

tion and control of wind power systems with variable velocity. Initially, a

brief description of the generation system using a wind turbine coupled with

a wound rotor induction generator is presented. Then, a review of the re

cently control systems for variable-speed wind power systems is done. Later,
the research objectives and contributions of this dissertation are raised. And

finally, the thesis outline is described.

1.1 Wind Power System

Wind power systems are classified as part of renewable energy systems.

Their primary source is wind. Today, wind power is by far the fastest-

growing renewable energy source because wind energy is free, clean and

endless. The main problems regarding wind power systems are related with

wind irregular properties (wind speed is a random, strongly non-stationary

process, with turbulence and extreme variations), and the exigent demands

regarding the electrical energy quality (reactive power, harmonics, flicker,

etc). Therefore, the wind power systems require the use of a robust auto

matic control system [24] .

In wind power systems, the wind energy is transformed into mechanic en

ergy through a wind turbine which usually has three or two blades. The tur-

bine is mechanically coupled to the electric generator through a gear box for

conditioning the low angular velocity of the turbine with the high velocity of

the generator. The induction generator transforms the mechanical energy

1



into electrical energy. The yaw drive locates the turbine in front of the air-

flow, as is shown in Figure 1.1 [28]. One ofthe main components ofthe wind

power system is the controller which takes the physical valúes of the genera

tor angular velocity and currents from sensors. Then, the controller proc

esses data and establishes a control action for the wind system.

Disk brake

Eleclric generator

Ruver Mainframe

1 1AWT

Figure 1.1 Main elements ofthe two blades wind power system.

Wind velocity impulses the turbine and produces a mechanical torque in the

shaft, which is modeled as an external disturbance in the controller design

process of the induction generator. The stator wound termináis of
the induc

tion generator are connected directly to bus termináis. All generated power

into the conversión process from the mechanical to electrical energy, located

in air gap, it flows toward the electric network supplying the stator winding
losses; meanwhile, the control action is established by the rotor circuit. The

typical configuration of the rotor supply consists of AC/DC/AC two voltage-

fed regulated inverters connected back to back through a direct current link,

which has a capacitor. The converter supplies energy to the rotor circuit via

2



slip-rings and brushes. The control system should provide a good perform
ance for the wind power systems. The scheme of a wind power system control

is shown in Figure 1.2.

Turbine

wind

Elec-trlc

Network

velocity Vas las lar

Vbslbs Ibr

Ves les Ier

Figure 1.2 Wind power control system.

According to Figure 1.2, the wind power system parts are:

a) Turbine.

b) Box gear.

c) Wound rotor induction generator.

d) Control system.

e) Rotor side converter.

í) Capacitor connected to dc link bus.

g) Network side converter.

h) Coupling inductances.

i) Electric network.

3



1.2 Review ofWind Power System Control

In order to control the wound rotor induction generator different techniques

have been applied. The vector control technique is the most popular scheme

for the independent control of the active and reactive power output
of the

WR induction generator drive [8], [21], [30], [45]. This strategy provides a

good performance with a simply PI action through a new coordinate frame

[18]. The vector control schemes can be divided into two broad subcategones

depending on the orientation of the synchronously rotating dqO reference

frame: (i) stator flux orientation where the d-axis is aligned to the stator

flux vector and (2) stator voltage orientation where the <faxis is aligned to

the stator voltage vector.

In [30], a vector control technique is used to provide máximum energy cap

ture from the wind by using a PI stator current controller for controlling the

active and reactive power, independently (torque-mode control). Addition

ally, in this paper a second controller for the speed-mode control is proposed

with better performance; moreover, these controllers were implemented in

real time for a 7.5 kW wind power system. Sensor less scheme has been pro

posed for vector control technique [44], [12]. In [44] by applying vector con

trol to decouple the torque and reactive power control for a wound rotor in

duction generator using position sensor less scheme is proposed. Neverthe

less, the vector control technique needs an exact estimation of the plant pa

rameters and is sensible to the plant parameter variations, which degrades

the performance when this parameters depart from valúes used in the con

trol system. The main problem for the vector control technique is the stabi

lity: the method does not assure globally asymptotically stabilization, and

neglects that the system is marginally stable.

The feedback linearization technique also has been used for controlling the

wind power systems [17], [32]. This technique is based on a nonlinear feed

back which transforms the closed-loop system into a linear system which can

be analyzed by classic linear control techniques. In [17], an exact input-

output feedback linearization technique was used to design a non-linear con

troller considering changes in the bus voltage as external disturbation. This

technique improves the system performance at grid faults and allows main

taining system operation up to higher fault levéis.
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In [33] a new indirect stator flux field-oriented output feedback control for a

wound rotor induction generator is presented! it assures global exponential

torque tracking and stabilization of the stator-side power factor at unity
level. Based on the inner torque control system, a speed tracking controller,
with load torque compensation is designed using the passivity approach.

Some other modern control techniques such as fuzzy logic and neural net

works [9], [26], [37], [39], have been applied to control the WR induction ge

nerator. In fuzzy logic technique, the dynamic performance and the control

actions are made by control algorithms based on logic rules for describing
the controller operation conditions. In the intelligent control paradigm, fuzzy
Logic in [26] for controlling the active power of a DFIG is proposed. The

drawback of this technique is the use of heuristic rules.

In [37] a robust WR induction generator controller was proposed, based on

neural networks. This technique was used to identify a model of the uncer

tain plant. Using this model, a discrete time controller was designed. In this

method, a few knowledge of the plant is required, however, a systematically
method is not available for its synthesis and tuning.

On the other hand, a fruitful and relatively simple approach, especially
when dealing with nonlinear plants subjected to disturbations and plant pa
rameter variations, is based on the use of variable structure control with

sliding mode (SM) [43] . New research on sliding modes control has been ap

plied to control ofthe synchronous generator in power systems [38], [35], and
[13]. In [36] robust control schemes based on first and second order sliding
mode technique are designed and applied to the wind energy conversión sys

tem. An integral sliding mode controller for wind power system using a

squirrel cage induction generator has been designed in [31], only for the ve

locity tracking, achieving the optimum operation point of the power turbine;

an experimental rig of 3.2 kW of capacity, has been built to illustrate the

control performance.
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1.3 Statement of the Problem

The tendencies in the wind power systems of great capacity consist in opé

rate them with variable-velocity and constant frequency [40] . The using of a

WR induction generator coupled with a wind turbine represents an attrac

tive altemative due to the generated power flows through the stator wound

termináis toward the electric network, and the system control is established

by rotor wound to achieve low capacity and low frequency.

Wind systems connected to electrical networks have generally three control

systems [28]. The first one is the aerodynamic power control acting on the

wind turbine blades to establish the velocity range and avoid the operation

over nominal generator capacity. The second one is a grid interfaces control

which must opérate according to the grid connection standards. Finally, the

third one is the generator control for ensuring variable-speed operation and

maximizing the maximum-power-capturing of the wind. This dissertation is

only related to generator control.

On the other hand, the plant dynamics behavior is highly nonlinear! changes
in wind speed are random events. Moreover, the turbine torque varies with

the square of this speed! therefore this torque is uncertain and can be mo

deled as an external unknown disturbance. In addition, due to the sudden

changes in the energy flow, the generator is prone to parameter variations

by temperature changes and stress which can be modeled as internal distur

bances. Summarizing, the wind system operation connected directly to elec

trical network can be modeled as a perturbed nonlinear system and, there

fore, it needs to design a robust nonlinear controller.

To control a system under uncertainty is one of the most important control

problems. The simplest way to keep a constraint is to react immediately to

any deviation of the system stirring it back to the constraints by a suffi

ciently energetic effort, i.e. using high gain continuous control. An attractive

altemative for doing this is to use a discontinuous control and implement so-

called sliding modes, which became the main operation modes in the varia

ble structure systems (VSS). Nevertheless, the conventional sliding modes

algorithm can produce chattering effect which is physically presented as

dangerous high-frequency vibrations of the controlled system. However, to
reduce chattering effect some modern sliding mode (SM) techniques have

been developed [43]: integral SM, second order SM [10], [19] among others.

In this thesis, a viable altemative in the controller design is proposed. This

method consists in applying the SM theory in order to solve a trajectory
tracking problem in a wind power system with presence of internal and ex

ternal disturbances.
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1.4 Research Objectives

The main objective of this thesis is: to design two families of robust control

lers applying SM techniques for the WR induction generator in order to

maximize the wind energy capture (to maximize the wind turbine efficiency)
and keep the stator power factor in a given valué.

The specific objectives are

l) To design a robust controller for the electromagnetic torque and stator

reactive power.

2) To design a robust controller for the angular rotor velocity and the stator

reactive power.

3) To apply different SM techniques in the controller design process: con

ventional first order SM, integral SM, second order SM-Supertwisting,
and input-output and block control linearization combined with SOSM-

Supertwisting.

4) To analyze stability of proposed controllers and demónstrate its robust

ness by simulation results.

5) To design and assemble a test prototype for emulate the wind system per

formance. The prototype is composed by a DC-motor mechanically cou

pled with a WR induction generator.

6) To implement at least one of the designed controllers in real time using
the test prototype.

1.5 Contributions

For the wind power system based on the WRIG by operating at constant-

frequency and bounded variable velocity, two robust nonlinear control

schemes applying sliding mode techniques are proposed:

l) To control the electromagnetic torque, and

2) To control the angular velocity.

Two controllers for the first control scheme have been designed:

l) Currents controller for torque tracking, and

2) Direct electromagnetic torque controller.

7



For the currents controller has been applied: a) first order SM, b) integral

SM, and c) second order SM applying Super-twisting algorithm.

For the torque controller has been applied a) Input-output linearization sec

ond order SM, and b) Block-control linearization second order SM. Both con

trollers use the Super-twisting algorithm.

Based on Lyapunov technique, the stability conditions of the proposed con

trol schemes are derived by including internal dynamics stability.

Simulation results validate effectiveness and robustness of the proposed con

trollers under unknown external disturbances i.e. changes of the wind velo

city and plant parameters as rotor resistance and magnetization inductance

variations.

The design and assembly of a test prototype which is formed by a DC-motor

mechanically coupled with a WR induction generator for the design of con

trol systems for both machines. A measurement and TTL-CMOS interfaces

were made and the electrical installation to protect and opérate the electric

machines was prepared. On this test prototype, the direct electromagnetic

torque SM super-twisting controller is successfully implemented.

1.6 Thesis Outline

After this introductory Chapter, in Chapter 2, a review of physical concepts
related with the mathematical model of the wound rotor induction generator

are provided. Two mathematical model representations of the WRIG in state

space are developed, one of them has the rotor angular velocity, stator and

rotor currents as state variables! and the other one has the rotor angular

velocity, stator flux linkages and rotor currents. In Chapter 3, a review of

the robust control techniques applying sliding modes is made. The control

techniques are: first and second order sliding modes, integral sliding modes,
and block control linearization combined with second order SM. In Chapter
4, robust nonlinear controllers for the wound rotor induction generator are

proposed by applying sliding mode techniques to control the electromagnetic
torque and the stator power factor. Whereas, in Chapter 5, two controller

designs to control the rotor angular velocity and the stator reactive power

are proposed by applying sliding modes, too. Results of the simulations are

presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 for each proposed scheme. In Chapter
6, a description of the used methodology in the construction of a test proto

type formed by DC-motor and WRI-generator is made, and the direct elec

tromagnetic torque applying super-twisting algorithm is implemented in

real time. In the final part, the conclusions are included where a compara

tive analysis of results is established.
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Chapter 2

Wind Power SystemModel

In this Chapter the turbine torque and wound rotor induction generator

models are established. The turbine torque and torque reference function for

the control system are modeled. On the other hand, two mathematical mod

els of the wound rotor induction generator are developed. One of them in

cludes the velocity, stator and rotor currents as state variables while another

one uses the angular velocity, stator fluxes and rotor currents.

2.1 Turbine Torque

Turbine

wind

Stator

Figure 2.1 Wind turbine.



Wind energy is transformed into mechanical energy when wind crosses the

turbine swept área which typically has two or three blades. The turbine is

mechanically coupled with the electric generator through a gear box for
con

ditioning the turbine speed with the generator speed, Figure 2.1. The me

chanical power produced by the turbine is function of the wind speed L5J ac

cording to the following equation

Pm=KaCp(X)vl, Ka = X-p0nR] (21)

where:

Pm mechanical power!

pa represents the air density, in kg/m2',

Rt represents the turbine rotor radius, in m,

Cp represents the power coefficient;

A represents the tip speed ratio;

vw represents the wind speed, m/s.

The power coefficient, Cp, is defined as the ratio of the mechanical energy

extracted by the turbine and the kinetic energy of the wind flow [5]. The me

chanical power produced by the turbine can be maximized by increasing this

power coefficient. The power coefficient Cp varies according to the ratio of

tangential speed in the tip of a blade with the wind speed; this term is

named tip speed ratio, and is expressed as follows

A =^. (2.2)

were colh represents the turbine angular velocity in rad/s. The coefficient Cp ,

respect to A, depends on the turbine constructive characteristics. A typical

curve ofthe power coefficient [31] is shown in the Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2 Power coefficient versus tip speed
ratio.
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The power coefficient curve can be approximated by means of fourth degree

polynomial function

Cp
= a4A* + a^ + a2A2 + atA + a0 ,

(2.3)

where:

a0= 0.0232;

a,
= -0.0757;

a2
= 0.039;

a3
= -0.0037;

aA =0.0001.

In Figure 2.3, the evaluation of equation (2.3) is shown using a continuous

line.

Q6

Q5

Q4

Q3

Q2

I

Q1

0

-0.1

a

ü

10 15

larda

Figure 2.3 Numerical approximation of Cp curve.

If the mechanical power (2.1) is divided by the angular velocity a>lh, is ob-

tamed the following mechanical torque equation

7-.(v..a,„) =^f^v;. (2.4)

The turbine velocity is related with the generator velocity with the following

relationship:

1
(o. =

—

Ú) ,wlb m *
(2.5)

where n^ corresponds to teeth ratio of the gear box.
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In Figure 2.4, a typical family of curves provided by a turbine manufacturer

is shown! these curves describe the operation characteristics for different

wind speed valúes of a turbine with a capacity of 7.5 kW [30]. If each peak

point on the curves family, Figure 2.4, is divided by the corresponding veloc

ity referred to the generator side, a new points array that corresponds to me

chanical torque developed by turbine is established. For this array, a nu

merical procedure of curve fitting is applied and is approximated by means

ofa quadratic term, see Figure 2.5.

18000

16000

14000

12000

10000

8000

6000

9rrfs

8nys

h 4000 4 rrfs

2000

0

12 mis

11 rrVs

10nYs

A

A

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400

Tu-bine \elocity referred to generator side (ractfs)

Figure 2.4 Wind turbine characteristics.

100 150

Tutine \-**oaty referred to generator s*de (racfs)

Figure 2.5 Máximum turbine torque versus generator velocity.

Therefore, a quadratic term for the mechanical torque can be defined as

Tn,=b2°i. (2.6)

where b-2- 0.002153 for a wind system capacity of 7.5 kW [30] and com repre

sents the angular rotor velocity referred to the generator side, in radians per
second. Equation (2.6) represents the trajectory of máximum aerodynamic

performance of the turbine, i.e. the capture of the wind energy is maximized.
This function will be used for establishing the electromagnetic torque refer
ence in the controller design to optimize the capture of the wind energy.

12



2.2 Electrical Bus Model

In wind power systems operating at variable speed, a wound rotor induction

generator is typically used and its stator wound termináis are connected di

rectly to an electrical network. The generated power flows through the stator

wound toward the electrical network. In this dissertation, the electrical net

work is modeled as an infinite bus, i.e. a three-phase source without voltage
distortion and nuil internal impedance. In a power system, the infinite bus

supplies the demanded energy by the electric loads by keeping the constant

voltage and frequency levéis and it is insensible against any disturbance.

2.3 Electromechanical Energy Conversión

The electromechanical conversión process is developed within the generator
air gap where the mechanical energy is transformed to electrical energy. A

resistant electromagnetic torque formed by stator and rotor currents is es

tablished. This torque opposes to the turbine torque.

The mechanical system dynamics are established according to the following

equation:

Ta =r.(«i„v.)-r,(i„i,)-7;(flt), (2.7)

where:

Ta represents the acceleration torque!

Tm represents the turbine torque referred to side generator!

Te represents the electromagnetic torque!

Tp represents the losses torque by friction referred to side generator!

com represents the generator angular velocity.

The acceleration torque is established by the shaft mass opposition to move

ment change. The turbine torque is expressed according to wind speed and

rotor angular velocity (2.4). The losses torque models the energy dissipated
in the bearings. Substituting equation (2.4) into (2.7), the mechanical oscilla

tion equation takes the following form:

J'^ =KA^^vl-Te(iJr)-Bm(com)com, (2.8)

where:

Bm is the mechanical friction coefficient referred to side generator!

Jlh is the inertial momentum of the turbine referred to side generator.
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2.4 Wound Rotor Induction Generator

A wound rotor induction generator (WRIG) is provided with three phase

windings on the rotor and stator! these windings have a symmetric physical
structure and they are electrically balanced. This machine may be supplied

with energy at both rotor and stator termináis, Figure 2.6. It can opérate

above and under of the synchronous velocity. The stator windings are di

rectly connected to a power system bus, while the rotor winding is supplied

by a power electronic converter via slip-ring and brushes. This converter is

located between the rotor circuit and the bus, and is able to handle electric

power in both directions [3] .

Figure 2.6 Wound rotor induction generator.

In a wound rotor induction generator, the relationships between the me

chanical, rotor and stator power in steady state are [ll]:

Pr=sPs, (2.9)

Pm={\-s)Ps, (2.10)

where

Pm is the mechanical power delivered to the generator, in Watts!

Ps is the power delivered by the stator!

Pr is the power delivered by the rotor!

sis the slip.

From (2.9) and (2.10), when the induction generator turns by below of the

synchronous velocity, the machine sliding is positive, í >0, and the rotor ab-

sorbs power from the network, Pr < 0 ! a fraction of the stator power enters by

the rotor, Pm<P„. Above synchronous velocity, the machine sliding is nega

tive, s < 0
,
and the rotor delivery power to the network, Pr > 0 ! the power is

delivered to grid through the stator and rotor, Pm > Ps .
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2.5 WRIG Model with Stator and Rotor Currents as State Variables

The voltage equations in generator convention, Figure 2.7, for stator and ro

tor winding termináis for the WRIG are established by

v. ,=-Ri*+-^, (2.11)abe abe i. abe >

where:

R represents the stator and rotor resistances matrix!

iaAc represents the stator and rotor currents vector!

Ku.represents the stator and rotor flux linkages.

Stator \
^*— / Rotor

Figure 2.7 Generator convention.

By assuming a linear relation between the magnetic and the electric sys

tems, the fluxes linkages are defined as the product of an inductance matrix

and the current vector in both stator and rotor windings, as follows:

Kbc = -Uabc. (2.12)

In equation (2.12), L represents the stator and rotor inductance matrix, with

some elements as the mutual inductances between the stator and rotor

windings, this mutual inductances vary periodically according to the func

tion: f(t)-Fcosdr, were #,. represents the rotor angular displacement in

electrical degrees! therefore, when the derivative operator is applied to

fluxes linkages, yields

v^-RU-^f-L-^ (2.13)

We can derive the inductance matrix according to angular position, and

then, the rotor velocity can be included as follows

v*
= -Ri*-^§-L% (2.14)

o6r dt

where cor is the angular rotor velocity in electrical radians per second and is

p
defined as cor

=—

com .

r

2
m
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The voltage equations (2.14) for the WRIG are [l]

v«

Vbs

vl.
=

—
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Vbr
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o

o

o

o
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0
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o

o

L,

0

0
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o
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Rr
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o
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o

o

o
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o
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IfíC

kv

Lac

he
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O

O

o

o

o

Rr

kh

kb

kb

kb

Lhk

-coa

ee.

Lab

Lbb

UAC

UBC

Lee

kc

^Ba

k-a

^ub

V

V,

d 4-

dt
Lr

'br

Ár.

(2.15)

where:

R^ represents the stator resistance per phase!

Rr represents the rotor resistance per phase!

LM = Lm = La. = LB represents the stator self inductance per phase!

LAB = Lm. = LCA = Lm is mutual inductance between two stator phases;

ka
~

kb - ke = kr represents the rotor self inductance per phase;

Lah = Lhc = Lca = Lrm is the mutual inductance between two rotor phases;

L, =Lai.=L,. = L cosd ;
Aa Bb Cc .sr r '

LAh=L„c=k.a=LvCos(0r + 2y3);
LM, = LBa = Lch = Lxrcos(dr +47y4) represent the mutual inductance

between stator and rotor phases.

Considering that the wound rotor induction machine has geometrical sym

metry, i.e. the stator and rotor parameters valúes are the same for each of

three phases, the voltage equations, according to the Figure 2.8,
are:

0 R„

labc. L,

L'

L,

L

d labcs ÍM-co {
dt

_labcr. \B0rL L

L.„ w la#cs

L', K. i _laber_

(2. 16)
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with the parameter matrices as:

~RS 0 0
"

~R, 0 0"

R» = 0 R, 0

_

° ° R*.

Rrr — 0 Rr

0 0

0
.

'

L L L
ss sm sm

'

L L
rr rm rm

K = LLL
sm sx sm > ^rr = L L

rm rr rm

_

sm sm ss
_ _Lrm Lrm Lrr.

cosdr cos 'rf) C°sU+*y)

Kr=kr eos 0, +— cosí?,
1

'

3 ) C0S(*'+~f"J

«*[**. +
y j

cosK) cose?.

The angular displacement of the rotor is defined by

er=lmmdt+er{o)

fer

fbr

J-v
\ for

fas

fbs

Figure 2.8 Stator and rotor magnetomotive forces.



The variation ofmutual inductance matrix with respect to electrical angular
motion 0, is

dd.
L. =¿,

.vr sr

-sene.

-sen\ 6 +

4/r

-sen] 6.+—

3 J

-sen] 0„ +

-sen6.

-sen e.+
4n

■sen\ e.+

seníer+Y

-senQ.

(2.18)

The voltage equation (2.16) can be interpreted as a non-linear system with

periodically time-varying parameters which are the mutual inductances bet

ween stator and rotor windings. It is common to apply a similitude trans

formation to refer all the three-phase electrical variables (flux linkages, cur

rents and voltages) to a new coordinate frame named dq system i.e. all varia

bles in the abe frame are projected using the trigonometric relationship on

the dq axes, Figure 2.9. A similitude transformation is applied for stator and

rotor variables, T, and T, respectively! whose axes are at the dq coordinate

frame by turning accord to frequency network. These transformations are

3

cos 0,

-sin0.

eos 9,
ln

sinlft-*^

eos 0. +
2/r

• ( a I*
-sin 0 +—

(2.19)

r

3

s(0s-0,) eos 0,-0,-

n(0-0.) -sin[0,-0,*

2/r

3

_ln_
3

cos| 0.-0,+
—

s.n ¡0.-0, +—
(2.20)

The inverse of the similitude transformation for both the stator and rotor

variables, respectively, are

COS0,

(a ln
eos 0,
l 3

eos 0. +—

l
'

3

-send.

-sin 0.
2/r

-sin 0 +—

l
*

3

(2.21)
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««(4 -0,)

cos

cos

s.-e.-f

0-0.+
2rt

-sen(0s-0r) 1

-■Ini*. -0,-^1 1

-sin 0-6'.+
2/T

(2.22)

The electrical angular displacement is defined by

es = [a>sdt+es{tí)

fbs fqs

fas

(2.23)

fes' fer

Figure 2.9 Similitude transformation from 3-phasic stator and rotor variables to dq system.

Therefore, the WRIG mathematical model on the abe frame (2.16) can be

transformed into a new coordinate frame whose axes d and q turn according
to the network frequency. When the similitude transformation is applied
(2.21) to the WRIG voltage equation(2.16), results in

Vv
.v ydqOs X, 0

"

"T 'i
.v *dt/Qx ~K Kr d

T'i

-co. ¡JL 'K Kr'
)
t;

•

Ví/O.y

T-'y
_lr

'

JqOr
_

0 Kr. T~'i
_*■**• 'i/**0r_ K Kr.

dt T"ilr 'jqOr_

r

[30, .Kr Lrr_ 1 r. •

*dqOr

(2.24)
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Solving the equation (2.24) for the stator voltages, \dq0s yields

Vi/*/0.v
—

|_Tv -v.s -v ]1<¥'!
TI — T_1
XK,dtK **0í

~

[T.sLv.*X J , 'ldqOs

TT — T"1Thr
dt

r '-/-/O** |_TL.v**T \,ldqOr

where

[tvr,,t;'] =

dt
co.

dt

t ^t;1s

50,

(2.25)

lilqOr>

R, 0 0"

0 Rx 0 7

0 0 Rs_

TL — T_1

- a>.XLss ~ Lsm) 0

fl'íC^ffl ~ Avm)

[t,.l.,(t;1]=

ks-k,

o

o

*-**.s.v Atm

o

o

A»
—

-^Avi-i

T
^xr T"'

2
ír

0

0 0

TT —T
'

XKr
á
k

\cO-COr)-kr 0

(a>-cor)-Lsr [t^t;1]****

0 0

kr 0

0 0

J

In a WRI generator, the 3-phasic winding is electrically balanced, and there

is not flow of zero sequence current. Henee, substituting the last six mathe

matical transformations into equation (2.25) results the fourth order stator

voltage equation in d-q frame:

0

R, -cos(Lss-Lsm)

o>,{ks-km) Rs

"3

3r
-o).

— L,_*

2
sr

co,—L,.
.
s2

*

k.,-k„, 0

0 L-k.

d '</■■

dt
\.

0

d V

K
dt
>.

(2.26)
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On the other hand, from equation (2.24) and solving for rotor voltage equa

tionVd?0r) yields

;l -\d r—i. i r-,. id
Ví*/0**

—

[_*!•-"«■'*■ yjqOr [ r "Jj/L s 1d<iOs ] [ k'-'trl ,

,_
k ldqOrj <y**

~[TfRfrT,. j/^or-
, d„.x

TL —T
'

"dt
s

i -Ttt' t-'I— í
'í/í/Ov |_ 1*-L,.vr Ai J , "í/í/Oa

TL — T"1
r

"dt
r 1dqOr i_k^Jrr*-r J .. ^éf&r ^r

dt ee.

T<_T-i
r

80.
'

(2.27)

V-/0.V '
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By replacing the six mathematical transformations of rotor voltages equa
tion (2.27) yields

"v*"
0 -te -<y )-A

,-*■*-

V

Lv
te -•«r)^^

0 LvJ

>■ 0

¿ lJs

K
dt

A-_
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rr rm
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By joining stator and rotor voltage equations (2.26) and (2.28) yields

3

".(■¿■.-■O ° W*2'

'VJs

V-
-®.,(A,-A»,) -tf.

VJr
0 H, **/2

.

_V
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d V
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}<?-

(2.29)

The stator and rotor voltages equation (2.29) was obtained applying the cou

pled electric circuit theory [l]. Nevertheless, the common parameters used

by the WRI generator mathematical model correspond to
T-model. Therefore,

the following relationships to transform the machine parameters from the

coupled to T-model are applied, see Appendix A

(2.30)ks=Lss-aLsl

L„ =a—L„,
2

Llr=a2Ln -aL..

(2.31)

(2.32)

where

a represents the turn ratio between the stator and
rotor winding!

A,, 4 represent the stator and rotor magnetic leakage
inductance!

Lm represents the magnetization inductance
referred to stator side!

Lm represents the mutual inductance
between two stator phases!

Lm represents the mutual inductance between
two stator phases!

A, represents the mutual inductance
between stator and rotor phases.

and it is defined

k = Lk+Lm

k=kr+Lm

(2.33)

(2.34)
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Replacing (2.30)-(2.34) into voltage equation (2.29) is obtained

~vd,~ -R,

vm -oisL

Vdr 0

-V -(a>s-a),
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ldr
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(2.35)

The graphic representation of stator and rotor voltage equations (2.35) in an

equivalent electric circuit is shown in the Figure 2.10.

Rs w5*Ls*Éqs ws-Ln-'k-r Us Llr (««s-vvT)-Lm-¡qs (vvs-vvi)'l-r*k-r
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2-Q)—-©—vw

—

>

Figure 2.10 Equivalent electric circuit ofWRIG dynamic model.

Solving (2.35) for ^- terms, the electrical dynamical model ofthe WRIG is
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(2.36)

where cr = l <s-.

kk

is defined as total leakage coefficient.
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2.5.2 Electromagnetic Torque Equation

For the induction machine, the magnetic energy stored into magnetic field,

according to linear relation between the magnetic and electric properties, is

quantified by the following expression [16]

W.
1 1 1 1

/
-

„ Vabcs) ^sJabcs +
j
Vabcs) ^s^abcr + ~ Vabcs) '-'sAabcs +

ry
Vaber) ^rr1

= ~ZVabcs) L.vs-'aAo + Vabcs) ^srhbcr + YZVabcr) ^r^abcr

abcr

(2.37)

On the other hand, the torque production is defined as the negative variation

of stored magnetic energy Wm with respect to angular position 0,

T=-

f D\

V-**-/

dW_

de.
(2.38)

If linearity is considered in the relationship between the magnetic and elec

tric systems, then Wm -

Wf and therefore

T=-
dW,

50
(2.39)

From equation (2.39), the term that varies with the position rotor of the

stored magnetic energy ^(2.37) is the second term which includes the mu

tual inductance matrix (between stator and rotor windings); therefore the

electromagnetic torque equation (2.39) can be expressed as follows:

T =

í p\

v-*** J

_d_
ee. [(KbesY sr abcr (2.40)

By applying the similitude transformation (2.21) and (2.22) into (2.40) to re

fer both stator and rotor currents on the dq coordinate frame, yields

k^^Pkr(ijJqr-ÍqJdr)' (2.41)

Substituting (2.31) into (2.41) results in

k=^PLm(Wqr-ÍqJdr)- (2.42)

Therefore, substituting (2.42) into (2.8), the mechanical oscillation equation
is

J,b^-KaR,^h^^Vl-^PLm(iJvr-iqJdr)-Bm{coJcom (2.43)
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Joining the equations (2.36) and (2.43), the mathematical model of the wind

power system is established as
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The WRIG mathematical model (2.44) is 5o order, non-linear, uncertainty,
and MIMO. This model is used in control schemes where the electromagnetic

torque and stator reactive power are the output variables, see Chapter 4.

2.5.2 Stator Reactive Power

The instantaneous power consumed in an electrical load is defined as the

product between voltage and current variables. In a 3-phasic circuit, with

sinusoidal voltages and currents, the active power is calculated as the mean

valué of the instantaneous power variation over a cycle.

Whereas, the 3-phasic reactive power is defined by [4]

Q = VJa cos (</>a
-

90) + VJ. cos {(/>.
-

90) + VJC cos (¿
-

90) . (2.45)

Involving the line voltages, the reactive power (2.45) can be expressed as

Q> =^HV*
-

v,X +(ve -va)4 + (v0 -v.K] . (2.46)

If the similitude transformation (2.21) is applied for the stator reactive

power (2.46) yields

Qs = ~(VdsÍqs-VqJds) (2.47)

The equation (2.44) is applied for calculating the stator reactive power in

torque controller designs when the stator and rotor currents are the state

variables, see Chapter 4.
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2.6 Model with Stator Fluxes and Rotor Currents as State Variables

To establish the stator and rotor voltage equations for WRI generator, the

current flow convention indicated in Figure 2.7 is applied. For a 3-phase sta

tor winding, the voltage equation in generator convention is as follows

(2.48)^abes
~

H-Aatat + j. ""abes
'

By applying the similitude transformation (2.21) into equation (2.48), the

voltage equation on the dq frame is established as

VdqOs
~ _T-R.S [Tv i^o.vJ + T-*— |_T.v KqOsjdt1

(2.49)

In the induction machine the stator resistance valué is the same for each of

the three windings, therefore its resistance matrix is diagonal! then the

above equation (2.49) can be written as

v.,..n.. = -R.i ,.„.. +x— t;1), ,.,-,.. + tt;1— x'

dqOs *dqOs
dt

^dqOs
dt

dqOs
(2.50)

It is easy to show that

Ai\- ' Jdt

in(0v)-sin

-sm

-sin

0.
2n

2k\
0V+

—

.

3 ;

-cos(0v)

(a ln
-eos 0,

L 3

-cos 0.
2x

Therefore

0 -cos20v-sin20( 0

'■¡M-^ eos2 0V + sin2 0V 0 0

0 0 0

= co.

0 -1 0"

1 0 0

0 0 0

(2.51)
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Substituting (2.51) into the second term of (2.50), the stator voltages equa
tion on dq frame is obtained as follows:

d

where

V<4/.v
-

**Sldqs + ^•s'-dq.i + , *"dqs >

'v* V V
íA/.v

_V

.

ldqs
~

.V.

í ^dqs
-

.V

X 0" "0 -<°s'
t.4.= ; sis = ,

0 Rs. .*. 0
_

(2.52)

v^
= stator voltage in í/ axis!

v = stator voltage in q axis!

ijs = stator current in d axis!

iqs - stator current in d axis!

Ads = stator flux linkages in d axis!

Aqs = stator flux linkages in q axis!

i?, = stator resistance per phase!

cos
= network electric frequency.

On the other hand, the stator flux linkages in generator convention are

^•dqs
=

~*-'sldqs
~

^nSdqr > (2.53)

where

k o

0 k

L =

Lm 0
m

0 Lm

Ls = stator inductance per phase!

Lm = magnetizing inductance.

For 3-phase rotor winding, the voltage equation in generator convention

(Figure 2.10) is as follows

abcr r abcr .. abcr
' (2.54)
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By applying the similitude transformation (2.22) into equation (2.54), the

rotor voltage equation on dq frame is

d r_i. i (2.55)
VjqOr

~ _T**R/* |_T*- Í¿?0'J + T'-^~LT'- ^dqOrj-

By doing the operations into equation (2.55) and considering that the rotor

resistance matrix is diagonal, results

^dqOr
~

"¿dqOr + kV
dt

r ^•dqOr + TT, y.dq0r
(2.56)

It is easy to show that

|M=fc-d

-sin(6),-«,)

-sin e,-or-2As r

3 j

-sin 0.-0,.+
V

2;r

-cos(0v-0f) 0

-cosj^-0,-^] 0

2n
-cos 0(-0, +Tl

0

and

r-lM-íi-*)

0 -1 0"

1 0 0

0 0 0

(2.57)

Substituting (2.57) into (2.56), the rotor voltages equation on úfy frame is

where

Vjqr^-KrW+nrhqr+Phqdqr <

"v*"
Vdqr

~

_V

?

X 0

R,=
0 R,

ldqr

si.

'clr

dqr

'lr
.

{(os~cor)

-{cos-cor)

o

(2.58)

v_.
= rotor voltage on d axis!

v
,

= rotor voltage on q axis!

¡dr
= rotor current on c/axis;

i
,.

= rotor current on ¿/axis;
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Adr = rotor fluxes linkages on daxis',

Aqr = rotor fluxes linkages on q axis!

Rr - rotor resistance per phase!

oi,
= rotor angular frequency.

L =

The rotor flux linkages in proposed convention, Figure 2.10, are

Kr=-KÍdqr-KÍdqs> (2.59)

where

~k o

.° 4.

Lr = rotor inductance per phase.

Solving for i^, in stator flux linkages equation(2.53), yields

W=-^[Kqs+KKqr]- ^.60)

Substituting the equation (2.60) into stator voltages equation (2.52) results

Vdqs
- *R.,L.V [^-/-/.v + ^m*-dqr J + ^s^dqs +

dk
dqs

dt
(2.61)

dk.
Solving for —— in above equation, yields

dk

dtf-
=

y*.,
-

{KK +n, )Kqs
- R.tL;'LmiiÍ4*4**r ' (2.62)

Then, from (2.62) the state equations for stator flux linkages are

"ds

l
, , 4 .

vds-jrxdr<>>s\s-yidr

Vqs-®s¿d.s-j¿qS-yir{r

(2.63)

where Ts is the stator time constant which is defined as 7"=—

R.

Substituting the rotor flux linkages (2.59) into(2.58), the rotor voltages are:

(2.64)ydqr
~

RrÍdqr ^r^r^dqr ^r^m^dqs
-

I*V ~T 'ldqr ~^,m~J¡ 'ldqs '

dt
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Substituting the stator currents (2.60) and its time derívate into (2.64)

d_
dt

«' ÍJLi,,. -fí.l.,.1.1/.,., +.q,l„l-'i..í -i. ^w +KKl^dqs+K^lK-á | | |
d_
dt

Solving for — i^term in above equation, yields

4V = (KKK
- K)'1 fvr +R,v + si,Lrv

-

í2,lbl;1^
- QW-XW

- L-^'^dr

From (2.65), the state equations for rotor currents are

dt

(2.65)

\dldr'
dt

_
dt

.

=

.0—)s 0-*)

vo-r, o-r, ,*,,+te-<)v+^v*-^

o-A„ o-ri.
-^-te-flír)^-

1-CT
1...+ V„

[aTr oTt }'"■ aLm"' aL,"

(2.66)

were Tr is the stator time constant which is defined as Tr=—L-
K

Joining equations (2.63) and (2.66), together define the state equations for

electric model of the wound rotor induction generator on the dq coordinate

frame whose axes turn accord the network frequency

-£-
=

~jKs
+ <»Aqs -yL

+ v*

dt
-coA, A ——i +v

.i ds
j. '"qs rj, qr qs

dt oTL
-A,. + co.

'

aL_
A.... - - + -

idr + {cos-cor)iqr+ V,
-

qr
'

T

'

d\ T dr

aL_ aL.

diqr (1-q) (l-g)
—— = -<a,- -x, -- -A -ico -co )i. -

dt
r

aL„
*

aTL
" V s r) dr

1 (l-o-)V 1-cr 1
I-- >- \i + v V

KaTr ak )" aLm
-

CT¿r
<"

(2.67)

It is important to note that the above electrical model (2.67) is simpler than
the model (2.36) which involves stator and rotor currents as state variables.
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2.6.1 Electromagnetic Torque Equation
The electromagnetic torque equation (2.42) can be represented as

T'"[l)[Í)^ "^
'ds

Substituting equation (2.60) into equation (2.68), results

™J,
(P

Lm\}qr ^dr]'
~

■
'

1

4
0

Ads "4m 0" P*TI
— +

0
i Ja. 0 Lm\

. ar\)

4-J
.

-^ylhJdr-hJqr]-

(2.68)

(2.69)

Substituting (2.69) into (2.8), the mechanical oscillation equation is given by

X^ =

K0R,ngh
&&vl - ^"íV* -

VJ
~

K ("m ) *m (2.70)
dt 4 A..

Combining equations (2.67) and (2.70), the mathematical model ofthe wind

system takes the following form:

d(Om 1
m

dt

~

J.Ib

CpW.a IPk
-PaAR^b^vl -—-*-(AqsiJr-Adsiqr)

v

-£
=

~jhs
+ t»Á„ -y

¿dr + Vds

-£-
= -a>sAdx --Aqs -^-tqr

+
v„

~^7~ ^Tr—^r^r l Áqs~ ~^ +
7T~

dt aTL aL„

di
'ir
= -03.

(l-o-), (l-a)
A,.. -

■a?

crr+" ¿rr

^ -te -■»,)'*-

i* + (fl),
-

ft), )V +——v* -vdr
aL,„ aL.

( i ,(i-*n
*7: o-r

l-O" 1
/ -l v v .

"r
<rA

"v

aL.
!,r

dt
r

aLm
"

aTL
"'

m s m
N

. ..
, „, ,

(2.71)

It is possible to see that the mathematical model ofthe WRI generator (2.71)

is non linear, múltiple input - múltiple output (MIMO) system which con

tents uncertainty due to the unknown turbine torque. The state variables

are: the generator angular velocity am ,
the stator fluxes linkages áIs and X

,

and rotor currents /,, and iv ! all electrical variables are referred to d and q
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axes. This model is used for control schemes design where the angular
rotor

vela-city and stator reactive power are considered as the controlled outputs,

and the rotor voltages as the control inputs, see Chapter 5.

2.6.2 StatorReactive Power

In order to represent the stator reactive power in stator fluxes and rotor
cur

rents as state variables in ¿jábase, the equation (2.47) can be formulated as

(. \

Qs =
- (Vjqs ~

V-, ) = ~ (- Vqx Vds )

\Jqs J

(2.72)

Substituting equation (2.60) in the above equation (2.72), yields

Qs=^{~Vq* Vd.)
L.

Ki + kjdr

Aqs + Lmiqr

*3

Qs = Tr[Vqs (Áds + LJdr )
~

Vds [h +4 iqr )] * (2.73)

The equation (2.69) is applied for calculating the stator reactive power in

velocity controller designs when the stator fluxes and rotor currents are the

state variables, see Chapter 5.

2.7 Summary

The plant to be controlled is the wound rotor induction generator. The

mathematical model of the WRIG is represented in state variables. It is un

certainty, nonlinear, multi-input, multi-output (MIMO), and coupled respect
to states variables. In this dissertation, two representations of the WRIG

model have been developed: for the first representation, all state variables

are measurable (stator and rotor currents, and velocity) and it is used for

control the electromagnetic torque and stator reactive power of the genera

tor. For the second one is used for controlling the rotor velocity and stator

reactive power, and its state variables are: velocity, stator flux linkages and

rotor currents. The WRIG model represents mathematically the non-linear

performance of the induction generator and is used in the controller designs
to capture the máximum quantity of wind energy.
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Chapter 3

SlidingModesAlgorithms

In this Chapter the sliding modes theory is reviewed. First, theory related

with first order sliding modes algorithm named as conventional sliding
modes is presented. Then, integral sliding modes is described whose control

law contains two components! one of them is a continuous function which

rejects the plant dynamics, and another one is a discontinuous function to

reject internal and external disturbances. In third section, the theory related

with the second order sliding modes is summarized; the twisting and super

twisting algorithms are presented. Finally, the block control algorithm com

bined with second order sliding modes is described.

3.1 Conventional Sliding Modes

It is known that the sliding mode is an efficient tool to control complex high
order dynamic plants operated under uncertainty conditions, due to its order

reduction property and its low sensitivity to disturbances and plant parame
ter variations [43]. Sliding mode is induced in dynamic systems by a discon

tinuous control as a function of the system state. The control switches at

high frequency ensuring a motion on a manifold in the state space. This mo

tion is called sliding mode.
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3.1.1 First Order Tracking System

Consider the simplest non-linear first-order tracking system as follows

x=f(x) + u,
(31)

with the bounded function f(x), |/(x)|<F0, F0 = constant. The control is

chosen as a relay function, Figure 3.1, of the tracking error: e = x-r(t),

given by

u =

U0 ife<0

-í/0 ife>0

or u = -U0sign(e), U0 = constant, (3.2)

Figure 3.1 Discontinuous control function.

where r{t) is the reference function. Under the condition U0 > F0 +\r\ the er

ror e and its derivative é- /"(j^-t/osign^)-.»1, have different signs. It means

that the magnitude of the tracking error decays at a finite rate and the error

is identically equal to zero after a finite time interval T, Figure 3.2. The mo

tion for T > 0 is called sliding mode [43].

A
x<t>

Figure 3.2 a) Error on the time! b) Trajectory tracking.
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3.1.2 Second OrderRelay System
The simplest second-order relay system has the following form:

x = u,

u = -í/0sign (s ) , U0
= constant.

In canonical form, system (3.3) is represented by

Xj
=

X2 ,

x2=-t/0sign(.y).

The sliding surface selected for the system (3.4) is

s = cx + x, c= const.

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

By analyzing the system behavior in the phase diagram (x, x) , Figure 3.3;

the control u presents discontinuities at the switching line s = 0', the state

trajectories are constituted by two regions, the upper región corresponds to

s > 0 and u = -U0 \ the lower región corresponds to s < 0 and u = U0.

s = cx + *c = 0

Figure 3.3 Phase diagram ofthe second-order relay system.

Once having reached the switching line at some time /, the state trajecto

ries are oriented towards this line and can not leave it. This motion with

state trajectories in the switching line is called sliding mode. Since, in the

course of sliding mode, the state trajectory coincides with the switching line

s = 0 ; its equation can be interpreted as the following motion equation:

x + cx = 0, (3.6)

with the solution x(t) = x(tl)e~c^'~''' which decreases in exponential form and

depends neither on the plant parameters ñor the disturbances [43].
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For real implementations, the trajectories are confined to some vicinity of

the switching line. Deviations from the ideal motion may be caused by ínv

perfections of switching devices such as small delays, dead zones and hys

teresis, which may lead to high-frequency oscillations. The same phenome

non may appear due to small time constants of sensors and actuators having

been neglected in the ideal model. This phenomenon is called chattering ef

fect and is a serious obstacle to the use of sliding modes in control systems.

3.1.3 SlidingMode Equation

To derive sliding mode equation, the equivalent control method is proposed
in [43]. Consider the following non linear, non autonomous system subject to

uncertainty:

\ = f(\,t) + B(x,t)u + (f(\,t), (3.7)

where xeXcí" is the state vector, u € U a Rm is the control vector bounded

by

|M,|<í/0,u = (M|,...,MJr (3.8)

The unknown mapping <p(x,í) characterizes external disturbances and pa

rameter variations which should not affect the feedback systems; f is n
—

smooth dimensional continuous function in jc and t, and the following proper
ties must be fulfilled:

f(0,f) = 0, and the rank B(x,/) = m for allxeX and/>0.

Let us also assume the existence of m dimensional manifolds represented as

s(x) = 0, s = (Sl,...,sm)r (3.9)

Considering equation (3.7), the projection ofthe closed-loop system motion in

the subspace s is described by

• Ss *

„■

s =
—

x = Gx,
dx (3.10)

=Gf(x,r) +GB(x,¿)u + G<p(x,í).

The non linear sliding manifoldmust be chosen such that the matrix

GB(x,/) has full rank for x e X and / > 0 The equivalent control ut, is calcu

lated as the solution of s = 0 (3.10) of the form

ut,(/
= -GB-'(x,/)[Gf(x,0 +G(p(x,0]. (3.11)
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If (3.11) is substituted into system (3.7), then the following sliding mode

equation is obtained

i = f,(x,/) + 9,(x,f), s(x) = 0, (3.12)

where

ft(x,0 = [l„-B(x,OGB-1(x,/)G]f; %(x,t) = [l„ -B(x,0GB-i(m)G]<P(x,0 .

First, the sliding mode manifold s(x) = 0 is designed such that the SM equa

tion (3.12) has desired properties, including stability: at least in Lyapunov is

stable.

Second, the aim of the discontinuous control input u(t) in (3.7) is to bring

the system states onto the chosen manifold in a finite time and then move

the system states on this manifold towards the origin ofthe state space [43].

Sliding mode exists on a discontinuity surface whenever the distance to this

surface, s, and the velocity of its change, s ,
are of opposite signs, i.e. when

5Á<0, (3.13)

or

lim i. > 0 lim s < 0.
and

s, —> -0 s, --» +0

Summarizing, first and foremost, sliding modes enables high accuracy and

robustness for rejection of disturbances and system parameters variation.

3.2 Integral Sliding Modes

Conventional SM control has robustness respect to variations of system pa

rameters and external disturbances until the occurrence of sliding mode is

achieved. However, during the reaching phase (before the sliding mode oc

curs) there is no guarantee of robustness! but it can be improved by increas

ing the feedback control gain. Nevertheless, an increase of the control gain in

conventional sliding mode can produce (increase) the chattering effect. The

concept of integral sliding mode concentrates on the robustness of motion in

the whole state space and reduces the chattering effect. In addition, robust

ness of the system can be guaranteed starting from the initial time instance

[42].

The order of the motion equation in the conventional sliding motion is equal
to n-m with n being the dimensión of the state space and m the dimensión of

the control input. Meanwhile, the order of the motion equation in integral

sliding mode is equal to the original system order n.
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The integral sliding modes are characterized for being a robust control
tech

nique that has two components in the control law, one of them is discontinu

ous, which rejects the external and internal disturbances! and the other
one

is continuous, which rejects the nominal non desired dynamics and esta

blishes the system dynamics.

For a given dynamic system, represented by the state-space equation [42J

x = f(x,/) + B(x,í)u + <p(x,/), (3-14)

in which vector <p(x,t) represents the disturbance due to external distur

bances, parameter variations, and un modeled dynamics! it is assumed that

the following matching condition is fulfilled

<p(x,í) español»}, (3.15)

or equivalently

y(x,t) = B(x)uf with m,
e R" (3.16)

It is assumed here that function cp is bounded, with known upper bound

|p,(x,/)| £*,.(*,*), i = \~n, (3.17)

with k, (x,t) being a known positive scalar function.

For system (3.14), first the control law is defined as

u = u0 + ul; (3.18)

where u0 € Rm is the ideal continuous control without disturbance in the sys

tem and u, e Rm is designed to reject the perturbation termq>(x,í) . Substitu

ting the control law (3.18) into (3.14) yields

x = f(x) + B(x)u0+B(x)u, +<p(x,.>). (3.19)

Now, a sliding manifold is defined as

s = s0(x) + z, (3.20)

with s, s0, ze Rm

The first component of the equation (3.20) may be designed as a linear com

bination of the system states, similar to the conventional sliding mode de

sign! the second component z introduces an integral term. In order to achieve
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x(í) starting of x0 (t) at all times t > 0, the equivalent control of ui, denoted

by uieq, should fulfill

B(x)ule,=-q»(M). (3.21)

In order to define adequately the auxiliary variable z(x,t) in (3.20) to

achieve (3.19) the time derivative s is set equal to zero,

s = s0(x) + ¿ =
—

e-{f(x) + B(x)u0(x) + B(x)u,(x) + <p(x)} + ¿ = 0. (3.22)

Substituting equation (3.21) into (3.22) and solving for z yields

¿ = -|^{f(x) + B(x)u0(x)}. -z(0) = -So(x(0)), (3.23)

where the initial condition z(0) is determined based on the requirements

s(0) = 0 . In other words, the sliding mode is to appear starting from the ini

tial time instance.

The control u, is defined to enforce sliding mode along the manifold via a

discontinuous function:

u, =-M(x)«gw(s), (3.24)

where M(x) is a positive scalar function for control gain. Substituting equa

tion (3.24) and (3.23) into (3.22) yields

s = ^<?(x)-^B(x)M(x)sign(s). (3.25)
dx

v '

dx
v ' v ' v '

In the last equation (3.25), s0 should be selected such that matrix

(9s0/9x)B(x) is nonsingular during the entire system response. Then the

scalar function M(x) maybe selected depending on the property of

(ds0/dx)B(x)such that sliding mode is enforced in the manifold s = 0 (Utkin,

etal, 1999).

Therefore, the nominal system takes the following form:

x = f(x) + B(x)u0, (3.26)

where u0is designed to stabilize the nominal system
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3.3 Second Order Sliding Modes

Second order sliding modes use the basic sliding mode idea acting on the se

cond order time derivatives of the system deviation from the constraint in

stead of influencing the first deviation derivative like in standard sliding

modes [10]. The second order algorithms feature a bounded control continu

ously depending on time, with discontinuities only in the control derivative

[19]. This characteristic helps to remove the chattering effect, i.e. dangerous

high-frequency vibrations of the controlled system.

3.3.2 Twisting Controller

Consider a smooth first order dynamics system with an integrator, described

by [10]

x=f(x,t) + B(x,t)v, (32?)
v = w.

where x e R,v eR and ueR with

\f(x,t)\<C, and 0<Km<B(x,t)<KM, Km>0.

The second order sliding mode manifold is described by

x = 0 and f(x,t) + B(x,t)u = 0. (3.28)

The chattering free control law is [19]

-u with |w| > U0

-r.signx
-

r2signx with \u\<U0

u = <

(3.29)

where r > k > 0

If ri and r2 satisfy the following conditions:

Km{rx+r2)-C>KM(rl-r2)+C Km(r,-r2)>C

then, the controller (3.29) guaranties that the manifold (3.28) is attractive in
finite time [10].
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Example:

Let

x = f(x,t) + B(x,t)u-

where |/(x,í)|<l and 1 <|5(x,r)|<2 .

The goal is stabilize this system at the origin. Considering f(x,t) and B(x,t)
as smooth functions, then

f(x,t)\<\ and B(x,t) <1

A global finite-time attracting 1-sliding mode appears at the origin. The 2-

sliding controller removing the chattering is given by

u — <

-u with \u\ > 2

-\0signx
-

6signx with |w| < 2.

On the phase portrait, Figure 3.2, the motion of state vector is pointed out on

segment ab contained into the plañe x(t), when it achieves the two planes

intersection the movement changes to another plañe x(t) through segment

be. This phenomenon continuous until the equilibrium point located in the

origin is reached.

Phase portrait

V

04

Figure 3.2 Phase portrait.
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The responses of variables x(t) and x(t) are presented in Figure
3.3. It is pos

sible to see that the response of x(t) is a continuous function
and does not

present the chattering effect.

tinre in secords

025

time in seconds

Figure 3.3 Phase portrait

3.3.2 Super-Twisting Controller

Consider once more the dynamic system [10]

x = f(x,t) + B(x,t)u,

and suppose that for some positive constants C, Km, Km, Um, q

f(x,t)\ +U0\B{x,t)\<C 0<Km<B(x,t)<KM, \a/b\<^0
0<q<\

The following controller does not need measurement of x

-u \u\ > U0
u = -A \x\/2 signx + w, ,

-asisnx Iwl < Un

(3.30)

Lemma. With Kma > C and A sufficiently large the controller provides for

the appearance ofa 2sliding mode x = k = 0 attracting the trajectories in fi

nite time. The control u enters in finite time the segment [-{/<,, í/0] and stays

there. It never leaves the segment ifthe initial valué is inside at the begin

ning.

In Figure 3.4, the phase portrait of the state vector motion in super-twisting

algorithm is shown. This law presents a convergence faster than the twisting

one.
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In Figure 3.5, the two state variables, x and x are smooth functions and

have fast responses.

Phase portrait

«51

Figure 3.4 Phase portrait.

0.5 1 1.5

time in seconds

TT5
— —

I
—

time in secords

Figure 3.5 Phase portrait.
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3.4 Block Control

The block control method is applied to sepárate the control law synthesis

problem into a number of sub-problems of lower order which can be solved

independently. This special state representation of the system is named as

block controllable form [23].

Consider once more the following non-autonomous system subject to uncer

tainty

x = ((x,t) + B(x,t)u + y(x,t), (3.31)

where xeX czR" is the state vector, ueU c J?m is the control vector to be

bounded by

\u,\<U0,u = (ui,...um)T (3.32)

The unknown mapping p(x,í) characterizes external disturbances and pa

rameter variations which should not affect the feedback systems.

The essential feature of the block control method is the conversión of system

(3.31) to the Block Controllable form consisting of r + 1 blocks as [23]

x, =f1(x1,í) + B,(x1,í)x2+<p,(x,,í)

x,=f,(í„í) + B,(í„r)x,+1+<p,(x„0, i = 2,...,r-l

x,.
= f, (x"„ x,+/) + B, (x„ xr+1 , t) u + <p, (x,, xr+1 , t)

x,+1=f,+1(x„x,+1,/) + B,+1(5„x,+1,í)u + (p,+,(x„x,+1,/),

where

x€D,crx,eR"-u€r x = (x„x2,...,x„x,+1)r x,=(x1,...,x,)7' i = 2,...,r. The

Índices («,,«2, ...,»,) define the structure ofthe system and satisfy the follow

ing relation:
r+l

«, <n2 <...<«, = /w and ]Th;=m (3.34)
;=1

In each ith block of (3.33) the matrix B,has full rank, that is

rankB, = n, VxeXc/?" and íe[0,oo), i = l,...r (3.35)
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Taking into account the structure (3.34), the following recursive transforma
tion is introduced [23]

z1=x1:=01(x„í)

z2
= B2 (x„/)xa +f, (x„f) + *,*, (x„f) := <»2 (x2,í) (3.36)

^i=Ki(^)^M+fi{^) + k^i{hd)'=^M{xM,t), i = 3,...,r-l.

where z, is a new variables vector, k, > 0, B/+I = B,.

Transformation (3.36) reduces the system (3.33) to the following desired

form [23]

z.=-k1z1+E11z2+(p1(z1„')

i, =-klz1+E(1zw+<p,(z/>/), i = 2,...,r-\
- - (3.37)

zr
= f,(z,x,+.,/) + Br(z,x,+,,f)u + q),(z,x,+1,í)

K+x = Kx(z,*r+x>t) + ñr+l(z,xr+l,t)u + yr+l(z,xr+l,t),

where z = (z,,...,z,) , f, (z,x,+1,/) is a bounded function, rankB, - m, B, = B,_,B,.

In order to genérate sliding mode in (3.37), a natural choice of the sliding
manifold, using transformation (3.36), is

z,=0, z,
= 0,(x„/). (3.38)

Then, taking into account the bound (3.34), the following discontinuous con
trol strategy, is proposed:

u = -U0sign(BTrzr). (3.39)

The control law (3.39) guarantees the convergence ofthe closed -loop system
motion to manifold z,

= 0 (3.38) in a finite time defined as (Loukianov, 2002)

'■■<'o+-M'o)|r 7>0. (3.40)

The first order sliding mode technique is used with block control to compén

sate matched uncertainties. Then, a high gain approach is used to obtain

hierarchical fast motions on the sliding manifold, being the goals to achieve

stabilization of the sliding mode equation and compensation of the un

matched uncertainty [23].
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3.5 Block Linearization Control combined with Second Order SM

Assume that system (3.33) models the plant with relative degree r
,
and

(p,(x„0 is sufficiently smooth functions. Therefore, choosing the sliding

manifold s0 in (3.36) as

s0=:z, =*J»,(x„0,

and taking its time derivative, straightforward calculations give

¿,. = -k,.z,. + zM + q>,(z„0, i = U->r-2,

¿,_* = ~K-lZr-l + so + <P*-i(z*-i-0> (3 41)

s0
= f0 + V,

X--+1
=

Vi-l (Z> X-*+l ' O»

where

v = B,u.

By applying the super-twisting algorithm (3.30) as the control law to system

(3.41), yields

z,
= -k,z,. + z,+1 + (p,(z(,0, i = K..,r - 1,

¿r_, = ~K-lZr-i + so + <P,-i(z,-i-0-

h0 = f0-k\s0\&sign(s0) + su (3.42)

s, =-aj/g«(s0),

Xr+1
= *'r+l(Z**'Xr+l>-')-

where k and a are diagonal design matrices. In the next section SM stability

condition to reach the second order SM set s0
= 0 and s,

= 0 will be derived.
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(3.43)

3.5.1 StabilityAnalysis for Super-Twisting Controller

From equation (3.42), the sliding variable system is

¿o = --Ms<>r s/£w(so)+si +fo>

s,= -asign (s0).
where f0 can be modeled as a disturbance (unknown term) and the vector

s0 and s, are defines as

so =[£xx £\2—£\m\

Sl
=

[£2X £22—£2m\

To present the system (3.43) in the scalar form:

éu=-Mei.r^M+ev+s.

é2¡ = -a,sign (•?,, ) , i = 1,2 ...m.

(3.44)

By applying the following transformation [27]

¿ = e,ft sign (en),en Wn \
=

\£>. i = d,q. (3.45)

with its derivative as

S> 1J_

2k..r
- ' x£d>£i2

J_

kn 2"(-*ii-wt +*5"«
+ ^)»-**.iS'«i

ft

k -^{-ki^i+^rf,).-^!

Then, the transformed system (3.44) takes the following form:

4, =A,<;,+p,,

where

(3.46)

(3.47)

A. =
-Ia,
2

'

r

2

-«, 0

p,
=

1

>->.l /
2k„

0

U \
=

\£.\

and it is assumed that/ is bounded by

\f,\ = ¿,x\£ix Sn>0. (3.48)
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To analyze the sliding mode stability conditions for the system (3.47), the

following Lyapunov function is used

Pili

(3.49)

where

i; -i'

2

4a,. + A¡

-A.

^

-K

2

The time derivative of Lyapunov function along the trajectories of the sys

tem (3.47) is:

P<1 R'M

«^(sTAr + pDPA+pTS^ÍAA+Pi).
kil ni

= fí1qfr (AfP, + P,A,)s, +AsfP,P,.
kil kil

or

where

kJ kn|

^(■;,) = -r-r*;,7'Q,*;,+r-r/;q,7'*;,>
k.| m

a;p,+ PA = -q,;

V
2

2&,2 -&,,
í

k. ;^4] -*h

Assume that / (disturbance) satisfies the following bound:

/=|y;|sign(f,1).

Then, substituting (3.48) into (3.51) yields

f,=5,x\£ix\yi^{£i.) = 5£x-

and using (3.52) into (3.50) it can be shown that

1 -JT

px,\

(3.50)

(3.51)

(3.52)
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where

V'
2

2a, + A;

-^■~\s>)

'

2
'

1

For Q, to be definite positive, the controller kn and ka should fulfill the fol

lowing relations:

A, > 25, , (3.53)

a, >
1 A.

'

8 A, -25,
(3.54)

It is possible to show that the sliding variable su converges to zero in finite

time

where

r,

2^(0)5,(0)
r,

\Li)Vi}Axjmn){Qif
''i (max) \ "i )

(3.55)

(3.56)

The control bounds A¡ and a, provide finite time attractively of the sliding

mode on the set

s0
= 0 and s0

= 0 .

Then, the sliding mode equation (3.42) takes the following form:

z,. =-k,z,. +z;+1+ (p,.(z,.,0, i = \,...,r-2,

¿r_i =-kr_,Vi + <P**-l(Z*-l-0- (3.57)

z**+i
= K+\\zr+\>0-
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3.6 Summary

The sliding mode theory has been reviewed. First, conventional SM is intro

duced showing its advantages as a technique for controlling complex plants

operated under uncertainty conditions and reducing the system order. This

technique is robust against external disturbances and plant parameter

variations; it acts immediately to any deviation of the system, the similar

form to high gain continuous control. Nevertheless, first order (conventional)

SM can produce chattering effect to controlled outputs. This phenomenon
can produce high frequency oscillations at the controlled physical system.

On the other hand, integral SM and second order SM techniques reduce or

eliminate the non desired chattering effect. Integral sliding mode focuses on

the robustness of motion in the whole state space but does not reduce the

system order. Integral sliding modes has two components in the control law,
one of them is discontinuous, which rejects the external and plant parameter
variations; and the other one is continuous, which stabilizes the nominal un-

perturbed dynamics.

Second order SM uses the basic idea of first order SM by acting on the sec

ond order time derivatives of the system deviation from the constraint. This

technique characterizes a bounded control continuously depending on time,
with discontinuities only in the control derivative.

Finally, the block linearization control combined with second order SM tech

nique is developed. Block control separates the control law synthesis prob
lem into a number of sub-problems of lower order which can be solved inde

pendently of each other for designing a desired SM dynamics and the SM

function s0. This controller is designed using second order SM Super-

twisting algorithm.
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Chapter 4

Torque Controller Design

In this Chapter, robust nonlinear controllers for the wound rotor induction

generator by applying the sliding modes theory are designed. These control
lers are applied in power flow control for a wind power system. The control

objective is to maximize the wind energy capture, and to keep the stator

power factor in a desired valué. To control the electromagnetic torque and

the stator reactive power is proposed by keeping the stator power factor in a

desired valué. This Chapter starts by defining the control error variables

and establishing its dynamics. These error variables involve the output vari
ables to be controlled, and their reference functions. Then, a description of

the wind system control under study is made including disturbances as plant
parameter variations and changes in the wind speed. The proposed control

lers can be classified in two types: l) currents controller for torque tracking,
and 2) direct electromagnetic torque controller. For the first controller, the

control error variables are defined from the stator currents and its reference

functions which are expressed as functions of electromagnetic torque and

stator reactive power references. For the second case, the error variables are

defined directly from the electromagnetic torque and stator reactive power

with their tracking reference functions. Finally, robust nonlinear control

techniques such as: conventional SM, integral SM, and second order SM are

applied in the designed controllers.
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4.1 Definition of the Error Variables and its Dynamics

4.1.1 Direct Electromagnetic Torque Controller

The defined outputs variables to the controller designs are the electromag

netic torque Tc and the stator reactive power Qswhich were defined by (2.42)

and (2.47), respectively. The electromagnetic torque is

7>i,Mrir) (4.1)

where

i,=

And the stator reactive power is

e,=v,Mei.s.
where

v„ = Mr

0 1
2

-3- 0
2

MT

~-PLm
4

m

PL„

(4.2)

The turbine torque that maximize the capture of the wind energy is esta

blished in (2.6), then the electromagnetic torque reference function can be

modeled by [30]

krcf = h^l
~

Bm(°m > (4.3)

where the second term represents the frictional losses, and com is the angu

lar rotor velocity referred to the generator side, and b2 is a constant which

depends on the turbine design. On the other hand, the stator reactive power
reference can be defined as a function of the stator power factor, pf^, which is
defined by

pfv = cos^v =-*- =

S» ^'
(4.4)

where Ps represents the flow of active output power by the stator winding.
This power is quantified by

P.-a^-lRJ1, (4.5)

were the first term corresponds to the energy which crosses the air gap and

the second one to the stator winding losses by Joule effect.
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Taking Qs as a reference function in (4.4), and considering (4.5) yields

Qsrtf
=
^
^^ KX,/

- 3*,/? ) • (4.6)

Two error variables for the direct torque controller designs are defined. The

first one, is the torque error, obtained from equations (4.1) and (4.3) as

e -T -T

= ivMri,
- b,col + Bmcom.s ir ¿ni m m

(4.7)

The second error variable is the stator reactive power error! by considering
the equations (4.2) and (4.6), it has the following form:

(4.8)

£0
—

Qs Qsref ■>

3V? 1
- Ga=

v,M¿,-Ga
f
T -

V

_ «s^V1_(Pfv)2
vk

4.1.2 Currents Controller for Torque Tracking
In order to establish a decoupled control system, i.e. each control input con

trols one output variable, directly. The currents iámf and i
f
are calculated

as reference functions for stator currents, by using the reference functions

for the electromagnetic torque (4.3) and the reactive power (4.6). On the

other hand, in the procedure for defining the new reference functions idmf
and iqsKf ,

it is important to remark that the stator voltage equations (2.35) in

steady state can be rewritten as follows:

V¿s
= -RJjs + ®skÍqs + 03SLJ ,

(4.9)

Vqs
= -<0sLJds

~

RJqs
~

OsLmÍdr-

Solving the two linear equations (4.9) for rotor currents idr and i
,
results

(4.10)
. __kL± RJqs + \s
'dr

~

r

co L
s m

. ^RsJds-^sLJqs+VrJs
"r

coL
(4.11)

Then, substituting (4.10) and (4.11) into equation (4.1), yields

k = Kr [í*vA + Rx (ii + i]s ) + iqxvqx], KT = |-. (4.12)
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Considering the equation (4.12), and forcing the error variables toward
zero

(4.7) (4.8) without considering the stator winding and rotational losses,

then the new error system formed by (4.7) and (4.8), is as follows

KT [ídsVds + Rs {¡I + 'qs ) + tqsVqs]-^ = 0,

~(vJqs-vqJd<)-Gab26)2m=0.

(4.13)

Solving the resultant nonlinear system (4.13), for stator currents id. and iqs,

the new reference valúes idsref and iqsref are obtained as

(4.14)

where

■W =Ad+ Bd°Í + Cdy]D + Eco2m + Fa>m ,

2GAv

^.(vi+v*,)
Bd=~

a"1 qs

c„ =

"

6KTRXvl+vl)

E = 36Krb2R.Xv2ds+v2qs)>

D = 9K2. K+v;)+2^7.(v,lV)2

F = -\6(GaKTb2Rs)2

and

where

íqsr,,
=

A, + Pq°í +CJD + ECOÍ+FoÍ

, ^_*______ .

*=~2RXvl+vl)'
B

2Gab2Vds
"

^vl+vlY

(4.15)

C.

6KrR,(vl + vl)

Meanwhile, the derivative ofthe reference function for we/is as follows

f - - ' V
-ÍZ

Are/
_

^«.+|Q
A"íy„ + Lcoí

p + Ecol+Fcó,tj
co... (4.16)

where

",=-
4gAy

/C = 12Krb2Rs (vl +v2qs); L = -64(GuKTb2Rsf
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The time derivative of the reference function for iqsref takes the following
form:

di
_____

dt
H„o)m+—Ca

q m

2
1

(
Km+Lmi

^D +Eal+Fcd,m J
co.„ (4.17)

where

H = __^______

í_3(v¿+<)

4.2 Currents Controller for Torque Tracking

For this controller, the error variables are defined from the stator currents,
and its reference functions. The control system is decoupled with respect to

the control inputs vdr and vqr, i.e. each control input controls one output

variable on dq axes. Therefore, the designed sliding manifold corresponds to

the error vector. Then, the control law is designed such that the sliding
manifold is attractive in finite time.

Control Scheme

Figure 4.1 Control Scheme.

For the control design procedure, the electromagnetic torque and the stator

reactive power as output controlled variables y
= [k Qx] are defined. Then,

based on these output variables and its references, the new reference func

tions y^=[/A,t/ iqm/j to be tracked by the stator currents i, •= [í^ ij\ are de

fined, by establishing the error variables e = \jds
-

idmf iqs
-

iqsK/ T as a sliding

variable vector. Finally, a discontinuous control law u = [ví/, v 1 is designed,

which ensures the SM manifold to be attractive, and achieve convergence in

finite time of the state variables x = [com ids im idr ;(/,]7 toward a new equilib

rium point, see Figure 4.1.
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4.2.1 Conventional SM ControllerDesign

Sliding mode control, due to its order reduction property and its low sensiti

vity to disturbances and plant parameter variations, is an efficient tool to

control complex high order dynamic plants operating under uncertainty
con

ditions which are common for many processes ofmodern technology, [43] .

The error variables are defined as follows:

£d
~

lds ldsref '
(4.18)

q qs qsrej
'

and its dynamics as

diu, dÍdsref
dt dt

_ dÍqs diqmf
(4.19)

dt dt

By substituting the stator current equations of the plant (2.36) and the time

derivatives of its reference functions (4.16) and (4.17) into (4.19), the trans

formed system takes the following form:

£d=fd + bvdr

¿q=fq+bVq/

dQ3_, = 1

dt J'„

CnU) 2 3 / xl
\RAnSh -LT^V»

~

T PLm (idJqr
-

kJdr )
A

"

4

Rdk R,km ■

dr
_

.v m ;
_ ¡y.

dt aLxLr
r

aLr
H"

aL¡
-i...

-■

i, H cos co\iqr + -v.,
--

aLsLr* aL/*'

dt
'

aL,.
i + Ms j -

*

°kk
"

( 1 1
cos cor

V
'

<r J
*^iqr+J*-v —Lv
aLr

q
aLL

*°

aL.
"r

(4.20)

(4.21)

(4.22)

where

<*K °Lr ,

R.R. R. i % 1

-f^ £i
+
ar-zrzr£'

+W ~C°r)£q +
co.aL.L.

s s r
coaL..

J_
X,

Hd<o„,+-Cd
Km + Lot

S 8

Y

aL.
^-1
co.

v.,„
-

R.
ds . - vqs

co.aL.L.
s s r

JD + Ecol + Fco,Lj
(T.-T.)- 4 +J^JS

aLs aLr
r

m¡jL
dsrcf

*

J

vtó.

R.Rr í \
qsre)

'
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/.-
R.R.

q co.aL.L.8''
R.

■ + ■

R. \

aL. aL.

R.
eq-(cos-cor)ed + cor

—*—e +
R.

'r J

Ho<»m+-Coq m ~ 1

Km + Lat

p +Eal + Fcd,ij

cosaL.
q

co.aL.L

(Tm-k) +

Vds +

ak 03.'s \ ■*-,

-^J-(03x-C0r)co.aL.L.\ .v r

We/"

*■■■■-&--.* «■

cri, erZ,,
r

t»t<TZ,. J *"*

6 =

<tZ„Z.

It easy to see into system (4.20) (4.22) that each one output variables ed

and f^have relative degree one. But the plant (2.44) is the order five, there

fore the generator velocity com dynamics (4.21), and rotor currents

idr and iqf dynamics (4.22) are selected as internal dynamics.

4.2.2 Design and Stability Analysis ofthe Sliding Variables for FOSM

To achieve the manifold sd
= 0 and e

q

= 0 be attractive and to induce a con

ventional (first order) sliding mode on the manifold, the following discon

tinuous control law is selected:

Vdr=-U0SÍgn(£d)>

Vqr=-U0SÍgn(£q)>
■liij

(4.23)

(4.24)

where U0 > 0. The stability condition of the closed-loop system can be derived

by using the following Lyapunov function [15]:

v=\(4 + £l). (4.25)

Taking the time derivative along of trajectories of the system (4.20) (4.22)
closed by the control law (4.23) (4.24), yields

V = edéd + eq£q,

or

= £dfd-£dbU0sign(sd) + sqfq-sqbU0sign(£q),
= £dfd-bU0\£d\ + £qfq-bU0\£q\,

V±-\£d\(bU0-\fd\)-\£q\(bUa-\fq (4.26)
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It easy to see in (4.26), that under the following condition:

tf0>i|/,|andí/0>I|/,|.

the control errors £d and eq converge to zero in finite time [15].

r-

i
ControUer

1
. Ir

Wn

g<x,t>

■srer

í^
SM

Manifold

s

-f ■si.
1

Wound Rotor

IG -,—
«x,t>

"sL.

Figure 4.2 Conventional SM algorithm.

In Figure 4.2, the scheme of the conventional first order SM is presented
which is applied to the currents controller for torque tracking. The block

"/?(*,/)" calculates the output variables Te and Qs using the currents i, and

i., and stator voltages, vv . Using the velocity com the block "g{x,t)" calcu

lates the stator current reference \XK{, according to equations (4.14) and

(4.15), respectively. Then, the current error variable £ defined by the stator

currents i, and its reference signáis imf is selected as the sliding manifold

s
,
and the control law v, acts immediately to any deviation of the error £ for

the control objectives are achieved.

4.2.3 StabilityAnalysis ofthe Zero Dynamics

On the manifold ed
= 0 and eq=

0
, the angular rotor velocity co dynamics

(4.21) and the rotor currents idx and z'(/í(4.22) are zero dynamics. The me

chanical oscillation equation (4. 21) does not have any stable term, so it is an

integrator. Therefore, these dynamics are stable when there is a balance bet
ween the turbine and electromagnetic torque, thus from (4.21) it follows

rm=i'M7i, => cbm=0 => com is constant [14].
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To derive the zero dynamics of the rotor currents, the equivalent control

vdreq and v are calculated from ¿d =0 and éq = 0 (4.20) as

R.L. RL R.L. \
vd~q

= ¡ '
J. ¡-2

O).

L L
'

coL ,

,
R.R. aoiL.L.

£.,+\
~J!—L- ,-JLJL+0). \£ +

co.L

ÍRsLr RL RL).
L L

r

coL \dsKÍ

(R,Rr aa¿¿r

co L L
\ s m m

RsRr <™skk

s m

f

ÍL L )
-*--COr—<-
[Lm coxLm)

Rf
—— v

coL
■"

RR oco±Lr' ■' '

+ co.

KcosLm Lm
■**vre/'

R.

co L
+ co. ldsnf "t"

ÍRLr RrLs RKLr—*—*- +—Z-^ -

CO xc v,

\Lm Lm
r

coxLm)
"

,,)/,.

RsLr RrLx R,Lr).
—■-—■-- + —■■--■--

cor
—■■—- \i

, L L
r

co L
\ m m s m

yLm

(A.21)

L. \

co.Lm ,

qsref
'

(4.28)

Substituting these equivalent control valúes into the system (4.22), the fol

lowing rotor currents zero dynamics are obtained:

f = (A+J)n+Y, (4.29)

where

'dr

A =

aLr

0

0

aL.

J =

0 cox

-co. 0
Y
=

Yx

Yi,

Yx= ■»,',*■■
a

kk Lm.v r m
LL
x r

, L¿m akLr
"''

'<°sLl J
■03,

R.L.

03.L'\ m

2 */*

RsLsLr
|
RX RsLn

o
RxLxLr

\. Lm aLxLr
'

coxLm )
ldsef

(R,RA acosL% k

, a¡fim Üm aL
\ s m m <

aIsLs
-

'

r-
+ co.^^ + a>,

—'-*

r í-2 'qsref '

1
. R,LS

Yi
=

(oriqt
+ -L-£vds-

a co.L.

(LL L„ L.L.
-co.

s m \ m

2

Li aLL.
'

cok

RsRrLs aco,L]k Lm aL]L■' ' ■'

-v*—
'- + co.

—— + co.
—H

>'V **i"«/

, cok
\ Km

'aL.
'diref

(R¿LL+R£ R,Lm aR,L,Lr\
\ Lm Lí aLL. 03.X ,

qsref
*

and it is assumed that the function y is in admissible región of the state

space, and is bouded by |y|| < 5 < oo .
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By proposing a Lyapunov function as follows

K-j***-,

and taking its time derivative yields

lr r- ■•/■ "i 1

-n7n .
(4.30)

(4.31)

V = ±[nTñ + r\' ti] = ±[V (At, + Ji, + y) + (nrAT + r,rJr + yT )n],

= *i[T,/'(A7'+A)t1 + i1r(j7'+j)i1 + 2TIry].

The matrices A and J fulfill the following relationships:

(Ar + A) = 2A and ( J7' + j) = 2J .

Thus equation (4.31) takes the following form:

F-[n7'ATi + iiry]. (4.32)

Taking in the account the bound |y| < 5 < oo
,
the derivative (4.32) becomes

V< h'Ati + flu'y
l|2

á AI"H +NHM- , ,11 "

_

,
(4.33)

<-;l(A)||t,|2+¿||i,|,

<-||ii||(^(A)||ti||-^).
In the región

N|>-- (4.34)

the derivative V is negative! therefore a solution of zero dynamics (4.22) af
ter a finite time enters into compact set defined by [15]

n n
&

™ M' M=J (4-35)

Thus, the solution of (4.22) is ultimately bounded implying that the system
(4.20) (4.22) is of minimum phase.
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4.2.4 Considered System
In order to ascertain the accuracy of the proposed control algorithms and to

be able to compare them, the same system is used in all controllers.

Figure 4.3 shows the considered systemí the capacity of wind power system
is 7.5 kW&ná its parameters are reported in Table 4.1 [30].

Turbine

wind

position Vas las lar

Vbslbs Ibr

Ves les Ier

Electric

Network

Figure 4.3 Wind power system control.

The bus voltage is 415 Fand the nominal rotor voltage is 440 V. The rated

wind speed is 10 m/s whereas the cut-in speed is 4 m/s and cut-off speed is

12 m/s. The analyzed wind power system involves the WRIG model in the dq

frame, the torque produced by the turbine, the infinite bus and the nonlinear

controller. Then, the controllers are designed in dq system and the converter

AC/DC/AC is not involved into the analysis.

The considered system is simulated in Symulink/Matlab with the following
events:

l) The simulation starts in steady state corresponding to a wind speed of

5 m/s, and an angular generator velocity of 825 rpm.

2) At one second, a sudden change on wind speed as an external distur

bance - in step form - from 5 m/s to 9 m/sis incepted (i.e. the genera
tor works finally at 90 % of nominal capacity). Therefore the turbine

torque, the generator velocity, and the reactive power increase.

3) At 3 s, a change ofthe rotor resistance from 0.8 *í2to 1.0 *£?is incepted
as a parameter variation. This increase corresponds to 25% of nominal

valué.
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4) At 5.0 s, another change of wind speed from 9 m/s to 10 m/s is in

cepted. For this new condition, the generator works at nominal opera

tion conditions.

5) At 7.0 s, a decrease ofthe magnetization inductance from 0.1919 H to

0.1727 His incepted. This decrease corresponds to 10 % of nominal

valué.

Table 4.1 Generator and turbine parameters.

Generator Turbine

Power 7.5 kW Power 7.5 kW

Stator voltage 415 V Radius 3.24 m

Rotor voltage 440 V Rated velocity 296 rpm

Rated stator current 19 A Rated wind speed 10 m/s

Rated rotor current HA Cut-in speed 4 m/s

Rs 1.06 Q Máximum speed 12 m/s

Rr 0.80 Q. Inertia 7.5 kgm2

Ls 0.206 H Gear box 5.065

Lím 0.1919 H Friction coefficient 0.006 Kgm-Vs

Lr 0.2341 H

Ljext 0.0925 H

Pole pairs 3

Rated speed 970 rpm.

Stator-rotor turns ration 1.7

Stator connection delta

Rotor connection star

The performance of all controllers is quantified according to the following
parameters: accuracy, magnitude of chattering effect, and signal response
time. These proposed parameters are defined as follows:

a) The accuracy is defined as the relative error between the reference func

tion fnf and the output variable average fmg at steady state, by according
to the following relationship:

\J nf Javg\
re =■

J rx;,

(4.36)
n)

b) The chattering effect magnitude quantifies the difference between the
máximum and minium valué of the controlled output respect its mean

valué, at steady state.

c) The signal response time is the time in seconds that lasts the controlled

output for achieving its reference function.
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4.2.5 Simulation Results for the Conventional SM Controller

The analysis is made with the Simulink/Matlab program under following
conditions: the stator power factor is hold at 0.9; the bus voltage is 415 V,

and the control gain U0 is 480.

The electromagnetic torque tracking is presented in Figure 4.4a, whereas

the stator reactive power tracking is shown in Figure 4.4b. At 1 second, a

wind speed change from 5 m/s to 9 m/s is incepted, and at 5 seconds another

change of the wind speed from 9 to 10 m/s is incepted, too! such events in

crease the turbine torque and are modeled as external disturbances. At the

first event, the electromagnetic torque response time is 1.5 s, and the stator

reactive power response time is 1.6 s.

At 3 seconds, a change of the rotor resistance from 0.8 to 1.0 Q. is incepted,
and at 7 seconds a decrease ofthe magnetization inductance from 0.1919 to

0.1727 H is incepted, too. These events are named plant parameter varia

tions, and are modeled as internal disturbances. The electromagnetic torque
and stator reactive power like controlled variables achieve a good tracking of

the reference functions when the external disturbances and plant parameter
variations are present. However, the chattering effect is presented, i.e. dan-

gerous high frequency vibrations of the controlled system. The chattering
effect for the electromagnetic torque is 0.1080 and for the stator reactive

power is 0.2083.

time(s) time(s)

(a) (b)

Figure 4.4 Tracking responses for Conventional SM. a) Electromagnetic torque. b)

Stator reactive power.

On the other hand, the generator angular velocity response, Figure 4.5a, is a

smooth function of time, and the turbine power coefficient is kept at its

máximum valué, see Figure 4.5b.
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1600

(a) (b)

Figure 4.5 a) Angular rotor velocity. b) Power coefficient.

For conventional sliding modes, it is used a gain Uo = 400 for discontinuous

control inputs vé. and v which commute from 480 to — 480 at high fre

quency, see Figures 4.6 and 4.7.

603

4.2 4 3

time (s)

Figure 4.6 Rotor voltage on cf-axis, as control input.

time (s)
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Figure 4.7 Rotor voltage on g-axis, as control input.



The error variables on d and q axes (4.18) define the sliding manifold, and

are shown in Figure 4.8a and 4.8b, respectively.

(b)

Figure 4.8 Sliding manifolds. a) on d-axis. b) on q-axis.

Meanwhile, the responses of the electromagnetic torque and stator reactive

power errors are depicted in Figure 4.9a and 4.9b, respectively. The relative

error valué for electromagnetic torque tracking is 0.0109 and for the stator

reactive power error is 0.0202. Both parameters are calculated in steady
state in the last second of the analysis.

Figure 4.9 Output variables error, a) Electromagnetic torque error, b) Stator reac

tive power error.
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The stator current in phase-A is shown in Figure 4.10, and the rotor current

in phase-A is depicted in Figure 4.11. When the turbine torque is increased

due to wind speed increase, then both stator and rotor currents gradually
increase.

time (s)

Figure 4.10 Stator current in phase-A for Conventional SM.

The rotor current frequency changes when an external disturbance is pre

sented due to the rotor velocity changes, too. At initial conditions, the gen

erator velocity is 796 rpm and the rotor current frequency is 19.2 Hz, after of

first disturbance has be present the rotor velocity is 1423 rpm and the fre

quency is 11.62 Hz. At final part, the generator velocity is 1584 rpm and the

frequency is 19.23 Hz.

time(s)

Figure 4.11 Rotor current in phase-A for Conventional SM.
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4.2.6 Integral SM Controller Design

The integral SM [42] is used to decrease the chattering effect as a result of

the reduction of the discontinuous control gain. The integral SM technique is

characterized to be a robust control technique in a closed - loop system in all

state space with respect to the perturbations and plant parameter varia
tions. The integral SM has two components in the control input, the first one
is a discontinuous component which rejects the perturbations, and the se

cond one is a continuous input component that rejects the undesired dynam
ics of the plant, and establishes the desired dynamics of the closed - loop
system. As a result, the chattering effect and control errors are reduced.

In the design procedure of integral SM controller, the dynamics of the con

trol error system (4.20) are presented of the following form:

£, =fl~alel+bv,r+Aff, i = d,q a, >0, (4.37)

where / =fl-(-alei +A/) is nominal part ofthe plant dynamics, A/¡ models

L„
an external and/or internal disturbance, and b =

aLL.

Substituting the nominal plant terms into (4.37) for c/and -y axes, yields

~r Rs 1 \
1 ( °3r ,

fd=03r
—

'—ed +{cos -cor)£ +—- -■■--l

<°saLs aL\cos ,

R.

co.aL.L
-v„„

—

RA

03,aL,

+ -

J' Hd03m+\cd
Km + Leo.

m m

JD + Ecol+Fcó,
4

!m /

s" -"i*"** V "V*' .s^r

x R< Rr R,
T. - | s—

-Xr r— -

COr
■-

aLs aLr cosaLx /

__--to-+)

Vire/ '

qsref

¥d =

-T Hd03m+-Cd
Kcom+Lco,

m m

p + Ecol + Fcd,ij

— R R

fq
= -{a>..-<0r)£d + o3r k-£q +

cosaLs cosaLX aL
^-lk.
co.

J,
Hacom+-Cuq m

2
1

f -, ^

Kcom + Lcoy,tn m

JD + Eal+Fco,íj
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—--- +—r-—
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——
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A/9=-7
tb
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Kco„ + Leo:
m m
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4.2.7 Simulation Results for the Integral SM Controller

The analysis is made under following conditions: the stator power factor is

hold at 0.9, the bus voltage is 415 V, and for integral sliding modes a bound

Uo- 40 (4.43) is defined for the discontinuous control input component, v„,to

d and q axes. The gain valúes (4.49) for the desired dynamics of the system

are kd- 7 and kq-\.

In Figure 4.12a the tracking electromagnetic torque is presented, whereas in

Figure 4.12b the tracking reactive power is displayed; both responses are

robust and present low chattering due that Uo is decremented with respect

to the first order SM control. In this figure, the electromagnetic torque and

stator reactive power precisely tracks their reference signáis; when a change
of the magnetization inductance is incepted at t = 7 seconds as internal dis

turbance, an oscillation appears which vanishes in 0.25 seconds, for both

controlled outputs. At 1 second, a wind speed change from 5 m/s to 9 m/s is

incepted, and at 5 seconds another change of the wind speed from 9 to 10 m/s

is incepted, too; such events increase the turbine torque and are modeled as

external disturbances. At the first event, the electromagnetic torque res

ponse time is 1.5 s, and the stator reactive power response time is 1.6 s. The

chattering effect for the electromagnetic torque is 0.000168 and for the sta

tor reactive power is 0.00027.

time (s) time (s)

(a) (b)

Figure 4.12 Tracking responses for Integral SM. a) Electromagnetic torque. b) Sta
tor reactive power.

The velocity response has the same form for conventional SM controller one
as is shown in Figure 4.13a, and also the power coefficient is kept at its
máximum valué, Figure 4.13b. In Figure 4.14a and Figure 4.14b, the input
rotor voltages in the d and q axes are shown, respectively. The valúes of
these inputs are within an appropriate operation range and are continuous
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.13 Integral SM. a) Angular rotor velocity. b) Power coefficient.

(a)

4

time (s)

(b)

Figure 4.14 Control inputs in Integral SM. a) Rotor voltage on d-axis, vdr B) Rotor

voltage on q-axis, v .

4 6

time (s)

Figure 4.15 Output variables error for Integral SM. a) Electromagnetic torque er

ror, b) Stator reactive power error.
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The dynamics of error variables are shown in Figure 4.15a for electromag

netic torque and Figure 4.15b for stator reactive power. An error change ap

pears when the magnetization inductance decreases 10 % at t = 7 seconds.

The error variables are reduced significantly with respect to the first order

SM, Figure 4.9. At the last second, the relative error valué for electromag

netic torque tracking is 9.2890e-5 and for stator reactive power error is

3.3527e-4.

The stator current in phase-A is shown in Figure 4.16, and the rotor current

in phase-A is depicted in Figure 4.17. When the turbine torque is increased

due to wind speed increase at t - 1 s and t= 5 s, then both stator and rotor

currents gradually increase. The rotor current frequency changes when an

external disturbance is presented due to the rotor velocity changes, too. At

initial conditions, the generator velocity is 792 rpm and the rotor current

frequency is 20.3 Hz, after of first disturbance has appeared, the rotor veloc

ity is 1426 rpm and the frequency is 11.4 Hz. At final part, the generator ve

locity is 1584 rpm and the frequency is 19.23 Hz.

time (s)

Figure 4.16 Stator current in phase-A for Integral SM.

Figure 4.17 Rotor current in phase-A for Integral SM.
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4.2.8 Second Order SlidingModes: Super-Twisting Controller

An altemative technique to remove the chattering effect, maintaining ro

bustness and providing even higher accuracy is the second order sliding

modes. This technique applies the basic sliding mode idea by acting on the

second order time derivatives of the system deviation from the constraint

instead of influencing the first deviation derivative as occurs in conventional

sliding modes. The second order algorithms produce a bounded continuous

control depending on time, with discontinuities only in the control derivative

[19] . This characteristic allows removing the chattering effect.

The error variables are defined by (4.18) as

£d=lds~ldmf
(454)

q qs qsref

where ié¡nf and iqsref are defined by (4.14) and (4.15), respectively. The error

dynamics are obtained of the following form

¿d = fd+bvdr

fq + bvqr
(4.55)

£.
'I

where fd and f are defined by (4.20) and considered in this case as un

known disturbances. In order to design super-twisting controller, the control

input vir is selected as a sum of two components of the following form:

V,r
= -4 \£i | SÍSn £, + VXir > (4*56)

with

H\>u0
i = d,q.

-a.sign £, |v„| < U0

Assuming that for some positive constants C, U0, q, the following conditions

f\<C, \ftlb\<qU^ Q<q<\, (4.57)

are met with 6,a, > C and A, sufficiently large, this controller ensures the

appearance of a 2-sliding mode

£,=¿,=0, (4.58)

by attracting the trajectories in finite time and achieving the control goal

[10]. For the case of vanishing perturbation, the stability condition can be

derived by using a non-smothe Liapunov function (see the next subsection).
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Figure 4.18 Second Order SM: Super-twisting algorithm.

In Figure 4.18, the scheme ofthe second order SM super-twisting algorithm is pre

sented which is applied to the currents controller for torque tracking. The

block "h[x,t)" calculates the output variables Te and Qs using the currents

i, and iv, and stator voltage, vy . Using the velocity a>m the block "g[x,t)"
calculates the stator current reference iXKf , according to equations (4.14) and

(4.15), respectively. Then, the current error variable £ defined by the stator

currents iv and its reference signáis i,re/ is selected as the sliding manifold

s
,
and the control law v, enforces chattering-free SM motion and the control

objectives are achieved.

4.2.9 Stability Analysis for Super-Twisting Controller

For the control error dynamics (4.55) it is stablished that

£,x=f,+bv,rr '=d,q

Substituting the control law of super-twisting algorithm (4.56) into
the closed-loop error system is obtained as

£,i
= f,

~

b¿,vir \£,/2 sign (f„ ) + ¿>v,„

£,2
= bvXir

Then, by considering the super-twisting algorithm results

¿,2=-te,sign(f„)

In closed loop, the error system has the following form:

£,x=fl-b¿i\£'\f2si&n(£ix) + £,2>

¿l2=-ba,s\gn(£l2).

(4.59)

(4.59),

(4.60)

(4.61)

or
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£ix=-kix\£ix\Vlñg-{£n) + £l2+f>.

¿i2=-kl2sign(£i2), i = d,q,

(4.62)

where sn -bvUr, kn =bAt, kl2 = ba¡, and / is considered as an unknown dis

turbance term.

For stability analysis, a Lyapunov function is applied as follows [27]:

VX£t) = 2ka\en\ + ^+^(kn\£/^ign(Ea)-£l2J (4.63)

The equation (4.63) is established by taking a second order linear system of

similar form as system (4.62).

By applying the following transformation:

q]'= |£(.,|^sign(£,.),fa], taH^- i = d,q.

(4.64)

with its derivative as

¿f =
1 1 . .

~ I \£ñ- £i2
2 ka| kai

"(--*:ílíri+ÍÍ2+/)»-*ttS,,l

ft
k

(--*uS'u+S'ai+/)»-*2ií,w (4.65)

Then, the transformed system (4.62) takes the following quasi linear pertur-
bated system form:

4,=AA + p., (4.66)

where

A. =■ 2
"

2

"*,2 °

P/
=

1

s-N 1 fl
2ki

0

M
=

Ki

and / is considered as vanishing perturbation, i.e. it is bounded by [27]:

1/M. I ¿„>0 (4.67)
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The Lyapunov function (4.63) in the new system takes the quadratic form

VXs,)=^VÑi (4.68)

where

P,=
Aki2+kl

The time derivative of Lyapunov function along the trajectories of the sys
tem is:

vXsl) = x—¿rlv¿i + x—¿vik¡.
k.l k.l

= x—Á<?,^ +pf)P,?, + x—¿V, (A?, +P,),
k.l k-il

= ±-rJ(AjVi+VlAi)ql+^iqJripi,
Pl

= -±^+¿-¿¥,9,.
Pn Pn

VXq,) = -^-q:Q,q,+^-f,qU„
k»i I k.l

where

a; p + pa = -q ;

Q,=
k.l 2

2kl2 kn

-k„

«T
l

q, =r- ¡
kJ

kr
-Kf.

Assume that/ satisfies the following bound:

/,'=|/|sign(£„)

Then, substituting (4.67) into (4.69) yields

\fl\ = 5n\£i/>sign(£li) = 5¿[

(4.69)

(4.70)
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where

Q=A-L

2*.,+tí- 4-5a- + A„\2
T

"-/l *i,-^„

*/.-T^l 1

For Q, to be definite positive, the controller gains kn and ki2 should fulfill the

following relations:

kn>25ñ,

**„>-,
*"

sl.
%kñ-25ñ

(4.71)

(4.72)

As a result, it is possible to show that the error variable converges to zero in

finite time

T =
2^(0)*„(0)

(4.73)
Y,

where

Y,
*/l(ii*in) l™ / Kx(mi¡\) \V, )

*/l(max) \
"

J

(4.74)
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4.2.10 Simulation Results for the Super-Twisting Controller

The analysis is made in Simulink/Matlab program under following condi

tions: the stator power factor is hold at 0.9; the bus voltage is 415 V, with the

control gains Aü = 100
, ad

= 90
, Aq

= 100 , and aq
= 90.

The proposed controller achieves a good tracking performance of the refe

rence signáis when a disturbance is presented, for the electromagnetic

torque tracking, Figure 4.19a! and for the stator reactive power tracking,

Figure 4.19b.

Figure 4.19 Tracking responses for second order SM Super-twisting algorithm. a)

Electromagnetic torque. b) Stator reactive power.

At 1 second, a wind speed change from 5 m/s to 9 m/s is incepted, and at 5

seconds another change of the wind speed from 9 to 10 m/s is incepted, too!
such events increase the turbine torque and are modeled as external distur

bances.

I
o

Figure 4

78

time (s)

(a) (b)

20 Second Order SM Super-twisting algorithm. a) Angular rotor velocity
b) Power coefficient.



At the first event, the electromagnetic torque response time is 1.4 s, and the

stator reactive power response time is 1.3 s. In addition, the chattering effect

has been reduced, for electromagnetic torque tracking to 0.000168 and for

stator reactive power to 0.000277. On the other hand, the generator velocity

response, Figure 4.20a, is a smooth function of time, while the torque con

troller keeps the turbine power coefficient at its máximum valué, Figure
4.20b. The input voltages on the axes dq are in appropriate range, Figure
4.21a and Figure 4.21b.

O 2468 02468

time(s) time(s)

(a) (b)

Figure 4.21 Control inputs for second order SM Super-twisting algorithm. a) Rotor

voltage on d-axis, vilr . B) Rotor voltage on q-axis, v .

When a wind speed change is incepted at 1 second from 5 m/s to 9 m/s as ex

ternal disturbance, the synchronous velocity is surpassed; therefore, the

phase sequence is changed from positive to negative sequence, Figure 4.22.

1.1 1.2 13 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8

time (s)

Figure 4.22 Change from positive to negative sequence for rotor currents.
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The error variables on d a.nd q axes (4.54) define the sliding manifold, and

they are shown in Figure 4.23a and 4.23b, respectively.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.23 Sliding manifolds for second order SM Super-twisting algorithm. a) on

d-axis. b) on q-axis.

Meanwhile, the responses of the electromagnetic torque and stator reactive

power errors are depicted in Figure 4.24a and 4.24b, respectively. At the last

second of the analysis, the relative error valué for electromagnetic torque

tracking is 1.8033e_5 and for the stator reactive power error is 1.4501e-4.

LU '^o

Figure 4.24 Output variables error for second order SM Super-twisting algorithm.
a) Electromagnetic torque error, b) Stator reactive power error.
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The stator current in phase-A is shown in Figure 4.25, and the rotor current

in phase-A is depicted in Figure 4.26. When the external perturbation are

incepted at t = 1 s and at t = 5 s the change of both currents is smooth. The

rotor current frequency changes when an external disturbance is presented
due to the rotor velocity changes, too.

time(s)

Figure 4.25 Stator current in phase-A for Super-twisting algorithm.

01 23456789

time (s)

Figure 4.26 Rotor current in phase-A for Super-twisting algorithm.
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4.3 Direct Electromagnetic Torque Controller

Control Scheme

l~"
Controller

~l

Transfor

na tlon

SM Control

Law

Wound Rotor

IG
Kx.t)

y=[Te,Qs]

.J

Figure 4.27 Control Scheme.

For the control design procedure, first the output variables: electromagnetic

torque and the stator reactive power y
= [Te Qx] are defined. Then, the refer

ence functions y,t/ =[-C,/ C?.*™/] t° be tracked by the output variables are de

fined, by establishing the error variables e = [-%. <?t;] as a sliding variable

vector. Finally, a discontinuous control law u = [v(/, vír] is designned, which

ensures the SM manifold to be attractive, and achieve convergence in finite

time of the state variables x = [¿ym iJí iqx idr /v,] toward a new equilibrium

point, see Figure 4.27.

The wind power system model (2.44) established in the section 2.5 can be

expressed of the following form:

dt J\,

1 Cn(A) 2 3 , x

-PaR,A,"gb -JLYT^VV --7PL»> {Wqr
"

'q.Jdr)
~ &'■.*»„

-jf = AMiA + Al2i, + A13v, + B,v„
at

-j
= A2,i, + A22i, + A23v, + B2v„

with the following output variables:

[Tc a]r=[lfMrlr v,MyiJ

(4.75)
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The output variables to be controlled are the electromagnetic torque Ts ,
and

the stator reactive power Qx. From (4.7) and (4.8) without considering the

rotational and stator winding losses, the error variable system takes the

form

£r =isMrir -b2co2m,

£Q
= VsMQK-Gab2°Í-

(4.76)

The dynamics of the error variable system are

¿T =

~dt~Ml'Ír
+ *'Mf

~dt
~

2bl6)m¿0m '

£n = \TMn —£■ - 2GKcomcom

(4.77)

-O
~

*.***"Q
dt

a 2 m m
'
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Substituting the nominal plant model (4.75) into (4.77), results in

ér = (A, ,i, + AI2i, + A13v , fMri, + ijMr (Aj,!, + A22i, + A23v , )
-

2b2com—{Tm-Te)

+ (l/rMÍBt+CMrB2)vr,

J,

¿a = v.!'Mc; (Ani, + A12i, + Xnys)-2Gab2com ~(Tm -Tt) + v,rMflB,v,.

(4.78)

Involving the system (4.78), the WRIG system (4.75) represented in the new

variables takes the form:

é = F(fll,,Í,,Í,) +B(i„Í,)vr,

¿3m=-^-(Tm--lMrir),

-£
= A21i, + A22i, + A23v, + B2v, ,

with the outputs

[k af=[ilMrif vlMei(].

where

(4.79)

(4.80)

(4.81)

FK-iA) =

(Ani, + A12i, + AI3v,)rMri, + ljMr (A21i, + A22i, + A23v,)
-

2b2com —(Tm -T,
J,

y'Mo (AnI, + A12i, + A13vv )
-

2Gab2a>m ~(Tm
-

Te )
J,

B(U,) =
i'M^B, + i[M7.B■"2

v;m„b,

3 L

4 <xLA

>(4¿r + 4í„) -p{LJdr + LxQ
0 2v,„

The variables \com, i,] are considered as the internal (residual) dynamics
variables of the system (4.79) (4.81). The control design and stability analy
sis of the closed loop system including the zero dynamics, applying a

Lyapunov function, is presented in a next section.
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4.3.1 Design and Stability Analysis ofthe Conventional SM Controller

Using the Lyapunov function in quadratic form [15]

V = -E E,
2

and its time derivative

V = e ¿.

By calculating along the trajectories of system (4.79), yields

V = erF{comAs,ir) + trB(is,ir)vr.

The control law of conventional sliding modes for this case is

v,
= -C/0sign(Br(iv,i,)£),

(4.82)

(4.83)

(4.84)

(4.85)

where U0 > 0. Substituting (4.85) into (4.84) yields

V^tT¥{comAJr)-U0ETB(iJr)sign(BT(is,ir)E). (4.86)

According to the Holder inequality [15], equation (4.86) takes the form

Ksler||F(ffl!.,i„ir)l-^0|Br(ií,i,)e||. (4.87)

Then using

(Br)"1|||B7'e|. (4.88)£ ^

and solving for \BTel in (4.88), including the negative sign, yields

1 ,i ii

-BrE<

m

Now, substituting (4.89) into (4.87), results

(4.89)

V<\\et\ F(*B,i,,i,) -U
(B'T

e = -

(«'I
V-\\F(ú3m,kAr

It easy to see in equation (4.90) that under the following condition:

U> (B7)"' ||F(í».,í„í,

the control errors £r and e0 (4.76) converge to zero in finite time.

(4.90)

(4.91)
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Figure 4.28 Conventional sliding mode controller.

The scheme of the first order SM applied to direct electromagnetic torque controller

is depicted in Figure 4.28. The block "h(x,t)" calculates the controlled output

variables Tt and Qx Then, the error variable e defined as [sT £Q\ is se

lected as the sliding manifold s
,
and the control law v, acts immediately to

any deviation of the error £ .

4.3.2 StabilityAnalysis ofthe Zero Dynamics

The zero dynamics [14] for system (4.79) (4.81) are the angular rotor velo

city <¡)m and rotor current i, dynamics on the manifold £T
= 0 and sQ

= 0 . The

mechanical oscillation equation (4.80) does not have any stable term; so, this

is an integrator; then the angular velocity is stable when there is a balance

between the turbine and electromagnetic torque, thus

Tm = i]"Mri, => cbm = 0 => com is constant.

Define an operation región Q0

2PvdXLJqr + kiqx)*0, (4.92)

where in order to ensure the B (4.79) is nonsingular. So, in this región the

inverse matrix B"' exists. Now, on the manifold sT
= 0 and eq =0 it is possible

to calcúlate the equivalent control \Kq as a solution of ¿ = 0 (4.79) of the

form

v„í
= -B-,(i,,i,)F(ffl„,i,,l,), (4.93)
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where

B-i
/■• . \

4 aL L.

3 PL.

1 lP(kÍds+LJdr)

kJqs+Lm'qr VdXkÍqx + LJqr)

O 2P_
Vds

(4.94)

Then, substituting the equivalent control \req (4.93) into subsystem (4.81)

results in the following zero dynamics:

i| = At| + Jn + i;, (4.95)

where

LVJ

A =

Rr

aLr
0

0
Rr

aL.

J =

0

í 1 ^
cox cor
\ a )

( 1 "1
cox cor
\ a )

5 =Aall+V.-B2B"1(U)F(íi,ll,g.

It is considered that the nonlinear operation región £¡ is bounded by

|¡¡| < <J < oo . Therefore, the zero dynamics (4.95) has the same form that equa

tion (4.29), and a solution of zero dynamics after a finite time enters into

compact set, see subsection 4.2.3.

4.3.3 Simulation Results for Conventional SM Controller

70

t
■¿ 60

I****

30

20

UJ

etouliurugieCc torque, Te
• reference of Te

4 6

time(s)

(a)

4000

EC 3500

~Y 3000

P 2500

'fl
20°°

¿P 1500

1000

500

.......
-V.

staíor reactive pov\er. Qs

reference of Ci

4 6

time(s)

(b)

Figure 4.29 Tracking responses for Conventional SM.

a) Electromagnetic torque. b) Stator reactive power.
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The analysis is made with the Simulink/Matlab program under following

conditions: the stator power factor is hold at 0.9, the bus voltage is 415 V.

and the control gain U0 is 400. In Figures 4.29a and 4.29b, the electromag

netic torque and stator reactive power achieve a good tracking performance

as the FOSM currents controller, Figures 4.4a and 4.4b. At 1 second, a wind

speed change from 5 m/s to 9 m/s is incepted, and at 5 seconds another

change of the wind speed from 9 to 10 m/s is incepted, too; such events in

crease the turbine torque and are modeled as external disturbances. At the

first event, the electromagnetic torque response time is 1.5 s, and the stator

reactive power response time is 1.6 s.

tirre(s) tirre(s)

(a) (b)

Figure 4.30 Conventional SM. a) Angular rotor velocity. b) Power coefficient.

The chattering effect is present with smaller amplitude than FOSM currents

controller, Figures 4.4a and 4.4b. The chattering effect for the electromag

netic torque is 0.0385 and for the stator reactive power is 0.0773. In Figure

4.30a, the angular rotor velocity is a smooth function of time; and the power

coefficient is kept at its máximum valué, Figure 4.30b.

time(s) time(s)

Figure 4.31 Rotor voltage on cfaxis, as control input.
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500

-500

time (s) time (s)

Figure 4.32 Rotor voltage on <j-axis, as control input.

(b)

Figure 4.33 Sliding manifolds for Conventional SM. a) on d-axis. b) on q-axis.

The discontinuous control inputs v¿r and vqr are displayed in Figures 4.31

and 4.32, by commuting from 400 to - 400 in high frequency.

Figure 4.34 Output variables error for Conventional SM. a) on d-axis. b) on q-axis.
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On the other hand, the sliding manifold on d and q axes are defined when

the control error system is decoupled (4.85), and they are shown in Figure

4.33a and 4.33b, respectively. Meanwhile, the responses of the electromag

netic torque and stator reactive power errors are depicted in Figure 4.34a

and 4.34b, respectively. At the last second, the relative error valué for elec

tromagnetic torque tracking is 0.0088 and for the stator reactive power error

is 0.0844.

time(s)

Figure 4.35 Stator current in phaseA for Conventional SM.

Figure 4.36 Rotor current in phase A for Conventional SM.

The stator current in phase-A is shown in Figure 4.35, and the rotor current

in phase-A is depicted in Figure 4.36. When the turbine torque is increased

due to wind speed increase, then both stator and rotor currents gradually
increase. The rotor current frequency changes when an external disturbance
is presented due to the rotor velocity changes, too. At initial conditions the

generator velocity is 800 rpm and the rotor current frequency is 20 Hz, after
of first disturbance has be presented, the rotor velocity is 1423 rpm and the

frequency is 11.2 Hz. At final part, the generator velocity is 1582 rpm and

the frequency is 18.9 Hz.
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4.3.4 Second Order SlidingModes: Super-Twisting controller

From (4.79) the error variable system was established as

é = F(fi>m,i,,i,) + B(iJ)i,)v,, (4.96)

where the sliding manifold can be defined as

£r

E =

£Q

= 0. (4.97)

To decouple the control inputs into (4.96) the sliding variable (4.97) is trans

formed as

e* = B-,(i,,ir)E, (4.98)

with new dynamics

¿• = G(is,i,) + v,, (4.99)

where G(ií,ir) = B-,(is!ir)E +B-|(vir)[F(Éyraíií5i,)].

The time derivative of B_1 does not contain the control input, see Appendix
B. Therefore, the system (4.99) is ready for applying a control law. The

WRIG system (4.75) represented in the new variables takes the form:

é* =G(i,,i,) + v„ (4.100)

03m=^-(Tm-ilMTir), (4.101)
J

Ib

^- = AJS + A22i, + A23v, + B2v, . (4. 102)
at

In order to reduce the chattering effect of the conventional SM control, the

second order SM super-twisting algorithm is proposed whose control law is

vr,
= -4 \£, | si%" e' + v"ir

= d,q, (4.103)

where

-v„ K|>t/0

-a¡sign£* |v„|<í/0

with «, and Xi are positive design parameters. On the other hand, the stability

analysis for super-twisting controller is presented in sub-section 4.2.8 where

the convergence conditions are established by (4.71) and (4.72).
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Figure 4.37 Super-twisting controller.

The scheme of the second order SM super-twisting algorithm applying the

direct electromagnetic torque controller is depicted in Figure 4.37. The block

"h(x,t)" calculates the controlled output variables Te and Qs Then, the error

variable e is selected as the sliding manifold s
,
and the control law v, en-

forces chattering-free SM motion for the control objectives are achieved.

4.3.5 Simulation Results for the Super-Twisting Controller

The analysis is made in Simulink/Matlab program under following condi

tions: the stator power factor is hold at 0.9; the bus voltage is 415 V, with the

control gains Ad = 150, ad = 140 Aq-\50, and a 140.

30

etectrcmacpetic tonque, Te

reference of Te

ststor reactive poner, Ct

reference of Ci

024 680246

time (s) time (s)

(a) (b)

Figure 4.38 Tracking responses for second order SM Super-twisting algorithm. a)
Electromagnetic torque. b) Stator reactive power.

The proposed controller achieves a good tracking performance of the refer

ence signáis when a disturbance is introduced; for electromagnetic torque
tracking, Figure 4.38a, and stator reactive power tracking, Figure 4.38b. At

1 second, a wind speed change from 5 m/s to 9 m/s is incepted, where the
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electromagnetic torque response time is 1.6 s, and the stator reactive power

response time is 1.8 s.

The electromagnetic torque and stator reactive power responses present a

greater oscillation when the external disturbance is incepted at t = 1 second,

respect to current controller applying the super-twisting algorithm, see Fig
ure 4.19. The chattering effect has been reduced, too! for electromagnetic

torque tracking to 0.000034 and for stator reactive power to 0.000004. The

generator velocity response, Figure 4.39, is a smooth function of time, while

the torque controller keeps the power coefficient at its máximum valué.

tinre(s) time(s)

(a) (b)

Figure 4.39 Second Order SM Super-twisting algorithm. a) Angular rotor velocity.
b) Power coefficient.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.40 Control inputs for Second Order SM Super-twisting algorithm. a) Rotor

voltage on d-axis, vdr . b) Rotor voltage on q-axis, v .

The input voltages in the axes d and q are in appropriate range, Figures

4.40a and 4.40b, like the current controller applying the same algorithm,

Figures 4.21a and 4.21b; and they are continuous signáis, too. On the other

hand, the sliding manifolds on d and q axes are defined when the control er-
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ror system is decoupled (4.98) and they are displayed in Figures 4.41a and

4.41b, respectively.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.41 Sliding manifolds for Second Order SM Super-twisting algorithm.

a) On d-axis. b) On q-axis.

Meanwhile, the responses of the electromagnetic torque and stator reactive

power errors are depicted in Figure 4.42a and 4.42b, respectively. In steady

state, the relative error valué for electromagnetic torque tracking is 6.469e-6

and for the stator reactive power error is 6.2134e-6.

tirre (s) time (s)

(a) (b)

Figure 4.42 Output variables error for second order SM Super-twisting algorithm.
a) Electromagnetic torque error, b) Stator reactive power error.

The stator current in phase-A is shown in Figure 4.43, and the rotor current

in phase-A is depicted in Figure 4.44. When the turbine torque is increased
due to wind speed increase at t

= 1 s and t= 5 s, then both stator and rotor

currents gradually increase. The rotor current frequency changes when an

external disturbance is presented due to the rotor velocity changes, too. At
initial conditions, the generator velocity is 793 rpm and the rotor current
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frequency is 20.6 Hz, after of first disturbance has be present the rotor veloc

ity is 1426 rpm and the frequency is 11.2 Hz. At final part, the generator ve

locity is 1584 rpm and the frequency is 19.23 Hz.

I
01 23456789

tirTe(s)

Figure 4.43 Stator current in phase-A for Super-twisting algorithm.

tirre (s)

Figure 4.44 Rotor current in phase-A for Super-twisting algorithm.

4.4 Summary

By comparing the currents controller, section 4.2, respect to the torque con

troller, section 4.3; for the first order SM and the second order SM-super-

twisting algorithms, the electromagnetic torque and stator reactive power

tracking, and state variables responses are alike between them. Neverthe

less, the currents controller requires arithmetic calculus to define their sta

tor current references which are expressed in function of the electromagnetic

torque and stator reactive power! whereas the direct electromagnetic torque
controller needs to calcúlate an inverse matrix to transform the sliding va

riables vector such that the control inputs are decoupled.

Both the first order SM currents and torque controllers present a similar

performance. The electromagnetic torque and stator reactive power tracking
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responses are similar, but the chattering effect is smaller in torque controller

(0.0385) than current controller (0.1080), as is shown in Table 4.3. It is easy

to see according to Figures 4.5 and 4.30, that the angular velocity and power
coefficient responses are similar. The error variables responses are also alike

for both methods due to their valué of the relative errors are very similar,

see Table 4.3.

Comparing the currents with the torque controller using both super-twisting

algorithm, they have similar performance; however the following differences

can be noted: when the first disturbance is incepted at t = 1 second, the elec

tromagnetic torque and stator reactive power tracking for currents controller

is better than the torque one, see Figures (4.19) and (4.38). Therefore, the

torque controller presents an oscillation three times bigger than the currents

one, in both output error variables, see Figures (4.24) and (4.42). Neverthe

less, the currents controller presents a small chattering effect. It is impor
tant to remark that the control inputs in integral SM and second SM are

continuous signáis; therefore these signáis could be applied using pulse
width modulate (PWM) for real time implementations.

Table 4.3 Comparative analysis ofthe propose controllers.

Parameter: Current

Controller*

FOSM

Current

Controller:

Integral SM

Current

Controller:

Super-twisting

Torque
Controller:

FOSM

Torque
Controller:

Super-twisting

Response time

of re
1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5

Response time

of Qs
1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6

Chattering
effect of Te

0.1080 0.000168 0.000168 0.0385 0.000034

Chattering
effect of Qs

0.2083 0.00027 0.000277 0.0773 0.000004

Accuracy of Te
0.0109 9.2890e-5 1.8033e-5 0.0088 6.469e-6

Accuracy of Qs 0.0202 3.3527e-4 1.4501e-4 0.0844 6.2134e-6

It is easy to see, that the direct electromagnetic torque controller using the

super-twisting algorithm is the better performance.
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Chapter 5

Velocity Controller Design

In this Chapter, two robust non-linear controllers for the wound rotor induc

tion generator are designed by applying the second order sliding modes tech

nique. These controllers can be applied for power flow control of a wind

power system where the control objective is to maximize the wind energy

capture, and to keep the stator power factor at a desired valué. The proposed
schemes regúlate the rotor velocity and stator reactive power of a wound ro

tor induction generator. The designed controllers are: i) Input-output li

nearization second order SM controller, and 2) Block-control linearization

second order SM controller. Both controllers use the super-twisting algo

rithm. This Chapter starts by defining the error variables and analyzing

their dynamics. These error variables include the output variables to be con

trolled, and the reference functions.

5. 1 Control Scheme

Vsref I
SM

Manifold

ControUer

» _i -m
Vrl

s
-4-e

Wound Rotor

IG h<x,-t>
,*=[*«' Os]

Figure 5.1 Block diagram of closed-loop system.
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The block diagram scheme of the proposed closed-loop systems is presented

in Figure 5.1. Considering the state variable vector x = [í»m A^ Aqs id. ^,] the

output block h(x,t) calculates the angular rotor velocity signal com as the

first output variable to be tracked, and the standard reactive power Q_ as

the second one. Then, the output vector y
= [com Qx] is compared with the ref

erence signal ynf
= \comnf Qm) ] Based on this comparison, the error vari

ables e = [-s1B 6g~\ are defined. Using input-output linearization technique or

block-control linearization one, the "SM Manifold" block calculates the slid

ing mode variable s. Then, the block "Controller'' establishes the second

order SM Super-twisting algorithm by producing the input control

v,
= [v^ v 1 for the block "Wound Rotor IG" as the plant.

5.2 Definition of Error Variables and its Dynamics

To design a nonlinear velocity controller, the model of the wound rotor in

duction generator (WRIG) is used as the plant (defined in Section 2.6), which
can be expressed of the following form:

(5.1)

Lm

k
0

0 Lm

k

where

and

M

dQ3m
=

1

dt J\ (Tm-X:.MmiF),

dk

~dt

di

dt

t = C,A + C-2t, + v„

--C^+C^ + CjjV^DjjV,,,

i. =
'dr

y. =

Kk,
4 L.

2P_L,
4 L.

!!L Q

k

'CO.

&s

__1_
T.
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c2,=

1-cr

aTsLm

\-a

'

aL_

co.

-co.

1-q-

'

aLm

\-a

aTL

C22 =

1 1-CT

-(cox-cor)

(03x~C0r)

— +

{aTr aTs )

C23 =

1-tr

O

O

l-o-

o-¿„

D
22

1
0

aLr

1
0

aL.

The stator fluxes A^ and Aqs can be calculated by (2.50) due to the rotor wind

ing termináis are available and the rotor currents are measured. Then is not

necessary designing a fluxes observer.

The error variable vector is defined as

E =

com
-

com„.fm tnraj

Qs-Qsref

From (2.73), the stator reactive power is defined as follows

a=v,rMl+^M2i„

(5.2)

(5.3)

where

0
3

24
; M2 =

0
34

24

3

24
0

34

24
0

M,=

From (4.3) and (4.6), without considering the rotational and stator winding

losses, the reference functions for the rotor angular velocity comn/ ,
and stator

reactive power Qxre/ are defined as

mmnf
~

Ai ,

O,

Qsref
~

Gal_ref, f-fa
_^Vi-(pf,)2

pf.

(5.4)

(5.5)
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On the other hand, the velocity error dynamics which include the mechanical

oscillation equation ofthe system (5.1) is derived as

£»
=

a>--a>mmr>

Jih\m
s cr) j.^

.

(5.6)

To simplify the control algorithm, the following model for turbine torque

Tm is used:

t=0 (5*7)

By including (5.7), the velocity error dynamics (5.6) take the following form:

¿a=~(Tm--klMX). (5.8)
J

tb

Substituting equations (5.3) and (5.5) into (5.2), the stator reactive power

error is as follows

£0=Qs-Qsnfr . ,

(5.9)
= vlM,Xv + v!M2i,-GA^.

Taking the time derivative ofthe stator reactive power error eq (5.9), yields

£o
= vÍM-i, + v!'M2 -i -

2Gab2com¿om . (5.10)
at

Using (5.1) into (5.10), results in

¿Q
= vfM, (Cul, + Cl2i, + v,) + v.:'M2 (C21XS + C22i, + C23vt + D22v,)

J
ib

By ordering terms, equation (5.11) can be written ofthe following form:

ée =(v[M,Cu +v:miC2I)X, + (vÍMi + vXC23)v,
] Gb , ,

(5-12)
i,-2-^^+^^,.v:m,c12 + v.; m2c22 +2^^xJ

Ib

Equations (5.8) and (5.12) represents the dynamics of the error variable sys

tem. It easy to see, that the rotor velocity error ea has relative degree two,

while the stator reactive power error £Q has relative degree one.
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5.3 Input-Output Linearization Second Order SM: Super-Twisting

To design the input-output linearization second order SM controller, the e-

rror variable system formed by (5.8) and (5.12) can be represented in canoni

cal form. Therefore, from (5.8) it is defined

£c,=-r{Tm-^sMJr) = £X> (5.13)

and the time derivative of ex (5.13) is defined as

J.

1

ffm-ÍrsMJr-XrsMa^
,h\ dt

(5.14)

Substituting the fluxes and currents equations ofthe plant (5.1) into (5.14),

yields

¿, - -j-{7J,MmC2_K + tfM.CaV, +[{CUK +C12i, + v.,)7 M„ +^M^J^ + ^M^v,}.
ib

(5.15)

Combining equations (5.15) and (5.12) being both of relative degree equal to

one with respect to -?, and £m, respectively; and involving equation (5.13), the

new system is obtained in canonical form as follows

where

XX
~ EX2>

x, =

-J-tlXCa^+^M,^)
O ih

Gh.

(v^M.C,, +vlM2C21)Xv+(vlM, +v:m2C23)ví -2-^mJm

(5.16)

~[(Cn\s + C12i, + v., )rM„ +^cj

v:M,C12 + v[MaCa+2*^^M,

*i
=

^
=

^
_

^W '

•A.

-±x>;m„d22
J lb

v.:m2d22

7-(r.-^)"t
lh

vjM,^*fv[M2i,-GA^

(5.17)

E = [l 0],
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Now, from (5.16) the system (5.1) is represented by the new variables of the

following form, more suitable for the control design:

X, = JCiX2 ,

i2=F2{com,lx,ir) + B2(Xx)yr, (5.18)

¿,=CnX,+C12i, + v1.

where

M^mX-h)'

-i-(X,rM1,C.2I^ + ^M.Cavf)
*» ih

GK

(v^M.C,, +v1xM2C2i)kx +(v[M, + v[M2C23)vv -2-^aJ,

M(CUK + C12i, + vs )rM„ + X,rM.Ca]

ví'M.C,, + VsrM2C22 +2^-^X,
-/*

«r;

b2(*,)= ■/,
L^'M(üD22

v.;m2d22

3 L_

4 ffl.l.

T v
jJ

Ib Jlb

4

2v,,,

5.3.1 SlidingManifold Design

We select the sliding function s for the system (5.18) as follows

s = (5.19)

The projection ofthe system (5.18) motion on the subspace s is derived as

(5.20)
S = C,X, 4* X2

F2(com,Xx,ir) + B2{Xx)yr,

where

F2((om,Xx,ir) = ClEx2 + F2(com,Xs,ir).

Define an operation región Qr

2P
i n

-¡-vdxAqs*0,J
ib

(5.21)

in order to ensure that the matrix B2 (5.20) is nonsingular. So, in this región

the inverse matrix B2 (5.22) exists.
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It is easy to see that the control inputs vdr and vqr in (5.20) are coupled. To

decouple these control inputs the sliding variable vector (5.18) is trans

formed as

s* =B21(X1.)s, (5.22)

where

1( ) =
2^44

2 V *'
3 L

2J,b 1

p K V*

o —

Vds

Then, the transformed dynamics have decoupled control input v, :

¿*=B¡'()..t)S + B¡1().J)[F2(íym,Xv,i,)*fB2(X!)v,J
= F2+v„

where

% = B;Xh)*+*;Xh%(<»mrKA)-

System (5.23) is now ready for the SM control design.

(5.23)

5.3.2 SM Control Law Design

To make the designed SM manifold s* = 0 be attractive, the SM super-

twisting algorithm applied

Vlr=VlrX+V,r2r ¡=d,q. (5.24)

with

11/2

-a\si0\ sigas, \sA>s,,

V,rl
= •

1 •l,/2
~a, \s, \ sign s' \s.\^sl0

V,r2
= '

'

-Vir

-a,sign
•

sx

K\>uo

K,|<C/0.

From subsection 4.2.8, under following conditions:

a,>25n,

1 a,

a,>
% a,-25,,

81

(5.25)

(5.26)

the state variables of the closed-loop system (5.23) and (5.24) converge to the

sliding manifold s" = 0 or to the manifold s = 0 in finite time.
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Then, the sliding mode motion will appear on

s = 0 => x, =
C,x,

0

And this motion is described by the first order system

Ai
— k^iAi

where C, > 0 . Thus the error variable x, (t) = com (t)
-

comref (t) tends exponen

tially to zero.

5.3.3 Stability Analysis ofthe Internal Dynamics
From system (5.18), the stator flux linkages system

kx = CuXs + Cnir + vx. (5.27)

is considered as the internal dynamics. On the manifold z2
= 0 (5.17), the

rotor current i, valué is calculated as follows

i. =

3Lm(vqxAds-vdxAqx)

-2Gab2LxcolAdx + 3vdxAdA
- 3vJ¿ - ^l v

-2Gab2Lsai\s
~

3v,AA, + 3v<¿¿
-

á'LJm
¿-E-y
p

i*

(5.28)

Substituting the rotor currents (5.28) into state equation of the stator flux

linkages system (5.27) yields

ti^A^+J^+S, (5.29)

where

1 >

-

+ 2GaRxLJm
i- J

0

( ' A

0 — + 2GRLT
rj-

a s tn tn

**. *■ /_

0 <a(

-a». 0

<f,
^M*"^»-)

2Gab2Lxco2mAds -

3vdxAdsAqx + 3vqxA2dx +

2GM..<\r\.AAqs-ivd.X +

4L..T

4LT

+
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We assume that the vector § in some vicinity of the origin is ultimately

bounded by

|ü|<¿,<°°

Since matrix Ais Hurwitz and a solution of zero dynamics (5.29) after a fi

nite time enters into compact set defined by

n- n 8

therefore, a solution of (5.29) is ultimately bounded implying that the system
is minimum phase [14], see section 4.2.3.

5.3.4 Results of Input-Output Linearization SOSM Controller

The analysis is made in Simulink/Matlab program under following condi

tions: the stator power factor is hold at 0.9; the bus voltage is 415 V, with the

control gains ad
= 320

, ad
= 320

, aq
= 330

,
and aq

- 330 .

Figure 5.2a shows that angular rotor velocity achieves a good tracking of the

reference function in presence of disturbances and parameter variations. A

change of the wind velocity from 5 m/s to 9 m/s, incepted at t= 1 s as external

disturbance, causes a transient process of the rotor velocity, which is asymp

totically stable, the rotor velocity response time is 0.478 s. Figure 5.2b dis

plays that the stator reactive power achieves a good tracking of its reference

function and when the external disturbance is incepted at t=l s, its response

time is 0.524 s. The chattering effect is eliminated in both controlled out

puts. The tracking performance of the controlled outputs in this controller is

faster than the electromagnetic torque controller, respectively; see section

4.3.3.
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Figure 5.2 Tracking responses for input-output linearization second order SM con

troller, a) Angular rotor velocity. b) Stator reactive power.
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4

time (s)

(a) (b)

Figure 5.3 Input-output linearization second order SM controller, a) Electromag
netic torque. b) Turbine power coefficient.

On the other hand, the electromagnetic torque, Figure 5.3a, falls down when

the disturbances which are presented in t = 1 and t = 5 seconds, while the

power coefficient Cp is hold at its máximum valué, Figure 5.3b.

The control inputs vdr and v responses are presented in Figure 5.4a and

5.4b, respectively. They are within a valué appropriate range. On the other

hand, the sliding manifolds on d and q axes are defined when the control er

ror system is decoupled (5.22) and they are displayed in Figures 5.5a and

5.5b, respectively.

_
200

■4*2
S 150

W 100

i »

S o

O)

s
-50

| -100

h -150

() 2 4 6 8

time (s)

(a)(a) (b)

Figure 5.4 Control inputs for input-output linearization second order SM control

ler. a) Rotor voltage on d-axis, vdr. b) Rotor voltage on q-axis, v
,.
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tirre (s) time (s)

(a) (b)

Figure 5.5 Sliding manifolds for input-output linearization second order SM control

ler, a) On d-axis. b) On q-axis.

Meanwhile, the responses of the rotor velocity and stator reactive power er

rors are depicted in Figure 5.6a and 5.6b, respectively. At the last second,

the relative error valué for electromagnetic torque tracking is 1.3871e-6 and

for the stator reactive power error is 3.4068e-4.

tirre (s) time(s)

(a) (b)

Figure 5.6 Output variables error for input-output linearization second order SM

controller, a) Rotor velocity error, b) Stator reactive power error.

The rotor current in phase-A is shown in Figure 5.7, and the stator flux in

phase-A is depicted in Figure 5.8. When the turbine torque is increased due

to wind speed increase at t
- 1 s and t = 5 s, the rotor currents gradually in

crease, while the stator flux remains stable. The rotor current frequency

changes when an external disturbance is presented due to the rotor velocity

changes, too. At initial conditions, the generator velocity is 799.6 rpm and

the rotor current frequency is 20 Hz, after of first disturbance has be present

the rotor velocity is 1423 rpm and the frequency is 11.23 Hz. At final part,

the generator velocity is 1582 rpm and the frequency is 18.9 Hz.
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Figure 5.7 Rotor Current in phase-A for input-output linearization second order SM

controller.
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Figure 5.8 Stator Flux Linkage in phase-A for input-output linearization second

order SM controller.

5.4 Block Control Linearization Second Order SM: Super-Twisting

Using the block control technique, the error variable z, is defined as

z. — co
-

co ,
■

.

I m mref
(5.30)

and its desired dynamics are introduced as follows

¿x =—k, -—X'Mi,. = -K,z, +E,z,
J J°
ib

J
ib

M"!
'

'"I "2 •
(5.31)

where

and E, = [l 0] .
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Combining the stator reactive power
error (5.9) with (5.31), yields

— T

y\M¿.,-GJ,¿

--^M„ '-Kz' "Ei"
-*A K =

1 \

0

+

1

E2
vJ'M2

¿
_

(5.32)

where

E,

E,

1 0

0 1

Solving (5.32) for z2 ,
results in

z, =

—F
J*■** ih

vjM^ -GA<

K.z,
J ,h

v.;m2

(5.33)

Then, the dynamics of z2 takes the following form:

v1rM,Xí-2Gaíü„>m 0

1 *r

■r .V Cl.

J th 1.+

v.:m2

(5.34)

Substituting (5.32) and the state equations ofthe plant into (5.34), yields

vlMl(C„Xí+C12i, + v()-2^íyffl(r„-^Mí¡)i,)
J,

^(k-^MJr)J ih

(5.35)

--^(Cu>.,,+C12i, + vs)rMa
•* ih

0

i.+ J,b

v!m,

(C2]k + C22ir + C23yx + D22\r).

By ordering terms, equation (5.35) can be written as

K

-- L(^M„,C2,^+^M»C23V.() J.

J
Ib

v^M,C113l, + v!'M2C21^ + v; M,v, + v| M2C23v( J

~L[(C„Ji, +C12i, + v,)rM. + x:M„ca + i:t^M-]
" lh

v:'M1C12+2*^^'Mw + v:M2C2
J lh

2^co
J ih

(5.36)

1
i!md,

./„

v[M2D2
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By combining (5.32) and (5.36), the transformed system can be represented
of the following form:

--kiZ; "*-,'

0

+

.E2_
z2,

(5.37)

= F2(com,Xx,ir) + B2(Xx)yr,
where

%(o)m,kX) =
—(XTsM0CuXs + kTsMaC2_yx)
J.

vlMxCn-ks+ylM2Cz¿s + yT,Mxys+yTsM2Cnyx

J,

j-[{CuK + C12i, + v, fM„ + ^M.C,, +KtfM,,]

y'sMlC]2+2-^coXM,, + <M2C22
J

lh

Kl

Mh) =
~^MfflD22
J
ib

v'M2D22

3 L.

4 aLL.
-2v.

J,

2vd,

A sliding variable vector s for the system (5.37) is selected as

s = z2.

Then its dynamics follow from (5.37):

Í = F2+B2(Xv)v,.

(5.38)

(5.39)

It can be noted that the matrix B2 in (5.39) is the same matrix as in system

(5.20) which is represented in canonical form, and the matrix B2 is nonsingu-

2P
lar in the región —vdxAqx * 0 (5.21). Therefore, to decouple the control inputs,

J
Ib

the same transformation of the vector v, is used

(5.40)
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Then, the transformed dynamics take the form

s* =B2's + B21s,

=B¡1B/+B¡1(F2+B2vr), (5.41)

= F2+v,

The system (5.41) is now ready for the SM control design.

5.4.2 SM Control Law Design

Then, the law control for second order SM-Block Control: Super-twisting al

gorithm is

v*r=vw + vM, i = d,q. (5.42)

where

I I1 ;! * I *l

-a,\si0\ sign .y, \s,\>sm
i 'i1'2 • * i 'i .

-a,\s,\ sign s, \s_\¿sa

K\>u0

-«.sign** \vir\<U0

The convergence conditions have been reviewed in sub-section 5.3.2, then the

sliding mode motion will appear on

s = 0 => z,
=

-*.*.

This motion is the first order where K¡ > 0 . Thus the error variable

zx (0 =

^m {i)
~

wmref if) tends exponentially to zero.
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5.4.2 Results ofBlock Control Linearization SOSM Controller

We use the gain valúes of ad = 220, ad
= 220, aq

= 220, aq
= 220, and the de

sired dynamics for the block control are established with the gain &, = 16 .

time (s) time (s)

(a) (b)

Figure 5.9 Tracking responses for block-control linearization second order SM con

troller, a) Angular rotor velocity. b) Stator reactive power.

Figure 5.9a shows the rotor velocity tracking response has a good perfor
mance in presence of external disturbance and parameter variations. Mean-

while, the stator reactive power tracking response, Figure 5.9b, presents an

oscillation in the transient process when the external disturbance is applied
i.e. a wind speed change. On the other hand, the electromagnetic torque, Fig
ure 5.10a, falls when the disturbance is applied, whereas the power coeffi

cient is hold at its máximum valué, Figure 5.10b.

time (s) time(s)

(a) (b)

Figure 5.10 Block-control linearization second order SM controller, a) Electromag
netic torque. b) Turbine power coefficient.
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In Figures 5.11a and 5.11b, the input rotor voltages in the axes d and q are

shown, respectively; where the signáis are quasi-continuous in an appropri
ate operation range, but it presents peaks when the disturbance is applied.

02468 02468

time(s) time (s)

(a) (b)

Figure 5.11 Control inputs for block-control linearization second order SM control

ler, a) Rotor voltage on d-axis, vdr. b) Rotor voltage on q-axis, V .

On the other hand, the sliding manifolds on c/and gaxes are defined when

the control error system is decoupled (5.40) and they are displayed in Figu
res 5.12a and 5.12b, respectively.

time (s) tirre (s)

Figure 5.12 Sliding manifolds for input-output linearization second order SM con

troller, a) On d-axis. b) On q-axis.

Meanwhile, the responses of the rotor velocity and stator reactive power er

rors are depicted in Figure 5.13a and 5.13b, respectively. At the last second,
in steady state, the relative error valué for electromagnetic torque tracking
is 1.3427e-6 and for the stator reactive power error is 3.4602e-4.
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tirre (s) tirre (s)

(a) (b)

Figure 5.13 Output variables error for input-output linearization second order SM

controller, a) Rotor velocity error, b) Stator reactive power error.

The rotor current in phase-A is shown in Figure 5.14, and the stator flux in

phase-A is depicted in Figure 5.15. When the turbine torque is increased due

to wind speed increase at t - 1 s and t - 5 s, the rotor currents gradually in

crease, while the stator flux remains stable. The rotor current frequency
changes when an external disturbance is applied due to the rotor velocity

changes, too. At initial conditions, the generator velocity is 792 rpm and the

rotor current frequency is 20.2 Hz, after of first disturbance has be present
the rotor velocity is 1426 rpm and the frequency is 11.2 Hz. At final part, the

generator velocity is 1584 rpm and the frequency is 19.6 Hz.

time (s)

Figure 5.14 Rotor Current in phase-A for input-output linearization second order

SM controller.
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time (s)

Figure 5.15 Stator Flux in phase-A for input-output linearization second order SM

controller.

5.5 Summary

The input-output linearization second order SM and block-control lineariza

tion second order SM-Block controller schemes have a good reference track

ing performance under the presence of disturbances and parameter varia

tions. Both controllers apply the super-twisting algorithm.

Table 5.1 Comparative analysis ofthe propose controllers.

Parameter: Input-Output
Linearization

Super-twisting

Block Control Lin

earization Super-

twisting

Response
time of com

0.4 0.4

ütesponse
time of Qs

0.5 0.5

Chattering
effect of com

0 0

Chattering

effect of Qs

0 0

Relative error

rms of com

1.3871e-6 1.3427e-6

Relative error

rms of Qs

3.4068e-4 3.4602e-4
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Both controllers present similar valúes of tracking response time, see Table

5.1, and eliminate the chattering effect. It is relevant to mention that both

controllers have two output variables of different relative degree. The rotor

velocity error £m has relative grade two, while the stator reactive power

£0 has relative grade one. The stator reactive power error with the time de

rivative of the rotor velocity error have been put together in one variable z2 ,

and the rotor velocity error is put in alone variable z, .

A novel technique which combines Block Control with the second order SM-

Super-twisting algorithm is applied, by obtaining good results with a chat

tering effect reduction and control inputs quasi-continuous. For these con

trollers the tracking performance is faster than the electromagnetic torque

controllers studied in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 6

Real-Time Implementation

In this Chapter, the direct electromagnetic torque controller for a 180 W

wound rotor induction generator is implemented in real time by using a DC

motor-WR induction generator group. The operation velocity is established

by the DC-motor controller whereas the electromagnetic torque and stator

reactive power are controlled in the WR induction generator. First, a velocity
controller of a % hp DC-motor is designed by applying block control super

twisting algorithm where the velocity reference is constant. Secondly, the

used and constructed hardware for integrating the motor-generator group

prototype is described. The interface designs for driving the IGBT converter

and measuring currents in both stator and rotor windings and voltages in

stator are included. Finally, real time implementation results of the direct

electromagnetic torque controller for the WR induction generator are re

ported. Two events are analyzed: an increase of the WRIG electromagnetic

torque and a decrease of its stator reactive power.

6.1 Control System of DC Motor - WRIG Group

In this section, a velocity controller for the DC motor-WRI generator group

with a % hp DC-motor at constant magnetizing is proposed. For this, an an

gular velocity tracking controller of the DC-motor is designed where the ve

locity reference is constant. In order to control the DC-motor velocity, a block

control combined with second order SM super-twisting algorithm is designed

and implemented in real time.
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6.1.1 Machine GroupModel

In this Sub-section, both mathematical models for the DC-motor and WR-

induction generator are presented.

DC-Motor Mathematical Model

The mathematical model ofthe DC-motor with constant excitation is [16]

-(Lafifia-B^m-k).
dt

dk.
dt

dif
~~dt~

r

i

, (RaÍa+kfÍfG>m-Ua).
La

-r(Rfif-uf)>

(6.1)

where

with the following output variable: com ,

com represents the shaft angular velocity;

ia, if represent the armature and field current;

Ra, Rf represent the armature and field resistance!

La, Lf are the armature and field inductance;

Laf is the mutual inductance between the field and armature winding;

Tf represents the load torque;

Je is the inertial moment;

Be is the frictional coefficient;

ua, u¿ are the armature and field input voltages, where uf
- 100 V

The % hp DC-motor is manufactured by BALDOR. The model parameters of

the DC-motor were taken from [29], and are shown in Table 6.1, and the

rated valúes for the electromechanical variables in Table 6.2.

Table 6.1 DC-Motor Parameters

Parameter Valué

Armature resistance, Ra 1.276 Q

Inductance armature, La 23.6 mH

Inductance mutual, Laf
0.821 H

Inertia momentum, J 0.0022 Nms2

Frictional coefficient, B 0.0015 Nms
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Table 6.2 DC-Motor Rated Valúes

Variable Valué

Armature voltage, Va 90 V

Field voltage, Vf
100 V

Armature current, Ia 7.5 A

Field current, I
¡

0.6 A

Angular velocity, COm
1750 rpm

Power, Pe 3/4HP

WR-Induction Generator Mathematical Model

The WRIG model was established in Section 4.3 of the following form

dco„ 1

dt J,

CÍA) , 3 / \1
PaRAngb ~£J— V»

~

^
PL- (ijqr

~

kJdr ) ,

cñ

dt

cñ

f-
= AjIi, + AnIr + AI3vJ + BIv„ (6.2)

dt

~ = A2,i, + A22i, + A23v( + B2v„

with the following output variables: \Te Qs] =[i'Mri, v^M^il

The WR induction generator parameters are shown in Table 6.3, which were

estimated by experimental tests. The rated valúes for the electromechanical

variables are shown in Table 6.4.

Table 6.3 WR Induction Generator Parameters

Parameter Valué

Stator resistance, i?t 12.6 Q

Stator inductance, Ls 0.376 H

Magnetizing inductance, Lm 0.352 H

Rotor inductance, Lr
0.38 H

Turns ratio (NjN2)
516/264

Rotor resistance, Rr
16.7 £2

Inertia momentum, J 0.0016 Nms2

Frictional coefficient, B 0.00094 Nms

Power, Pg 180 W
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Table 6.4 WR Induction Generator Rated Valúes

Variable Valué

Stator voltage, Vs 208/120 V

Rotor voltage, Vr 104/60 V

Stator current, Ls 0.86/1.5 A

Rotor current, 7, 1.15/2 A

.angular velocity, ú)m
1750 rpm

Power, P Va HP

6.2.2 DC-Motor Controller

We propose to design a velocity tracking controller for the DC-motor. The

sliding surface is designed with block linearization control technique [23],
and then, the second order SM Super-twisting algorithm as control law is

applied.

The error velocity is defined as

£\=°>-- ^rnrtíf ■■ (6.3)

With dynamics for ex as follows

£\
=

<°m
~

^mrtíf • (6.4)

Involving the desired dynamics -Kx£x for the error velocity dynamics, the

equation (6.4) takes the following form:

£x
=— (Lafifk

~

Becom -T^- comKf
= -Kx£, + .

•2 ' (6.5)

Where

ia=-r- [-J.{Klel-£2) + Bterm + TL]:
Laflf

(6.6)

with K¡ > 0 .

Solving (6.5) for £2 results in

£2 =-j(Lrr
~

B«°>m ~Tl)- Krtí] + KX£X (6.7)
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Taking the time derivative of £-,(6.7) yields

1 ( . . di„ „ dco„ „ \ w
■

£2=j[Lqfif-¿-Be-^-TLyo3mref
+ Kx£x (6.8)

Involving the DC-motor model (6.1) and (6.5) into equation (6.8) results in

k ayV/ 1 "T"^'" + L°'ifü)'"
"

"a ) "Xa-
( i "\
—(Lafifia-Bewm-TL) -cbmKf + K, (-K[£x +e2).
\J* J

(6.9)

Joining equations (6.5) and (6.9) results in

£i
=— (VÁ

~

^ ~tl)- ¿W = ~KxEx + £2>

¿2=-T^vK»0+V/^)-7f54VA-^-^) (610)
J., *í-„ **',■

Jx¡ L'a

By substituting (6.3) and (6.6) into (6.10), the DC-motor system (6.1) repre

sented in the new variables £x and e2 takes the following form:

£x
—

—

K-XS_ + £2

Kx-^-^1

J.. k'a J
'

k Je J_ La
f

^ + ^-Kx
v4 J.

(6.11)

LJ.
k

*.B.. +±!ÍA~ *-

l Ílf

v4-4 ^4 ,

03mref+T
—

lf
J

tí Ua

In natural form, a sliding surface s is selected as

s = £-, (6.12)

To enforce chattering-free SM motion, the super-twisting algorithm is ap

plied giving by

(6.13)

.
í -ua, Kl>100

M|

{-a(|^|)signj, |Mo|<100

Where the control gains A and a are non-linear functions of the velocity error

£ with a decrement in exponential form.
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The second order system (6.1) is single input-single output (SISO) due to

there is one control input by armature circuit, and it is a linear system be-

cause the magnetic field is constant (100 V). The selected output control

variable is the rotor velocity, while the reference velocity is constant. The

control system, which solves an angular velocity tracking problem, applies
block control combined with the second order SM Super-twisting algorithm
(6.10) (6.13) and it is shown in Figure 6.1. The measured variables are the

rotor velocity com and armature current ia while the input control is the volt-

age applied to the armature winding ua which is acconditionated with a con

verter governed by a SVPWM signal.

DC-DHve DC-Motor

supply
<} 0

■3. Encodtr

Dise

r
J

r-

y 1 1

PWM

^'
va

Sliding
Mode

Controller

li

Wr la
ol .*•

Figure 6.1 Velocity controller ofthe DC-motor.

6.1.3 WR Induction Generator Controller

We propose to use the direct electromagnetic torque controller established in

Sub-section 4.3.5. The WRIG system represented in the new variables is

¿* = G(¡s,i,) + v„

0).. =±(Tm-i<;MTir),
J lh

(6.14)

-¿1
= A2l',+A22Ír+A23V.v+B2Vr-
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The control law applying second order SM Super-twisting algorithm for re

ducing the chattering effect is

(6.15)

where

v„
=

v(fl+v,,2, i = d,q

V,rX
= <

1 I I1 - • « •

-AAsJ signí, \s, \>si0
.|l/2

-^|**| signí,' \s.\<sl0,

k\>u0-v,

-a,signí,* |v,,|<í/0.

with a, and á_ are positive design parameters.

Stator currents and voltages on dq coordinate frame

The control system is designed at dq coordinate frame turning accord to fre

quency network. The used similitude transformation to refer the stator cur

rents and voltages from the three-phase system to dq frame is reported in

equation (2.20) as

T.=-

cosé?, eos 0S eos 0. +'

3

-siné? -sin 0.
2n

-sin | 0S +

\_
2

2/r (6.16)

The cos#v and sin#s terms in (6.16) are calculated using the following simili

tude transformation to refer the abeto aB system which is stationary frame:

T = :

¡•0

1

2

1

2

2 2

1

2

1

2

(6.17)

where

cos 0, = ip^jr and, anfl,-***--******5****

and

',¡=Vv«+ví
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The voltages on aB frame are directly calculated from the measured stator

line voltages Vahs and VAfwith the following transformation, see Appendix C-

(6.18)

"2 1
"

'Vas~ 3 3 'Vabs'

_V 0
1

V3\
-Vcbs_

Therefore, the dq transformation for the stator voltages is (see Appendix C)

(2 1
s

- VAB o VCB
V-3

——

v,

A
3

CB

1_
3

cos 0S

sin 0.
(6.19)

In order to refer the stator currents from abe to dq frame, the similitude

transformation takes the form

cos 0. -

-sin¿?

— cose? sine?

2 2

V3 \ \ f

— cose? + — siné?
2

*

2

^

^
r.

JÍ - A—cost?, H sin 6.
2

J*
a

l
-a

— cose? — sin»

2
s

2

(6.20)

Rotor currents on í/í/ coordinate frame

The rotor electrical variables have a sliding frequency equal to (cox
-

cor) . The

used similitude transformation to refer the rotor currents from the three-

phase system to dq frame takes the form

'dr

COS/?

-sin/?

1
fí
£ ■ A—coso sin/?

2 2

ÍV3 1
— cos/7-f— sin/?
2 2

1 V3
—

cos/? +— sin/?

v2 2
,

—

cos/>
—

sin/?
2 2

(6.21)

where £ = *,-*,.

The rotor angular displacement 0, is measured by means an incremental

encoder.
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On the other hand, the SPWM module in Matlab/Simulink for activating the

IGBT gates for the static converter was designed at aB frame [34] and the

control system is at dq frame, and then with the following transformation is

possible to refer the rotor voltages as control inputs from dq to aB coordinate

frame, see Appendix C

>.

eos/? -sin/5

sin/? eos/?

rdr

V.

6.2 DC Motor - WR Induction Generator Group Test Prototype

The DC motor - WR induction generator group was constructed to design
and probé the control system algorithms for both machines. The prototype
scheme is shown in Figure 6.2 and a picture of the test prototype is shown in

Figure 6.3; the hardware has the following components:

Figure 6.2 Schematic representation ofthe wind system control prototype.

l) Personal computer!

2) DS1104 data acquisition board and interface software, manufactured by
dSPACE;

3) A motor-generator group. A Va HP wound rotor induction generator is

coupled mechanically with a % HP DC-machine for emulating a wind sys
tem of small capacity!

4) A prototype for controlling the % DC-motor which was described in sec

tion 6.2;
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5) Power converter module with a 3-phasic rectifier and 3-phasic inverter

bridges with 6 IGBT's manufactured by SEMIKRON;

6) Interface TTL-CMOS to actívate the IGBT's;

7) 3-phasic variac manufactured by STACO;

8) Measurement interface for conditioning the stator and rotor current sen

sors, the stator voltage sensors and the encoder signal with the DS1104

target.

Figure 6.3 DC motor
-

WR induction generator group test prototype.

The PC is used for supervisión with the software Real-Time Interface. The

DS1104 data acquisition board is used for real-time implementation of the

control systems. The control system is programmed in Matlab/Simulink, and
it is compiled and downloaded directly toward the DS1104 target.

With the power converter module, the DC-bus voltage is established through
the 3-phasic rectifier feeding by the 3-phasic variac. Inverter output sup-

plyies the rotor winding with a regulated voltage accord to the control signal.

The 3-phase wound rotor induction generator (WRIG) has 175 Watts of ca

pacity and is manufactured by Labvolt Company. The parameters of the

WRIG are reported into table 6.3. The machine parameters were obtained in

laboratory tests.
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6.2.1 TTL-CMOS Interface forActivating the IGBT Power Converter

With the interface TTL-CMOS, the SVPWM outputs of the DS1104 target

and the activation ofthe IGBT gates are coupled. The high speed optocoupler

6N137 is used to optically isolate the target SVPWM output from the IGBT

gates. Transistor 2N2222A is used to amplify the signal toward the IGBT

gate. In Figure 6.4 an activation circuit is shown. Nevertheless, the sche

matic and PCB board of the all TTL-CMOS interface are reported in Appen

dix D.

* 5 V, DS1104

SVPWM DS1104,

TTL signal 1N4148

6N137

—w—r2
—

i r~T <

1N4148 I 4>L/U I ,*
Q1 SVPWM

2222A CMOS signal

-0 ~o -o

ground, DS1104

Figure 6.4 TTL-CMOS of one IGBT.

6.2.2 Measurement Interface.

The measured variables are: the 3-phase stator and rotor currents, two vol

tages at stator winding termináis, and
the angular velocity through the cu

rrent and voltage sensors and an encoder, respectively. With the measure

ment interface, the measured variables are coupling with
the analog inputs

of the DS1104 target. The current sensor HX-10P by manufacturing by
LEM

has been used which operates with the Hall Effect measuring principie. Fig

ure 6.5 displays the way in which the sensor is
connected.

+ 15 V

input
current

U24

input- output
+15V

OV

input+ -15V

output

voltage

sensor current

15 V

Figure 6.5 Current sensor connection.
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1 6

2

4Vab 3 Vab

1
-o

sen_voltage2

U20

1"
■o

6
,

2

4Vbc 3

1
"0

tres output-

« ' sen_voltage2
Vcb

1

Figure 6.6 Stator voltage sensors connection.

Two voltages between stator winding termináis are measured, and the phase
B is taken like reference (grounding node), then the voltages v^ and vCB are

measured with voltage transformers manufactured by Yuanxing Electronics

Company. The connection form for the transformers is shown in Figure 6.6.

And the schematic and the printed circuit board of the measurement inter

face are shown in Appendix D.

6.2.3 DC-Motor Test Prototype
The used hardware for controlling a DC-motor was designed and integrated
in [6]. A scheme for controlling the DC-motor is shown in Figure 6.7; this

hardware has the following components:

l) A personal computer (PC);

2) DS1104 data acquisition board and interface software, manufactured by
dSPACE;

3) Interface TTL-CMOS to actívate the IGBT's;

4) Power converter module with a 3-phase rectifier and 3-phase inverter

bridge with six IGBT's manufactured by SEMIKRON;

5) 3-phase variac manufactured by STACO;

6) aÁ DC-motor manufactured by BALDOR;

7) Measurement interface for conditioning the armature and field current

sensors, and the encoder signal with the DS1104 target.
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3-phase
supply
(220 V>

Figure 6.7 Schematic representation ofthe DC-motor controller prototype.

The measured signáis for the velocity controller are the armature current,

and the angular velocity. These inputs are processed by DS1104 target

which define the control input for the DC-motor and the velocity tracking is

achieved.

With the power converter module, the DC-bus voltage is established through

the 3-phase rectifier feeding by the 3-phase variac. Using four IGBT's, an H-

bridge is conformed to feed the armature winding of the DC-motor with a

regulated voltage and the shaft velocity can be inverted. With the interface

TTL-CMOS, the PWM outputs ofthe DS1104 target and the activation ofthe

IGBT gates are coupled.

The function of the PC is supervising the performance of the system.

Starting ofthe System

At the beginning, the DC-motor whose velocity is controlled at steady state

is turned on, later the WR induction generator is turn on as squirrel cage

mode approximately during one second, and finally the control system is

connected to the rotor winding. Finally, an operation velocity is established

by DC-motor with the velocity tracking controller.
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6.3 Control System of DC Motor WRIG Group in Real-time

DC-Drlve DC-Machlne Conver-ter AC/DC/AC

zzry^&TÉ3-

supply

PVM

I
SUding
Mode

Controller

ir-f—
-

w,

WRIG I

—«jffr-

3-phase
supply

3-pha-***
variac

labe

PWM

~T_Vdqr
SUding
Mode

Controller
—

m

Kart

SMU-tud

TMMf,

ídqr

V**

ü
aqs

SMUtud

Tran»*?. -*-.

-•■ABC

cos&b<sln6b

Vdq,
VabVcb

Figure 6.8 DC Motor - WR Induction Generator group power control system.

The objectives of the control system are regulating the electromagnetic

torque and stator power factor by the WR induction generator controller; and

regulating the angular velocity by the DC-motor one. The angular velocity,

rotor currents, and stator currents and voltages are measured variables for

the WR induction generator, meanwhile the angular velocity and armature

current are for the DC-motor. By applying block control linearization com

bined with second order SM-supertwisting algorithm the angular velocity is

controlled at the DC-motor, while the second order SM-supertwisting
method is used for controlling the electromagnetic torque and stator reactive

power in the WR induction generator.

The WR induction generator controller is designed in dq coordinate frame;

therefore the measured electrical variables must be referred to this new sys

tem. The control system establishes the modulus and frequency of the rotor

voltages as control inputs which must be referred to afl coordinate frame to

use the SPWM module and activating the IGBT gates for conditioning the

three-phase supply for the rotor winding.

With the PC, the performance of the system can be supervised. The motor-

generator group operates in steady state with an angular rotor velocity,

com =182 rad/s! a WRIG electromagnetic torque, Tt =0.4 N.m! and a stator

power factor, pf = 0.9
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6.3.1 Real Time Results: a Step Change ofTorque Reference

The DC-motor velocity tracking controller establishes the operation velocity
at 1 82 rad/s whereas the WRI-generator system controls the electromagnetic

torque and stator reactive power. The following event is simulated: at 2 sec

ond, the electromagnetic torque reference is increased from 0.4 to 1.2 N.m by

keeping the stator power factor valué at 0.9.

The electromagnetic torque and stator reactive power responses achieve a

good tracking performance as is shown in Figures 6.9a and 6.9b, respec

tively.

18

10 15

time (s)

(a) (b)

Figure 6.9 Tracking responses for Super-twisting algorithm. a) Electromagnetic

torque. b) Stator reactive power.

(a)

3"
0
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£ -7XX
(0

8

! -40

s

í
-60

p
> -80

h

£ -100

(b)

Figure 6.10 Rotor voltages on í/and gaxes as control inputs.
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Figure 6.11 Sliding manifold on dand qaxes.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.12 Stator currents on dand qaxes.

(a)

<£ 08

b 02

(b)

Figure 6.13 Rotor currents on dand qaxes.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.14 Stator and rotor current in phase A.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.15 Angular rotor velocity and stator power.
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6.3.2 Real Time Results: a Step Change ofReactive Power

In this sub-section, the following event is simulated: at 2 second, the refer

ence valué for stator power factor is decreased from 0.9 to 0.7, keeping the

reference valué for the electromagnetic torque reference at 1.2 Nm.

(a)

^

(b)

Figure 6.16 Tracking for electromagnetic torque and stator reactive power.

C

O

0

3
b

10

time(s)

(a) (b)

Figure 6.17 Rotor voltages on dand qaxes as control inputs.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.18 Sliding manifold on o? and gaxes.

(a) Cb)

Figure 6.19 Stator currents on dand q axes.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.20 Rotor currents on dand qaxes.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.21 Stator and rotor current in phase A.

10

time (s)

(a) (b)

Figure 6.22 Angular rotor velocity and line voltage, VAB .

6.4 Summary

A test prototype which can be emulating the wind system operation has been

constructed and the direct electromagnetic torque controller applying su-

pertwisting algorithm by the WR generator controller and angular velocity

by the DC- motor one has been implemented in real time. Two events at real

time implementation results are reported: i) a step change of the electro

magnetic torque reference, and b) a step change of the stator power factor

reference. Simulation results are reported with which the performance of the

system can be analyzed.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

In this dissertation, two representations of the WRIG model have been de

veloped:

l) In the first representation, all state variables are measurable (stator

and rotor currents, and velocity) and is used for the control of the elec

tromagnetic torque and stator reactive power of the generator.

2) The second one is used for controlling the rotor velocity and stator re

active power! its state variables are: generator velocity, stator flux

linkages and rotor currents.

Both representations model the nonlinear performance of the WRIG. The

mathematical model of the WRIG is nonlinear, multrinput, multi-output

(MIMO), coupled respect to states variables, and contents uncertainty i.e.

plant parameter variations and external disturbances.

Two families of the robust nonlinear controllers are designed applying mod

ern second order SM, integral SM, and block control techniques. Both fami

lies of controllers are applied to the wind power system based on the wound

rotor induction generator which operates at constant-frequency and bounded

variable velocity.

l) For the first family of controllers, the signáis to be tracked are the

electromagnetic torque and stator reactive power.

2) For the second one, the angular rotor velocity and stator reactive

power are the signáis to be tracked.

All controllers maximize the wind energy capture of the wind turbine (maxi-

mizing of the wind turbine efficiency), and keep the stator power factor in a

previously given valué.
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The first family consists of two controllers:

l) Currents controller for torque tracking.

2) Direct electromagnetic torque controller.

The currents controller uses either first order SM, integral SM, or second

order SM techniques. Meanwhile, the direct electromagnetic controller de

signs apply first order SM and second order SM super-twisting method.

Stability analysis and simulation results demónstrate effectiveness and ro

bustness of the all controllers.

However, the second order SM super-twisting algorithm is the best option
because it tracks the reference signáis with a high accuracy, and the control

inputs are quasi-continuous and bounded in appropriate rank.

It is important that the control inputs in integral SM and second SM algo
rithms are continuous signáis; therefore these signáis could be applied using

pulse width modulate (PWM) for the real time implementation, avoiding

chattering effect.

For the rotor velocity, two control schemes are proposed:

l) Input-output linearization with first order SM.

2) Block linearization control with second order SM.

The first order SM controller achieves a good tracking performance of the

reference signáis in the presence of disturbances but it presents the chatte

ring effect produced by the discontinuous control law. Meanwhile, block con

trol with second order SM scheme applies the super-twisting algorithm and

has a good tracking performance too, and it avoids the chattering effect.

Based on Lyapunov technique, the stability conditions of the proposed con

trol schemes are derived, including internal dynamics stability.

Simulation results validate effectiveness and robustness of the proposed con

trollers under unknown external disturbances i.e. changes of the wind velo

city and plant parameter as rotor resistance and magnetization inductance

variations.

Finally, the proposed direct electromagnetic controller applying the super-

twisting algorithm is implemented in real time. A test prototype which con

tains a Vi WR induction generator mechanically coupling with a % DC-motor

for emulating the wind turbine operation is integrated. All states are meas

ured and conditioned with a measurement interface. Meanwhile, the input
controls are referred to a/3 system as inputs of the SVPWM procedure to ac

tívate the IGBT's ofthe inverter bridge. The DSpace DS1104 as date acquisi
tion and control target is used. The system has a Real-time Interface soft

ware which can be supervised all variables
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Future Works

l) To emulate the wind turbine performance with the DC motor controller.

2) To include magnetic saturation phenomenon within mathematical models

of the WR induction generator.

3) To analyze the wind system performance under both symmetrical and

unsymmetrical fault condition within an electric power system.

4) To increase the efficiency of both the WR induction machine and static

converter.

5) To analyze the harmonic content for reducing the distortion in the sup

plied current toward the network by the static converter.

6) To design a voltage and frequency controller for the wind power system

with isolated load.

7) To design an efficient filtering process for the measured stator and rotor

currents.

8) To design robust controller for multi-machine wind power system.
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Appendix A Coupled to "T" Circuit Relationships

Relationships ofthe coupled circuit (Figure A.i) are

, di, . di.
V, h.

^ sr^,

, di, ,
di.

(A.1)

is

+

vs

ir

vr

Figure A.1 Coupled Electric Circuit

By substituting the turn ratio a from the stator and rotor winding into (A.i),

yields

di.
di.

By involving an algebraic term in both equations into (A.2), yields

di./

(A.2)
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The resulting voltage equations correspond to the electric
circuit named T
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Figure A.2 Electric Circuit in n form

From the Figure A.2, the following relationships are defined

L¡s
= ka

~

°Lsm >

L„ =a—L.„,

L¡r — a Lrr aLm

(A.4)

(A.5)

(A.6)
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Appendix B Analysis of Coupling Matrix

The inverse coupling matrix of system (4.96) into Section 4.3.4 is defined in

(4.94) as

B-'(i,,i>
4 aLL.

3 PL„

1 2r(kidrkJdr)

A4 + A--V vd,(Lxiqx + LJcir)

2P

(B.l)

and its time derivative takes the form

i-'IU,)^-^
3 PL„

(l^+l^)
,

'

dt
m

dt
¿

(kiqs + Lmiqr)2

0 0

K
(B.2)

where

»,2 =

V* (Lsk+LJar)

s

dt
"'

dt

Using the state equations of system (2.44) expressed in fuction of the control

inputs vJr and v
,
the terms of (B.2) are

bxx-^

1

dt
m

dt
f +—m—

v
■'**

aLL
qr

+ k
"s^r J

f
X

f y
3qr j qr

°^r J

(kkrLJqr) (Lsiqs + LJqr)

LsJqs + LmJv

(Li +L i )2V s'qs ^m'qr )

b,-, =

Ldk+LJk
2P{

'

dt
m

dt 2PL\^
+

atk^
+ L„

Js"r J

Jdr
T Vdr

V ^k J

V* (Ljqs+LJqr)2 (LJqs+LJ^.)

___J_J_r_kJa__
V* (LJqs+kJqr)2

Therefore, the time derivative of B
'

(B.2) does not contain the control inputs

v_. and vqr
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Appendix C Transformations of Coordinates

The stator phase voltages are related with the line voltages by using the fol

lowing transformation:

(C.l)

Vm
1

'2 -1

~v„b~
Vbn

~3
-1 -1

*cb
v
„

-1 2

Then, the stator voltages on aB coordinate frame are expressed in function of

line voltages v^ and vcé with

i -i
2 2

o A .A
2 2

.

1

2

2

1 —

0 — -

1
"

'

"2 -f
"

2 1 Vab
-¡ — -1 -1 >

V3 3
Vrb

2
.

,

-1 2

1

3

"cb

and

IhlhVvJ +^=J[^vai--v,J +|-v2"cb

1 ^2

c*

¿ n r
=

-VV«*.s-V0*Vc»+VC*

(C.2)

(C.3)

On the other hand, the stator voltages on ofy coordinate frame are expressed

in function of line voltages vab and vcb as

COS #. cos '*.-*] eos «.311
'

"2 -1

V 2 l
-

3 ; V 3 ; 1
< — -1 -1

v„
_3

.
r. 2/rx\ ^ 2^1

3
1
_

-sin#v -sin

V 3

-sin

V ■*>
/.

-1 2

_

^

"o*

(C.4)

where

cos ft.
2jt

3 )

1
/j

V^ •

Q
=— cos 6, +

—

sm 6, ,

2 "2
(C.5)
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cos

sin

( 2k1

e,+—'

3 J

0.
2tA

3 ,

1
a

J* ■

a
=

-^os0s-—sm0x,

= cos 6,
—

sin 0, ,

2
'

2

sin 9, +—

L
s

3

V3 1
=— cos 6, — sin 0, .

2
*

2

(C.6)

(C.7)

(C.8)

Substituting (C.5) - (C.8) into (C.4) the following relationships are obtained,
and the transformation (6.19) is verified:

r. ab r. cb

1 ^
o
^

a

™sex-—vcbsm6x,

V3"
a

2 1

Vq =~^Vch COS0s "I
3

Vab
~

j
Vch sin 6.

(C.9)

(CIO)

In order to refer the rotor voltages from dq to aB coordinate frame fixed in

the rotor, first the rotor voltages in aB are referred to abe frame

(Gil)VaP>-
~

kfirVabcr

And then, the rotor voltages are referred from abe to dq frame

_ «r-i
abcr r dqr

* (C.12)

Finally, substituting (C.12) into (C.ll) the transformation for referring the

rotor voltages from aB to dq coordinate frame is

(C.13)Vafir
~

kfirk V
dqr I

were T
'
is defined in (2.22) and

T.
afir

1 1

2 2

V3 .73
2 2

(C.14)

By doing the calculus indicated into (C.13), the transformation to refer the

rotor voltages from dq to ar/? coordinate frame takes the form

ftr

eos/? -sin/?

sin/? eos/?

\lr

qr

(C.15)
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Appendix D Schematic Diagrams and Prínted Computer Boards

The schematic diagram of the TTL-CMOS interface for activate 6-IGBT's

inverter bridge is shown in Figure D.l.

' W. |||f

t - i

Figure D.l TTL-CMOS interface.
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The printer circuit board of TTL-CMOS interface is shown in Figure D.2.

Figure D.2 TTL-CMOS PCB-board

The PCB ofthe measurement interface is shown in Figure D.3.

Figure D.3 Measurement interface PCB-board
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The schematic diagram of the measurement interface for measure the stator

and rotor currents, and the line voltages VAB and VCB is shown in Figure D.4.

Figure D.4 Measurement interface
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Robust Non-Linear Control of aWound Rotor

Induction Generator: Integral Sliding Modes

Onofre A. Morfín, Alexander G. Loukianov and José M. Cañedo

Abstract—In this paper, we propose a sliding mode - based

controller for a wind power system where an induction generator
is connected to an infinity bus. To ensure robustness of the closed
- loop system with respect to perturbations and plant parameter
variations, first, we applied the conventional sliding mode (SM)
control technique. Secondly, an integral sliding SM control is

designed to reduce a chattering effect. Both the control schemes

are proposed to control the electromagnetic torque and the stator
reactive power of a wound rotor induction generator coupled
with a wind turbine across a gear box. The performance of the

designed controllers is validated through simulations.

Index Terms—sliding mode control, power system, wound

rotor induction generator.

I. NOMENCLATURE

L,
= stator self inductance per phase

LT = rotor self inductance per phase
L,„ = magnetization inductance

L,„
= mutual inductance between two phases of stator

¿™ = mutual inductance between two phases of rotor

L¡r = mutual inductance between stator and rotor phase

L¡_, L¡r = leakage stator and leakage rotor inductances

Rj, Rr = stator and rotor resistance per phase

id¡. iqs. idr, iqr
= stator and rotor currents in the axes d and q

vds, vqs, vdn v,r
= stator and rotor voltages in the axes d and q

T_
=

electromagnetic torque

Tm
= turbine torque

Teref= reference electromagnetic torque

Qs
= stator reactive power

Q,ref= reference stator reactive power

Pm = mechanic power established by turbine

fp, = stator power factor

co,„
=

generator shaft velocity

C0„ cor
=

supply and rotor frequency

0r = rotor position
P = number of poles pair

J'a, = total inertia referred to generator side

A sincere gratefulness to CINVESTAV (Advanced Investigation Center of

National Polytechnic Institute), and UACJ (Juárez City Autonomous

University). This work was supported by PROMEP (Teaching Staff

Improvement Program) under grants 103.5/06/1974.
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Cinvestav, Guadalajara. Av. Científica No. 1145, Col. El Bajío; Zapopan,
Jalisco. México. CP 45010. Tel +52(33) 3777 3600, Fax +5(33) 3777 3609.

v
= wind velocity

p
= air density

R, A = radius and sweep área ofthe wind turbine

Cp
=

power coefficient

Ngb
=

velocity relation in gear box

X =

tip speed and wind velocity relation

II. Introduction

ONE
of operation modes of the wind power generating

systems is featured by the variable-speed and constant-

frequency where maximum-power-capturing of the wind

must be reached [1]. In this application, the wound rotor

induction (WRI) generator is typically used. This generator
runs around synchronous speed drawing the magnetizing
current from the electric network; therefore, this machine

needs two sources: an unidirectional source for magnetizing
the stator, and another, a bidirectional source that supplies
current into the wound rotor to control the generator. The

typical configuration of the rotor supply consists of two

voltage-fed current-regulated inverters connected back to back

through a direct current link and a capacitor. The converter

supplies energy to the rotor circuit via slip-rings and brushes.

To control the WRI generator, different techniques have

been applied. In [2], using a non-coupled vector control

technique, it has been designed a PI stator current controller

for the active and reactive power. In [3] an exact feedback

linearization technique was used to design a non-linear

controller, considering a change in the bus voltage as

perturbation.
On the other hand, a fruitful and relatively simple

approach, especially when dealing with nonlinear plants

subjected to perturbations, is based on the use of Variable

Structure Control (VSC) with sliding mode [4] First and

foremost, this enables high accuracy and robustness to

disturbances and plant parameter variations to be obtained.

Secondly, the control variables of the basic SM control law

rapidly switch between extreme limits, that is ideal for the

direct operation of the switched mode power converters of

induction generators. An integral SM controller for power

system has been designed in [5], however, for the speed

tracking only.
In this paper, we are considering two control schemes that

track a reference torque and increase the capture of wind

energy whereas the reactive power is controlled maintaining
the stator power factor constant. To obtain these objectives,

©2008 IEEE



the two control schemes are proposed based on SM control:

conventional and integral sliding modes. The wind power

system is modeled in dq vector base of which axes turn

according to electric network frequency. This system model

has the following components: a) the WRI generator model, b)
the bus voltage that is modeled as an infinity bus, c) the

turbine torque which is modeled as an external disturbance

and, d) the robust control system. The proposed control

schemes are implemented via simulation where all variables

are referred to the dq vector base turning to network's

electrical frequency. In these simulations we programmed a

change of the turbine torque and a change in parameter valúes

of the rotor resistance and magnetization inductance, as

perturbations.

III. Wind power system

A. Electrical dynamics

Wound rotor induction generators are provided with three

phase windings on the rotor and the stator, these windings are

symmetric and balanced. The machine may be supplied with

energy at both rotor and stator termináis [6]. It can opérate
above and under of synchronous speed to which the magnetic
field turns in the generators' air gap. The stator windings are

connected directly to a bus on electric power system, while the

rotor winding is supplied by a power electronic converter via

slip-rings and brushes. This converter is located between the

rotor circuit and the bus, and is able of handling electric power
in both directions. Note the bus voltage is modeled as an

infinity bus.

The voltages equations
- on generator convention in

termináis of stator and rotor of the WRI generator are

established by

COS#„
, .. 2n\ (. ,

4*T
eos 0. -X eos 0. +

3 J l 3

eos 0.>r) COS&.

cosí(9r+*j-j cosí 0r+^j-

rf)
cos#.

The above voltage equation (1) can be interpreted as a non-

linear system with time-varying parameters. It is common to

apply a similitude transformation to refer to all the electrical

variables on a new vector base named d -

q or a
- p orthogonal

system with constant coefficients. The following
transformation for the stator and rotor dynamics is used:

eos/? eos p

yfl sxn(p-lfj -sin(/> + |-)

2 2 2

(2)

where ¡3 = 9S is for the stator transformation, and

P = 0s-0r is for the rotor one.

Applying the transformation (2) to the voltage equations

(1), and referring all rotor variables to stator side, we obtain

the following system in the d -

q axes:

vé,
= -r,i<h + cosLs iv + m,Lmiqr

-

ls
—

i^
-

Lm —idr
dt dt

■V
=

--"--AV
-

rs'.s
-

cosLmidr
-

L„ —iv -L„—i,
dt dt •(3)

vdr
= {(O, -

(úr )L„i -

rridr + (a, -

(úr )Lr -'di ~Lr—ldr

0 R..

abes

labcr
.

Am Air

ll L
^sr ^rr

abes

abcr

-co,

r\de_

**ra "tr

k.

abes

d)

V
= -{o>, -

<y, )lmt_ - {(o, -

mr )Lridr -

*-ríír
-

Lm
—

iv
-

Lr
—

iqr

In the equation (3), the rotor velocity is in electrical radians

per second. The dynamic equivalent electric circuit for the

system (3) is presented in Fig. 1
,
where

Ls = L¡s +Lm, Lr= Llr + Lm

where

Rs ws*Ls*iqs ¡js

-VW 0 ©—l^v--*--*-;

****^ ws*L***i*¡qr

Lir

Rj 0 0"

0 Rj 0 ' Rn =

0 0 •V

R,. 0 0"

0 Rr 0

0 0 Rr_

ids

(ws-wr)*Lr*iqr

-Q)—vw-

(ws-wr)*Lm*iqs ^""
idr

vds Lm

Rs ws*Ls*ids (ws-wr)*Lr*idr

L..=

ks L.sm **sm

^sm L. ksm

As/A LSM Ls

^rm Lr Lrn

Crrn C,,m L.

Lis Llr
_^

*'
"

"'"'
"

Rr

?)—<¿) ^^r^_L^r^2_0 Q ^

(ws-wr)*Lm*ids "^
iqr

Fig. 1. Dynamic equivalent electric circuit.



B. Mechanical dynamics

The wind energy is transformed in mechanical energy

when the wind crosses the swept área of the turbine that has

three blades, typically. The turbine is coupled mechanically on

electric generator through a gear box for conditioning the

turbine speed with the generator speed. The mechanic power

produced by turbine is function ofwind speed

Pm=0.5npR2Cp{¿y = KaCp{Xy (4)

where the power coefficient, Cp, is defined as the ratio of the

extracted energy by turbine and the kinetic energy of the wind

undisturbed stream [7]. The capture ofmechanic power can be

optimized by raising this power coefficient. Therefore, the

power coefficient changes with respect to ratio of tangential

speed in tip ofblade with the wind speed, X

X =

comR
(5)

The variation of Cp depends on constructive characteristics

of the turbine. A typical of the power coefficient curve is

shown in [5], and it can be fit by means of a polynomial
function of fourth degree

CP = a4/t + a¡J? +a2A2 +alA. + a0 (6)

where the coefficients are reported in Table 1 .

Dividing the mechanic power (4) between the angular

velocity we obtain the mechanic torque equation as

-

I r. \ KaRCpW 2

Tm\v><»m) = r
V (7)

This rotor aerodynamic torque of the turbine corresponds
to an average torque where the mechanical oscillations are

eliminated, [7]. In [2], it is shown a curve family provided by

manufacturer, which describe the operation characteristics of

the turbine for different wind speed valúes. On the other hand,

we define a polynomial function for the mechanic torque as

Tm = b2cú + b_com + b0 (8)

This expression represents the trajectory of turbine

aerodynamic efficiency máximum, i.e. the capture ofthe wind

power is maximízed. The function (8) will be used as a

electromagnetic torque reference to optimize the wind energy.

The coefficients b¡, i = 0,1,2 are reported in Table 1 .

The mechanical dynamics of the generator are established

according the oscillation equation:

ftb^ = Tm{com,v)-T_
dt

(9)

where the mechanic torque is given by (7) and the

electromagnetic torque Tc is governed by [8]

Te =—PLm\Íds'qr -iqsidr) (10)

C. State Space Model

Combining and rearranging the equations (3), (7), (9) and

(10), the complete power system model is presented as

da>m __

1

dt

~

j'h

a.SpRACyngb _

T '"¿411 VlfcV
~

V'4*- ]

did, R, . ( l-o* Y R,.L„, . t_ .
1

, L,„

'-*.• ( l-er Y R, . L„, R.L,„ .t
di

1 4„

Ot,
"'

oL.L,

didr R,L„, .
L.

. Rr . ( 1 Y t-,„ 1
—

f-*=
*' '"

1j, —C0.ia, '—tj, + O), (O, \iar +——vd,

dL- L,„ . R,L„. .
( 1 Y Rr ■ £■»

dt OL,
"*

oL,Lr
"'

{
"

cr
'

)Jr oL,
,r

oL„Lr
'

where

1

"

OÍ,V

(11)

£T=I-

L,Lr

IV. Control design

In this section we present two robust SM control schemes.

The control objectives are the regulation of the

electromagnetic torque and the stator reactive power of the

WRI generator. It is assumed that all the state variables are

available for measurement.

A. Reference valúesfor control

Define the output variables for controlling as the

electromagnetic torque and the stator reactive power

Te = KT \id,iqr
-

iqs idr ) :. K-t=~ pLm ,

Qs=KQÍVdsÍqs-VqjÍdj) S-

KQ=^ (12)

A reference for the electromagnetic torque is established in

(8) while a reference for stator reactive power can be defined

as a function of a the power factor, fpx ,
thus

P P

fp. = cosí? ■=-*-■=, I

Rewriting (13) for Qs we obtain [9]

P,

where

Qsref=-T^-ífPsf
/Ps

s .syn
*•

ere/

(13)

(14)

(15)

The expression (15) corresponds to the energy that crosses

the air gap; this approach means that the stator losses by Joule

effect are not considered, thus

Qsref
-

KJ'erefGT„.„f .-. G _____nAfpJ_
fPs

(16)

The equation (16) establishes the reactive power reference as a

function of the desired power factor.



To design a simple control system we propose to calcúlate

idsref and iqjref as the references for the stator currents, using
the reference of the electromagnetic torque Tref(co) and the

reactive power QjreJ-. Note, first, that in the steady state, the

stator voltages equations (11) can be written as

*''■
■

.' ,i. »"•■,■—*-.■, ,.,- . . _.
-ri.+cüLi + co L i
s
*

ds s s qs s m qr

■■ -co.L i,,. rsk
-

°>sLJdr

Resolving the two non-linear equations (17) for the rotor

currents idr and iqr we obtain [10]

U =■

CúLij +Ri + v
s s ds s qs qs

<üsLm

Kk-^sLjiqj+Vdj
coL

(18)

(19)

Then, substituting (18) and (19) into (10), (16) into (12),
and resolving two non-linear equations (10) and (12) for stator

currents ids and iqx, we obtain the reference valúes ijsref&rxá iqsre¡
which are expressed as function of Tngm) and the machine

electric parameters:

.

_

-

2GKTRsV,lsTeref
-

KrKe,dsVl
-

KTKQ._
**

~

2KTKeRs[Vl^l)

y*_K,
'KTK2g{vd,+v;,)+2KrK2av2d,v¡,
+ 4K2gasR,Ln,{VÍ + -qs)rerc/ -4KTG2R2T2e//

qsref

2KTKgRx[v2ds-x-v2s)

.vj,-,
2KTKgRs{.i+v2.s)

(20)

2GKTRsvdsTmf-KTKQ.dxvqs-KTKQ.\s

/KTK2e{Vl + Vl,)+2KTK2V2dí.2qs
+ 4K2WA,L,M<+Vlkr,f -*KTG2R2Tlefj

2KTKeRs(.2ds+V2qs)

(21)

These expressions will be used as references for the rotor

currents in the next section.

B. Conventional SMcontroller design

Define the control errors as

Ed
= ids

~

idsref

***'*
—

lqs
~~

lqsref

(22)

(23)

Stability analysis

Using the Lyapunov function

v=*l(^ + £?2) (28)

and (22) - (27) we have

X> = £d£d+£q£q

= £dfd~ edbU0sign{sd ) + £qfq- £qbU0sign(£q )

= £dfd-bU0\£d\ + £qfq-bU0\£q\

<-\£d\{bU0-\fd\)-\£q\(bU0-\fq\).

Therefore, under the following condition:

U0>j~\fd\ and U0>Mfq\ (29)
&d "q

the control errors ed and sq converge to zero in finite time [4].
However the conventional SM algorithm, (26) and (27), can

produce chattering effect, i.e. dangerous high-frequency
vibrations of the controlled system. To reduce chattering we

will use integral SM technique.

C. Integral SMcontroller design

The integral SM technique is characterized being a robust

control technique that has two components in the control

input, one of them is discontinuous and it rejects the external

perturbation, while another is a continuous input that reduces

the error and eliminates the chattering. To design integral SM

controller we represent the system (24) and (25) as

k = fi
-

a£i + bvir + Af >
' = d,q (30)

where

Af¡ is a disturbance and/or parametric variations.

a¡e¡ are the plant terms with desired dynamics, and a, > 0 .

f¡ •=/;-(- a¡£j + ¿ifi ), and f¡ with afr, represent the

nominal part ofthe plant dynamics, where

I ,
■ R< 1 (<»r ,) Rr

aijOL, oL, [tu, ) ¡OjOLjL,.

Using (11), the error dynamics are obtained ofthe form

éd=fd+bvdr (24)

(25)

I*.

i

{Admm + Bd)+Cd
Dda¿ + Eda¿ + F,(Om+H.d<"m + rd<"n,

■

-¡Ld<»i + MdOÍ + NdoÍ + Sda>m + Wd

I R, R, )■ RSR, ■

£q=fq+bvqr (31)

wherefd and £ are continuous functions, and b = ■

oLsLr

To induce sliding mode on £d =0 and £ = 0 we choose

the following discontinuous control:

vJr
= -U0sign(£d) (26)

vqr
=

-U0sign(£q) . (27)

1

—

tra>-'i* +
R.R. . Rr

WjOLjL, 0)jOLjLr

r -*- P -..2

JLdaC + Mda¡„ + Nda>l + Sdmm + Wd

ois{(os

Rf Rr

where U_ > 0 . (32)



Now we design the control input v(> for system (30) as

v,y
=

vlro + v,rl (33)

and choose a sliding variable í, ofthe form

.s- ■=

£, + z,- , i-d,q (34)

where z, is an auxiliary variable. Replacing equation (30) in

the derived one from equation (34) it gives

h
= fi~ "A + <V,**o + -V/h + <V¡ + ¿,* • (35)

Ifwe set

¿,=-{fi+ b¡vir0 -a¡£¡) with z,(o)=-£,(0)
(36)

then the equation (35) takes the form

i,=V/**. + A^* (37)

For the equation (37), we propose the following control

law which will reject the perturbation, Af¡ :

Vir\ =-^o^/Ní'^(íi)* (38)

that results in the following closed-loop system:

¿- = -¡706, J\s~\sign{Si )+Af.

Under the condition

tf«A-JR>M (39)

a sliding mode motion occurs on the manifold s- = 0 (34) in a

finite time. Solving for virl formally setting ¿, = 0 in (37)

gives

V¡rXeq=-b;XVi (40)

where virl is the equivalent control [4]. Substituting (40) in

(30)

k = fí- a¡£i + bviro + bvirUq + Af

yields

éi=fi-c,£¡+bvír0. (41)

Therefore, the control (38) rejects the perturbation term Af .

On the other hand, ifwe choose the desired SM dynamics as

£¡
= -kfij

-

a,£i , k, > 0
,

i = d,q (42)

then the nominal part vir0 ofthe control is calculated from (41)

and (42) ofthe form

motion on s¡
= 0 and this motion described by the desired

system é¡ = -k,e¡i-aiei (41). Therefore, under condition

k¡ > 0 the control error £¡ (t) tends asymptotically to zero.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

To analyze the performance ofthe designed controllers and

the closed-loop system response we perform simulations when

a perturbation is presented as a change of turbine torque or

some plant parameters variation. The capacity of the system

analyzed in this paper is 7.5 kW and their parameters were

taken from [2].

The characteristics of these simulations are:

in a one second a change of the wind speed as

perturbation
- in step form - of 5 m/s to 9 m/s is

presented [2].
in 3.0 seconds a change of the rotor resistance of 0.8 Sl

to 1.6 £1 is incepted as a parameter variation;
in 5.0 seconds, other change of the wind speed of 9 m/s

to 10 m/s is presented; and

in 7.0 seconds a decrement of the magnetization
inductance of 0.1919 H to 0.1727 H is presented.

A. SMcontroller

For conventional sliding modes we used a gain Uo
= 200 for

the discontinuous control inputs on d and q axes. In Fig. 2, the

electromagnetic torque and stator reactive power achieve a

good tracking performance of the reference signáis when the

external and internal perturbations are presented pointed out

previously; however, the chattering effect is present. When an

increase of 80% of the turbine torque occurs as an external

disturbance, simulated in t=ls, it causes an increase of

reference signáis, and controlled variables which are both

stabilized in one second, approximately. On the other hand,

the generator velocity response (Fig. 3) is a smooth function

oftime.

KlectroiTHgretic torque

dectrcmacpetic torque (Te)

reference of Te

vir0 =-r(j.+k.£¡).
bi

(43)

So, the resulting control law for integral SM algorithm is

v;,
=

v/r0 + v,>* =—r (fi + k,khU0 ^¡signisj ) (44)

k

This control algorithm (44) under condition (39) ensures SM
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Tl

<E 2000
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Stáor po\Aer reactive (Qs)

reference of Q»

3 4 5 6

tin*e in seconds

Fig. 2. Tracking for electromagnetic torque and reactive power.
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B. ISMcontroller

For integral sliding modes we choose a gain U0
= 40 for

the discontinuous control input, vlrl for d and q axes. The gain

valúes for the desired dynamics of the system are kd=7 and

kq=l. In Fig. 4, the tracking electromagnetic torque and

reactive power responses are robust and present low chattering
due that U¡, is decremented with respect to the conventional

SM control gain. In this figure, the electromagnetic torque and

stator reactive power tracks exactly their reference signáis;
when a change ofthe magnetization inductance is presented in

t=7 seconds as internal disturbance, an oscillation appears that

vanish in 0.25 seconds, in both controlled outputs. The

velocity response is the same that the conventional SM

controller response as is shown in Fig. 3. In Fig. 5, the input
rotor voltages in the d and q axes are shown, where the valúes

of these inputs are in an appropriate operation range.

Electromagnetic torque

Stator reactive power

staíor reactiv/u pov\er (Cte)

refererce oí Cb

4 6

time in seconds

Fig. 4. Tracking for electromagnetic torque and reactive power.
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VI. CONCLUSIÓN

Two control schemes based on the conventional and

integral SM have been proposed to regúlate the

electromagnetic torque and the stator reactive power of the

WRI generator. The simulation results presented for the SM

and integral SM controllers show a robust performance of the
both controllers with respect to the perturbations caused by a

change of the turbine torque (external perturbation) and

parameter variations in the rotor resistance and the

magnetization inductance. The integral SM controller reduces

significantly the chattering effect with respect to the

conventional SM one.

VIL Appendix

The parameters of turbine and generator are presented in

the table 1 [2].
Table 1 . Generator and turbine parameters

Generator Turbine

Power 7.5 kW Power 7.5 kW

Stator voltage 415 V Radius 3.24 m

Rotor voltage 440 V Rated velocity 296 r.p.m.

Rater stator current 19A Rated wind speed 10 m/s

Rater rotor current 11 A Cut-in speed 4 m/s

R, 1.06 n Máximum speed 12 m/s

R, 0.80 n Inertia 7.5 kgm2

L, 0.206 H Gear box 5.065

L„, 0.1907 H Friction coefficient 0.006 Nms/rad

U 0.2341 H ao 0.0232

L„t 0.0925 H ai
- 0.0757

Pole pairs 3 a- 0.039

Rated speed 970 rpm a* - 0.0037

Stator-rotor turns ratio n 1.7 a4 0.0001

Stator connection delta bo •4.6615

Rotor connection star b. 72.188c-3

b- I5.702c-4
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Abstract: In this paper, we propose a second order sliding mode - based controller for a wind power system

where an induction generator is connected to an infinity bus. To ensure robustness ofthe closed -

loop system
with respect to perturbations and plant parameter variations, we applied two techniques of second order sliding
mode: twisting and super-twisting algorithm. Both the control schemes are proposed to control the

electromagnetic torque and the stator reactive power of a wound rotor induction generator coupled with a wind

turbine across a gear box. The performance ofthe designed controllers is validated through simulations.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of operation modes of the wind power generating

systems is featured by the variable-speed and constant-

frequeney where maximum-power-capturing of the wind

must be reached (Tang et al., 1995). In this application, the

wound rotor induction (WRI) generator is typically used.

This generator runs around synchronous speed drawing

the magnetizing current from the electric network;

therefore, this machine needs two sources: an

unidirectional source for magnetizing the stator; and

another, a bidirectional source that supplies current into

the wound rotor to control the generator. The typical

configuration of the rotor supply consists of two voltage-

fed current-regulated inverters connected back to back

through a direct current link and a capacitor. The

converter supplies energy to the rotor circuit via slip-rings

and brushes.

To control the WRI generator, different techniques have

been applied. In (Peña et al., 1996), using a non-coupled

vector control technique, it has been designed a PI stator

current controller for the active and reactive power. In

(Lan et al., 2006) an exact feedback linearization

technique was used to design a non-linear controller,

considering a change in the bus voltage as perturbation.

On the other hand, a fruitful and relatively simple

approach, especially when dealing with nonlinear plants

subjected to perturbations, is based on the use of Variable

Structure Control (VSC) with sliding mode (Utkin et al.,

1999). First and foremost, this enables high accuracy and

robustness to disturbances and plant parameter variations

to be obtained.

In this paper, we are considering two control schemes that

track a reference torque and increase the capture of wind

energy whereas the stator reactive power is controlled

maintaining the stator power factor constant. To obtain

these objectives, we propose two controllers based on

second order SM control: twisting and super-twisting

algorithms. The wind power system is modeled in dq
vector base whose axes turn according to electric network

frequency. This system model has the following

components: a) the WRI generator model, b) the bus

voltage that is modeled as an infinity bus, c) the turbine

torque which is modeled as an external disturbance and, d)
the robust control system. The proposed control schemes

are implemented via simulation where all the variables are

referred to the dq vector base turning to electrical

frequency of the network. In these simulations we

program a change of the turbine torque and a change in

parameter valúes of the rotor resistance and magnetization

inductance, as perturbations.

2. WIND POWER SYSTEM

2. 1 Electrical Dynamics

The wound rotor induction generator is provided with

three phase windings on the rotor and the stator; these

Depósito Legal LFX23720086205059.
líRN 978-980-1 1-1224-7 (OIJLA. 1118



windings are symmetric and balanced. This machine may

be supplied with energy at both rotor and stator termináis

(Boldea, 2006). It can opérate above and under of

synchronous speed to which the magnetic field turns in the

generators' air gap. The stator windings are connected

directly to a bus on electric power system, while the rotor

winding is supplied by a power electronic converter via

slip-rings and brushes. This converter is located between

the rotor circuit and the bus, and is able of handling
electric power in both directions. Note that the bus voltage
is modelled as an infinity bus. The voltages equations -

on generator convention
- in termináis of stator and rotor

ofthe WRI generator are established by

d)

where

L„ =

K 0
abes ks kr d abes

0 Rrr_. abcr Ar kr
dt

}abcr_

\d 'Lj, L„w lahc.i

>*, Ar kr Jll .
abcr

_

*1 t1 0" rr 0 0

0 r
J

0 ? Rrr = 0 T, 0

0 C r, 0 0 rr

~k 'sm L-sm 'k "m k

*-*-7» L_ ^sin
' kr =

'-■rm k k

A-» -sm k_ Lrm .

'rm k

where p = 9s is used for the stator transformation, and

P = 0S-Br is used for the rotor one.

Applying the transformation (2) for the voltage equations
(1), and referring all the rotor variables to the stator side,
we obtain the following system in the d -

q axes:

v*
=

-r,t¿, + cosLsiqs + mshmiqr
-

Lx —U -

Lm —id.
dt

•

dt

Vqs
=

-tosk'qs
~

rs'qj -"-*,<*,,,'jr
r

■

r
d

.
. d

.

a>,Lmt,.-L,—tqs-Lm-iqr

Vdr={<»j -Or.)Lmi -rridr+{a>s-a>r)Lri -Lm—i__ -Lr—idr
at dt

"qr
= -K -0>r)LJds ~ K ~

<°r )k'dr ~

rr'qr
~

Lm —íqs
-

kj^r
(3)

where:

ids, iqs. idr, iqr are stator and rotor currents in the axes dq;

Vds, Vqs, vdr, vqr are stator and rotor voltages in the axes dq;

(£>s and cor are the supply and rotor frequencies;

9r is the rotor position in electrical grades;

/-,,and rr are the stator and rotor resistances per phase;
Ls and Lr are stator and rotor self inductances per phase;
Ls„ is the mutual inductance between two phases of stator;

Lrm is the mutual inductance between two phases of rotor;

Lsr is mutual inductance between stator and rotor phase;
Lm is the magnetization inductance.

Note that, in equation (3), the rotor velocity is in electrical

radians per second. The dynamic equivalent electric

circuit for this system is presented in Fig. 1
,
where

Ls - Lls + LK and Lr=kr+Lm

COS0,. cosí 6r+
-y

1 cas¡0r+~

cos 0. +
An:

cose?.

cos| 0r +—■ eos 9r +
—

cos| 9. +—

cos 0.

The above voltage equation (1) can be interpreted as a

non-linear system with time-varying parameters. It is

common to apply a similitude transformation to refer all

the electrical variables on a new vector base named d-q
or a - p orthogonal system with constant coefficients. The

following transformation for the stator and rotor dynamics
is used:

cos/7 «>*■! P
—

j-

-sin/? -sin P

2

2/r
'

3

2

lo ln
eos P +

-sin(p +

-j-

2

(2)

(ws-wr)*Lr*iqr

¿) © Wrf

(ws-wr)*Lm*iqs ^^

Lm

(ws-wr)*Lr*idr

¿) @ "J^¡

(ws-wr)*bn*ids ^^

Fig. 1 . Dynamic equivalent electric circuit

2.2 MechanicalDynamics

The wind energy is transformed in the mechanical energy

when the wind crosses the swept área of the turbine that
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has typically three blades. The turbine is coupled

mechanically on an electric generator through a gear box

for conditioning the turbine speed with the generator

speed. The mechanic power produced by turbine is

function ofwind speed (Burton et al., 2001):

Pm =O.SitprfC^y. = KaCp{A,)vl
(4)

where:

pa is the air density;

R, is the radius ofthe wind turbine;

C,, is the power coefficient;

X, is the blade tip speed and wind velocity relation;

vv is the wind velocity.

The power coefficient, Cn, is defined as the ratio of the

extracted energy by the turbine and the kinetic energy of

the wind undisturbed stream (Burton et al., 2001). The

capture of mechanic power can be optimized by raising
this power coefficient. Therefore, the power coefficient in

a stall turbine changes with respect to ratio of tangential

speed in tip of blade with the wind speed; this term is

named as tip speed ratio, and it is expressed ofthe form

■»•*,*,

where w,„ is the turbine rotor velocity.

(5)

The variation of Cp depends on constructive

characteristics of the turbine. A typical power coefficient

curve (Peña et al., 1999) is shown in Fig. 2 with dots

curve. This curve can be fit by means of a polynomial
function of fourth degree

CP{A, )= aA/t + c^/t3 + a2A2 + axX + a0 (6)

which is plotted in Fig. 2 with a continuous line, and its

coefficients o,, /' = 0,1,2,3,4 are reported in Table 1.

Fig. 2. Coefficient power (Cp) versus tip speed ratio (X,)

The relationship between Cp and X, at all the wind

velocities converges to a single curve, therefore this non-

dimensional relationship can represent the performance of

any dimensionally similar rotor irrespective its size

(Mathew, 1996). On the other hand, in Fig. 3, a curve

family provided by manufacturer (Peña et al., 1996),

which describes the operation characteristics ofthe turbine

for different wind speed valúes, is shown.

1.CCO
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10nVs

6000 8 mis

4000
7nfs

2000

o

4-TfS
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turbine velocity referred to generater side, rpm

Fig. 3. Wind turbine characteristics

Using the tip speed ratio X, (5), the mechanic torque T„,

referred to generator side can be obtained as

Tm{v,com)-- KaR,ngCp{rl)^_KbCp{x)^
Á, A,

íl)

where ng is the teeth relation of gear box and the rotor

aerodynamic torque of the turbine, T„„ corresponds to an

average torque where the mechanical oscillations are

eliminated, (Burton et al., 2001). If each peak point on the

curve family (Fig. 3) is divided by its corresponding

velocity referred to generator side, a new point array that

corresponds to máximum torque condition developed by
turbine is established. For this array, a numeric procedure

of curve fit is applied and it is approximated by means ofa

quadratic term which is shown in Fig. 4.

100 150 200

Generator velocity, racVs

Fig. 4. Máximum turbine torque versus generator velocity
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Therefore, we can define the optimum mechanic torque as 3. 1 Twisting Controller

T„ = b0ü)m (8)

where the velocity is in radians per second referred to

generator side, and the coefficient b¡ valué is presented in

Table 1. The torque expression (8) represents the

trajectory of turbine aerodynamic efficiency máximum,

i.e. the capture ofthe wind power is maximized; therefore,

this function will be used as an electromagnetic torque

reference to optimize the wind energy. On the other hand,
the mechanical dynamics of the turbine-generator are

established according the oscillation equation:

J,
_Mn
dt

= Tmi^m,vw)-Te (9)

where the turbine mechanical torque Tm is given by (7)
and the generator electromagnetic torque Te is governed

by (Krause et al., 2002)

k = ~

NPLm \idjiqr
-

iqsidr ), Te=KT [idsiqr -

iqsidr ). (10)

Consider a smooth dynamic system of first order with an

integrator, described by

x = f(t,x)+b(t,x)v (12)

V = u

where xeR, veR and u e R with

\f(t,x]<C,mdO<Km<b(t,x)<KM, OO, Km>0.

The 2-sliding mode manifold is described by

x = 0 and x - 0 . (13)

The chattering free control law is (Levant, 1993)

■with \u\> U,
o

■

rxsignx
-

r2signx with \u\ < U0

where U0 > 0
,
r- > 0 and r2 > 0 .

(14)

2.3 State Space Model

Combining and rearranging the equations (3), (7), (9) and

(10), the complete power system model is presented as

dio,,, 1 (KhCM)
dl J] { 2,

dL, R

If r¡ and r¡ satisfy the following conditions:

Km{rx+rt)-C> KM{r_-r2)+C , Km(r_-r_)>C (15)

then, the controller (14) provides the manifolds (13) be

attractive in finite time (Fridman et al., 1996).

L +—«,.!;,, +^f-h,. +•*§■-«,;„. --J-v„, +^-vJr 3.2 Super-twisting Controller
V a /

*

oL,Lr aLs
'

aLs oL.L,.

di,, ( X-cr V R, . L„, R,.Lm .
X i,„

—— = -\ a), + (or /,,, ia. —(o.i,t, + *,„. v„. +
—V—

v„,
dl (

'

a 'JT oL,
"

cí,
'

oL,Lr
"

oi,
"

aL,Lr
"'

dij, R,L„ . L,„ . Rr . ( X \. L,„ 1

dl oL,L,
*

oi,.
'»'

oi,
"'

{
'

a
'

¡v oL,L,
*

oir
*

di., L„ R,L„,
— =

fo.i,,, +
—■

/„,
-

dl aL,
""

oL,Lr
*"

V K ■ Lm I

r

'

)J' aL,
"'

oL,L.
''*

oi,.
,r

(H)

where
<T = 1-

¡l

3. SECOND ORDER SLIDING MODES THEORY

Second order sliding modes apply the basic sliding mode

idea acting on the second order time derivatives of the

system deviation from the constraint instead of

influencing the first deviation derivative like it happens in

standard sliding modes (Fridman et al., 1996). The second

order algorithms feature a bounded control continuously

depending on time, with discontinuities only in the control

derivative (Levant, 1993). This characteristic helps to

remove the chattering effect, i.e. dangerous high-

frequency vibrations ofthe controlled system.

Consider again the system (12) and suppose that for the

positive constants C, KM, Km, U0 and q, the following

inequalities are satisfied:

\f(t,x)\ + U0\b(t, x\<C, 0<Km< b{t, x)<KM,

f{t,x
b(t, <qu0, 0<q<l.

Let the control law be chosen as (Levant, 1993)

u = -Xx^xy1 signx + ux, «,
= <

\u\ > U,
o

(16)

-

asignx \u\ < U0

then it is true the following result:

Lemma 1. With Kma> C and X sufficiently large the

controller (16) provides for the appearance ofa 2-sliding
mode on x

—

x = 0 attracting the trajectories in finite
time. Moreover, the control u enters infinite time into the

segment [-£/•> ■■•-'o] and stays there. It never leaves the

segment if the initial valué is inside at the beginning
(Fridman et al., 1996).
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4. POWER SYSTEM CONTROL DESIGN

Using the results presented in Section 3, we design two

robust SM control schemes: twisting and super-twisting
controllers for the wind power system (11). The control

objectives are the regulation ofthe electromagnetic torque,
Te and the stator reactive power, Qs ofthe WRI generator,

maintaining the stator power factor be constant, pfs. It is

assumed that all the state variables are available for

measurement.

4. 1 Reference Valúesfor Control

Define the output variables for controlling as the

electromagnetic torque and the stator reactive power:

3

4

Qs =

Kq {v__,¡q. -

V^ijj ) Kq=~

k = \PLm {Wqr - Wdr) - KT = ^PLm , (17)

(18)

A reference for the electromagnetic torque is established

in (8), while a reference for the stator reactive power can

be defined as a function of the power factor, fps . From

basic concept of stator power factor, we have

fps =cos<? = -

Ss JpjTg'

Rewriting (19) for Qs, we obtain (Tapia et al., 2003)

Qsref=^-ifPsf (20)

where

(19)

*s
""

syn eref
' (21)

The expression (21) corresponds to the energy that crosses

the air gap; this approach means that the stator losses by

Joule effect are not considered, thus

Qsref
-

Gakref ^
a

~

J--(fPsf
fPs

(22)

The equation (22) establishes the reactive power reference

as a function of the desired power factor. To design a

simple control system we propose to calcúlate the

references for the stator currents, idsref and iqsrer, using the

references for the electromagnetic torque, Tref(ai), and the

reactive power, Qxref. Note that in the steady state, the

stator voltages equations (1 1) can be written as

Vds
=

~rs'dj + o)jLsiqs + a>sLJqr

rqs
= -a)jLsids

-

rsiqs
-

o)sLmidr

(23)

Resolving two non-linear equations (23) for the rotor

currents idr and /',„ we obtain (Lund et al., 2007)

h. ~-
(»sLsL+RsÍqs+Vqs

co.L.„

v
=

RJds
-

®sLjÍqj + Vd:

co L

(24)

(25)

Then, substituting (24) and (25) into (17) and (22) into

(18), and resolving two non-linear equations (17) and (18)
for stator currents ids and iqs, we obtain the reference

valúes idsref and iqsref which are expressed as function of

Tref(m) and the machine parameters:

'dsref
'■
-2GaKTRsVqjT_ref-KTKQVdjV2qs-KTKeVd¡"qs'eref

"■■r— g*- dj" qs

2KTKQR,{Vi_+v2j

KT
'KTK2{Vdj+vAqs)+2KTK2v2dsV2q_
+ 4K2a>sRsLm[vd_+V2ql)reref -4KTG2aR¡T2ef ,

2KTKgRj[v2ds+Vqs)

(26)

qsref

2GaKTRsvdsTeref -KTKQvdsvqs -KTKgvqs

2KTKgRs{v2ds+v2J

Vt*r
KTH2Q{v4ds+v'qj)+2KTK2V2dsV2qs
+^(0^1,^1+ vlYeref ~ ^GlR^lef ,

2KTKQRs{vl+v2qs)

(27)

These expressions will be used as references for the rotor

currents in the next section.

4.2 Twisting Controller

Define the control errors as

ed
=

'ds
~

'dsref

^q
~

'qs
~

'qsref
'

The error dynamics are obtained of the form

¿dx =fd+ bvdr

éqx=fa+bvqr

k„

(28)

(29)

(30)

where b = -

oL,L.
fd and fq are differentiable functions

whose expressions are
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/</ =

A.+A
v °*--i °*---

I ( 01,.

+ (<yJ-ft*,.>,,
R.R.

co.aLsLr
?"

cu,oí,

Iv. v„„ +—-AjCoJT, -T„

J,b

<»s°i-_Lr
v

j\h

Caí, + DA(o,

m \ e m /

-J^m

iJE^+FjCül+H,
{Te-Tj

(31)

-

K
~

«>r fds 3-K'qs
+ ', 'ds +

'

,
"ds

•*.. 1°-.- J •/,*

1 _____1_____Y_________>!___

4Ed^m + Fd<»l + Hd
{Te-Tm

Introducing now integrators

vdr
= "*-* and

vqr
=

uq

then from (30) and (33) we have

and

éd2=fd+bud

¿a2=fq+bU,

(32)

(33)

(34)

(35)

where sd_
= fd+bvdr and eq_

=

fq +bvqr ,
and fd and fq

are continuous functions.

To induce sliding mode on the manifolds

£.1«■«/i
= o, -*•/! =£d2=°

and

EqX
= 0, éq] =£q2=0

(36)

(37)

(38)

(39)

we choose the following discontinuous control:

"q
= -Cdxsign(sdl )

-

Cd2sign {édl )

",
=

-Cq,sign(Eql )
-

Cqlsign (éql ) .

where Cn > 0 and C,2 > 0 for 1 = d, q .

If the controller gains satisfy the following condition

Cn >C¡2 >0 for i = d,q tixetx the discontinuous control

inputs forcé the sliding modes motion on the manifolds

(36) and (37), respectively, in finite time (Levant, 2007).

4.3 Super-twisting Controller

Considering again the error dynamics (30), but the control

vir now is selected as a sum of two components:

Vl. = V,.,, + v,irX
T vir2 .

where

and

v-,rx =-■*•*■) sign{e¡)

vir2=-¿i\£i\ S'8" £i

for i = d,q (40)

(41)

(42)

with a¡ and X¡ positive design parameters. If these control

parameters concur with Lemma 1
,
then the control inputs

(40) (42) forcé the sliding modes motion on the

manifolds edl
= 0 and

eqX
= 0 in finite time.

5. SIMULATIONS RESULTS

To analyze the performance of the designed controllers

and the closed-loop system response we perform
simulations when a perturbation is presented as a change
of turbine torque or some plant parameters variation. The

controlled variables are electromagnetic torque, Te, and

the stator reactive power, Qs; maintaining the stator power
factor in 0.85. The capacity ofthe system analyzed in this

paper is 7.5 kW and their parameters were taken from

(Peña et al., 1996).

The characteristics of these simulations are:

in condition initials, the valúes of the states

variables are in state steady according to 5 m/s of

wind speed;

in one second, a change of wind speed as

perturbation
- in step form - of 5 m/s to 9 m/s is

presented [2];

in 3.0 seconds a change of rotor resistance of 0.8 Q.

to 1.2 Í2 during one second is incepted as a

parameter variation;

in 5.0 seconds, other change ofwind speed of 9 m/s

to 10 m/s is presented;

in 7.0 seconds a decrement of the magnetization
inductance of 0.1919 H to 0.1727 H during one

second is incepted as a parameter variation.

5. 1 Twisting Controller

For twisting controller we used the gains of C,¡=420 and

C¡2=700, for i=d,q. In Fig. 5, the electromagnetic torque
and stator reactive power achieve a good tracking

performance of the references signáis when the external

and internal perturbations are pointed out previously; it do

not present the chattering effect. When an increase of 80%
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of the turbine torque occurs as an external disturbance,
simulated in t=ls, it causes an increase of reference

signal, and the controlled variables which are both

stabilized in one second, approximately. In Fig. 6, the

input rotor voltages in the axes d and q are shown, where

the valúes are in an appropriate operation range.

60
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70 Electrorregnetic torque (Te)
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reference of Te
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4000

3500

-f- 3000

> 2500

2000

1500

1000

Stator reactive power

stator reactive pov\er (CE)

refererce of Qs ■
2 4 6 8

time in seconds

Fig. 5. Tracking for electromagnetic torque and reactive power

Control input. vdr Control input, vqr

2 4 6

time in seconds

2 4 6 8

tinn* m secónos

Fig. 6. Control inputs (vür and vqr) in axes d and q

5.2 Super-twisting Controller

We used the gain valúes of ad
= 85, X_ = 85, a,

=

82, and

Xr,
= 82. The proposed controller achieves a good tracking

performance of the reference signáis when the any

perturbation is presented (Fig. 7); it do not present the

chattering effect, neither. The input voltages in the axes d

and q are in appropriate range as the twisting algorithm

(Fig. 6). On the other hand, the generator velocity

response (Fig. 8) is a smooth function of time, while the

torque controller maintains the power coefficient in his

peak valué.
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Fig. 7. Tracking for electromagnetic torque and reactive power

Generator velocity

2 4 6

Power coefTicient

2 4 6
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Fig. 8. Velocity generator (o),„) and power coefficient (C,,)
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5.3 Comparative Analysis

The second order twisting controller (38)
-

(39) involves

an integrator that increases the order of the system (30)

resulting the system (34)
-

(35) and eliminates the

discontinuities in the control input u, equation (12).

Whereas, the super-twisting controller is designed for the

first order non-linear systems (30) and this controller does

not calcúlate the non linear function f(t,x) included in

the equation (12), therefore the super-twisting controller

has smaller numerical cost.

On the other hand, the twisting controller reduces

significantly the chattering effect but the super-twisting
controller eliminates it completely. The tracking response

is lightly faster in the twisting algorithm than the super-

twisting one. The velocity and power coefficient responses
and the control inputs are similar in both controllers.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Two control schemes based on second order SM have

been proposed to regúlate the electromagnetic torque and

the stator reactive power of the WRI generator. The

simulation results presented for the twisting and super-

twisting controllers show a robust performance with

respect to the perturbations caused by a change of turbine

torque and parameter variations in the rotor resistance and

the magnetization inductance.
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Appendix A.

The parameters of turbine and generator are presented in

the table 1 (Pefla et al., 1996).

Generator Turbine

Power 7.5 kW Power 7.5 kW

Stator voltage 415 V Radius 3.24 m

Rotor voltage 440 V Rated velocity 296 r.p.m.

Rater stator current 19A Rated wind speed 10 m/s

Rater rotor current 11 A Cut-in speed 4 m/s

R. 1.06 n Máximum speed 12 m/s

Rr o.80 n Inertia 7.5 kgm2

L, 0.206 H Gear box 5.065

Lm 0.1907 H Friction coefficient 0.006 Nms/rad

L, 0.2341 H a» 0.0232

L„t 0.0925 H »i
- 0.0757

Pole pairs 3 a2 0.039

Rated speed 970 rpm aj
- 0.0037

Stator-rotor turns ration a 1.7 * 0.0001

Stator connection delta b- 0.00185

Rotor connection star

Table 1 . Generator and turbine parameters
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Direct Electromagnetic Torque Controller of a Wound Rotor Induction

Generator via Second Order Sliding Modes
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Abstract — In this paper, we propose a robust non-linear

controller based on a second order sliding mode technique
named super-twisting method. The control scheme is proposed
to control, in direct form, the electromagnetic torque and

stator reactive power of a wound rotor induction generator
connected to an infinity bus and coupled with a wind turbine

across a gear box. The performance of the designed controller

is validated through simulations.

Keywords
—Second order sliding mode, sUding manifold,

super-twisting algorithm, wound rotor induction generator.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wind power systems are classified into renewable

energy systems. Its primary source is the wind speed.

Today, wind power is the fastest growing renewable energy
source due to the wind energy is free, clean and endless.

Nevertheless, the main problems regarding wind power

systems are related with wind irregular characteristics (wind

speed is a random, strongly non-stationary process, with

turbulence and extreme variations), and the exigent demands

regarding the electrical energy quality (reactive power,

harmonics, flicker, etc). Therefore, the wind power system

performance depends on the contribution of a robust

automatic control system [1].

When a wind power system is featured by the variable-

speed, constant-frequency operation, and moreover, the

maximum-power-capturing of the wind must be reached, a

wound rotor induction (WRI) generator is typically used.

This generator can run above and under of the synchronous

velocity, and it can be fed by both stator and rotor wound.

The generated power is produced basely by the stator

winding which is connected directly to the bus of the power

system, while the generator is commonly controlled by the

rotor circuit.

In order to control the wound rotor induction generator

different techniques have been applied. In [2], to provide

máximum energy capture from the wind, a non-coupled

vector control technique has been used to design a PI stator

current controller for the active and reactive power in

torque mode control. In [3], an exact feedback linearization

technique has been applied to design a non-linear controller,

considering a bus voltage change as perturbation. An

This work was supported by CONACYT (México) under grants 46069Y,

and PROMEP (México) under grants 103.5/06/1974.

integral sliding mode controller for wind power system

using a squirrel cage induction generator has been designed
in [4], achieving the optimum operation of the power

turbine, however, for the velocity tracking only. In [5],

using position sensorless scheme, a conventional control

strategy has been proposed to realize decupled control of

torque and reactive power for a WRI generator.

On the other hand, a fruitful and relatively simple

approach, especially when dealing with nonlinear plants

subjected to perturbations, is based on the use of variable

structure control with sliding mode [6]. First and foremost,

this enables high accuracy and robustness against
disturbances and plant parameter variations that can appear.

Secondly, the control variables of the basic sliding mode

control law rapidly switch between two extreme limits, that

is ideal for the direct operation of the switched mode power

converters of induction generators.

In this paper, we propose a control scheme based on

second order sliding mode (SOSM) that ensures robust

tracking ofa torque reference and provides the increasing of

the wind energy capture, whereas the stator reactive power

is controlled by maintaining the stator power factor in a

desired valué. The proposed controller is based on SOSM

super-twisting algorithm. Second order sliding modes apply
the basic sliding mode idea acting on the second order time

derivatives of the system deviation from the constraint

instead of influencing the first deviation derivative like it

happens in standard sliding modes (FOSM) [13]. The SOSM

algorithms are characterized by a bounded continuous

control with discontinuities only in the control derivative

[14]. These characteristics help to remove the chattering

effect, i.e. dangerous high-frequency vibrations of the

controlled system.

The wind power system is modeled in dq base whose

axes turn according to electric network frequency.

II. WIND POWER SYSTEM

A. Mechanical Dynamics

The wind energy is transformed in mechanical energy

when the wind crosses the swept área of the turbine that has

typically three blades. The turbine is coupled mechanically
with an electric generator through a gear box for

conditioning the velocities of the turbine and generator. The

mechanical power produced by turbine [7] is function of

TFEE Catalog Number:CFP09827



wind speed accord the following expression:

P„=KaC„{X,)vi, Ka=^R2pa. (1)

where pa represents the air density, R, is the wind turbine

radius, Cp is the power coefficient, X, is the tip speed ratio,

and vw is the wind velocity. The capture of mechanical

power can be only maximized raising the power coefficient,

Cp which is defined as the ratio of the extracted energy by

the turbine and the kinetic energy of the wind undisturbed

stream [7]. In addition, this coefficient can vary with respect
to the ratio of the tangential speed in the tip of the blade

with the wind speed

X=^£- (2)

where co,¿, is the turbine rotor velocity. The variation of Cp is

nonlinear and depends on constructive characteristics of the

turbine. In [12], the power coefficient Cp is modeled by a

polynomial function of fourth degree as follows:

Cp(X,) = aiX4 +fl3/l3 +a¡X2 +a]X + a0, (3)

where the terms a.{, í' = 0,...,4 are reported in Appendix A.

Using the tip speed ratio X, (2), the mechanic torque Tm

referred to generator side can be expressed as

electromagnetic torque produced by the generator currents

and is defined ofthe following form [9]

T (vm\-k-K ^W, Kw = jtTRrpj,g,(4)

where ng is the teeth relation of gear box. The rotor

aerodynamic torque of the turbine, Tm, corresponds to an

average torque where the mechanical oscillations are

eliminated, [7].

The power coefficient Cp is maximized when the control

system tracks the following reference electromagnetic

torque [12]

kef^oi, (5)

where the velocity cú,„ has units in radians per second

referred to generator side, and the coefficient b2 valué is

presented in Appendix A. The reference electromagnetic

torque (5) represents the trajectory of turbine aerodynamic

efficiency máximum, i.e. the capture of the wind power in

this case is maximized.

On the other hand, the mechanical dynamics of the

turbine-generator shafts are established according the

mechanical oscillation equation:

kbd-f = k{com,vJ-Te, (6)

where the left side term represents the acceleration torque

involving the inertial moment ./',<, referred to generator side,

Tm is the turbine mechanical torque (4), and T_ is the

k = KT(id,iq.-iqsidr), KT=-PLm

B. ElectricalDynamics

(7)

The WRI generator is provided with three phase

windings on the rotor and stator; these windings have a

symmetric physical structure and they are electrically
balanced. The machine may be supplied with energy at both

rotor and stator termináis. It can opérate above and under of

synchronous speed to which the magnetic field turns in the

generator air gap. The stator windings are connected directly
to a bus on electric power system, while the rotor winding is

supplied by a power electronic converter via slip-ring and

brushes. This converter is located between the rotor circuit

and the feeding bus, and it is able of handling electric power
in both directions [10]. The Figure (4) represents a scheme

ofthe wind power system control.

Turbine

wind

Electric

Network

theto_r Vas las lar

Vbs Ibs Vor

Ves les Ier

Fig. 1 Wind power system control

In a wound rotor induction generator, the relationships
between mechanical, rotor and stator powers are

P.=sP.

Pm={\s)Ps-

(8)

(9)

where Pm represents the mechanical power delivered to the

generator, Ps is the power delivered by the stator, Pr is the

power delivered by the rotor, and s is the slip.

Under ofthe synchronous velocity, s > 0, Pr < 0, and the

rotor absorbs power; therefore, P„ < P„ and a fraction ofthe

stator power enters by the rotor. Above synchronous

velocity, s < 0 and Pr > 0, and then, the rotor produces

power; P„ > Ps, and the power is delivered to grid through
the stator and rotor [11].
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The wind power system model established in [12] can
be expressed ofthe following form:

dcom 1

dt

~

J,_ K"ULf~~KÁkÍ.r-Í,sk)

(L
= A„i., + A,2i,. + A,3v,+B1v,.,

dt

di
— = A„i, + A22¡r + A23v, + B2v,

(10)

This mathematical model (10) is nonlinear of fifth order,
and it is represented in state space on dq base whose axes

turn according to electric network frequency.

III. Power system control design

The control objectives are the tracking of the

electromagnetic torque Te, and the stator reactive power Q,
by maintaining the stator power factor pf in a constant

valué. It is assumed that all state variables are available for

the control design.

D. Control Error Variables and its Dynamics

The control output variables are: the electromagnetic
torque Te , and stator reactive power Q„ and their

mathematical expressions are [9]:

k = KT{idsÍqr-ÍqjÍdt), *T=-Pk

e,=M^--v*<-). *e=f
and its reference functions are [12]

kref=kO¿,

Q r=GT r, G =

*£>sref a eref * a

_fl>„>/l-(pf,)2
Pf,

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

We define two control error variables for the direct

torque controller designs. The first variable is the torque

control error:

£T=k-krer- (18)

Substituting the equations (14) and (16) into (18) yields

£V=Í.,Mri,-AX. (19)

where:

Mr =

■PL.

PL_

Using the time derivative of torque control error (19) and

involving (10), the error dynamics of electromagnetic torque
error is given by

k = t-tf

= ilKrA21i, +[(Anl( + A12i, +Any,f Kr +iyKrAaJl,
1 (20)

+¡lKrA-*v, ~2b_&— (T„ -rJ + ^K^B, +ilK,.B2)vr
J
a.

The second control error variable is the stator reactive

power control error defined as follows

EQ
~

*¿s Qsref ■

Involving (15) and (17) into (21), yields

en =v,M„i -GT , ,y s Q s a ere] *

(21)

(22)

with

Me
=

o 2
2

-2- 0

Then the dynamics for the stator reactive power control

error Eq after some routine calculations is presented as

£q
~

iis
~

V.sref

= »IK-3AIII, + viK0A,2ir + vsrKeA,3vs (23)

-•^A^^-rJ+vfKgB.v,.
"-
Ib

F. SMControl LawDesign

We propose to select the sliding manifold for the system
formed by (20) and (23) as follows

s = = 0, (24)

with

s = F,(^.íl.i,) + Bl(i.t,i,.)v/., (25)

where

/K. '..•■-) = (KK +A,2i, + A„ví)7'K;.i,.

+ ¡lKT (A2,i, + A22ir + A23v, )-262ra„,—(Tm-Tr),
^
lk

/2(^,,.^.l) = v!'Ke(Alli,+Al2i,+Al3v,)-2Gil62ft»,,^-(7;,,-r.).

B,(is,iJ =
i;KÍB,+ijKrB2

<KeB,
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To decouple the control inputs in (25), the sliding
variable (24) is transformed by

the system (30) is represented ofthe following form

s* = Br1(i,,i,)s! (26)

with the transformed dynamics that are decoupled respect to

the input vr, as follows

s*=B-|(iv,i,.)s + B-,(i!,i;.)[f(i!,i,.) + Bu]

■=G(I„i,)+v,.
(27)

To induce sliding mode on s* = 0 (26) and s* = 0 (27),
we apply the following control law named as Super-twisting

Algorithm (Fig. 2) [13]:

with

v,
= -as sign s + vH ,

vr]
=

-asign s

(28)

(29)

^sref

—--T^
, Controller 1

SM

Manifold
|Z

.,
- rr-iv*- iV Wound Rotor

IG

X

h<x,*t) -

y
* -f ^ » r^

y

y=[Te,0s]L j

Fig. 2 Super-twisting algorithm.

G. Stability Analysis

Substituting the control law of super-twisting algorithm

per component (28) into (27) yields

K = -AK I sign (•*-"*, ) + «2/ + -?/ (•., . ' r)

É2, =-a,sxgn{£u) 7 = 1,2.
(30)

Where s =

ft(iA)
and G(it,i,) =

as a disturbance (unknown term).

Applying the following transformation [15]:

is considered

?:= |í*,,|^ sign (£„),£,, . k„ 1 l'l

with

í
,r=J_

2
(-%;+•«+«) -«,*;,

(31)

(32)

?í=Aí?/+P,=í
ff.fl

-±4
2

'

r

2
"ít*

+

i

2|ñ,lft
-«/ 0 Lft.

0

(33)

To analyze the sliding mode stability conditions for the

system (33), we apply the following Lyapunov function [15]

V,{q) = ^-qT?Á, (34)

where

'-Í
4at+Á2i2 -x:

-X, 2

Taking its derivative along the trajectories of (33) results in

í>(s)=fií4ri'q+-iT-fp/¿

=-^^(aTp^pa^+A?^,
I'lil pl/ 1

Assuming that the perturbation term is bounded by

\g\ = 8\e^. í,>0,

and using (35) in (36) it can be shown that [15]

rUs^-n-T-fQ/S
pul

(35)

where

*-!
2a, + A2

u-^,

A~-<£
,

2
.

(36)

(37)

(38)

For Q, be definite positive, the controller gains X¡ and ct-

must complain the following relationships

1 X
A>2<5¡, and a, = — <5,2.

1 '

8 A -2a
' (39)

As result, the variable s* (26), as well as the control

error s (24) that contains e-rft) and eB(t), converge to zero in

finite time [15]

T =
_2^(0)g,,(0)

(40)

where

r^{pK,{Q}
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V. Simulation results

To analyze the performance of the designed controller

and the closed-loop system response we perform simulations

when a perturbation is presented as a change of turbine

torque or some plant parameter variations. The controlled

variables are electromagnetic torque, Te, and the stator

reactive power, Qs\ the stator power factor is maintained in

0.85. The capacity ofthe wind power system studied in this

paper is 7.5 kW and their parameters were taken from [2]
and are presented in Appendix A.

In the wind power system simulation we applied four

disturbances:

1) The simulation starts in steady state according to 5 m/s

of wind speed and the generator velocity is 825 r.p.m.

2) At fírst second, a change of wind speed as perturbation
- in step form - from 5 m/s to 9 m/s is presented [2],

3) At 3.0 seconds, a change of rotor resistance from 0.8 fi

to 1.2 fi during one second is incepted as a parameter

variation.

4) At 5.0 seconds, other change of wind speed of 9 m/s to

10 m/s is presented as external disturbance.

5) At 7.0 seconds a decrement of the magnetization
inductance from 0.1919 H to 0.1727 H during one

second is incepted as a parameter variation.

60

Etectnorragretic Torque

E
z

etectramac-netic tonque,

reference of Te

112 3 4 5 6 7 8

tima (s)

Fig. 3. Tracking for electromagnetic torque (FOSM).

In Fig. 3, for comparative effects, we are showing the

tracking ofthe electromagnetic torque via conventional (first

order) sliding mode. It can be seen the chattering effect

produced by the discontinuous control law (Fig. 4).

a) Electromagnetic Tonque

electrcmacpetic torque, Te

reference of Te

23456789

b) Stator Fteactive Power

Fig. 5. Tracking for electromagnetic torque and reactive power (SOSM).

For the super-twisting controller, we use the gain valúes

Xd
=

147, ad
= 97, A,

= 147, and aq
= 97. This controller

achieves a good tracking performance of the reference

signáis in the presence of perturbations (Fig. 5); there is no

the chattering effect. The input voltages in the axes d and q

are in appropriate range (Fig. 6), we show v,r response, only.
On the other hand, the generator velocity response (Fig. 7a)

displays smooth changes when a disturbance appears, while

the torque controller maintaining the power coefficient in

his peak valué 0.45 (Fig. 7b).

Control ¡rput, \^r Control ¡rput, vqr

seo

-100

Fig. 4. Discontinuous control input vqI, for First Order SM.

Fig. 6. Control inputs vdr and vq, for Second Order SM



a) Generator Velocity

Fig. 7. Generator velocity (to,„) and power coefficient (C,,) for SOSM.

VI. Conclusión

A control scheme based on second order SM super-

twisting algorithm has been proposed to regúlate the

electromagnetic torque T_, and the stator reactive power Qs
of the WRI generator. The simulation results show a robust

performance with respect to the perturbations caused by a

change of turbine torque and parameter variations in the

rotor resistance and the magnetization inductance.

Appendix a

Table 1 . Generator and turbine parameters

Generator Turbine

Power 7.5 kW Power 7.5 kW

Stator voltage 415V Radius 3.24 m

Rotor voltage 440 V Rated velocity 296 r.p.m.

Rater stator current 19 A Rated wind speed 10 m/s

Rater rotor current 11 A Cut-in speed 4 m/s

R, 1.06 fi Máximum speed 12 m/s

Rr 0.80 fi Inertia 7.5 kgm2

L, 0.206 H Gear box 5.065

Lm 0.1907 H Friction coefficient 0.006 Nms/rad

Lr 0.2341 H ao 0.0232

L„t 0.0925 H a¡
- 0.0757

Pole pairs 3 a*. 0.039

Rated speed 970 rpm aj
- 0.0037

Stator-rotor turn ration 1.7 a» 0.0001

Stator connection delta b- 0.00185

Rotor connection star
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